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THE COMPARATIVE EFFECT OF COLOR AND BLACK AND WHITE GUIDANCE 
FILMS EMPLOYED WITH AND WITHOUT "ANTICIPATORY" REMARKS 
UPON ACQUISITION AND RETENTION OF FACTUAL INFORMATION
CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AREA
Audio-visual materials have been used in the educa­
tional processes of man since the beginning of his search 
for knowledge* Primitive man carved simple pictures in the 
rock walls of his cave as a method of visual communication; 
these pictures were probably further clarified by the use of 
sounds, or of a language as it may have been spoken then* 
Today, many instructional devices possessing both audible 
and visible qualities are used extensively to aid in the 
communication of ideas*
The Value of Audio-Visual Materials 
to the Learning Process 
An individual learns as a result of responding to 
both past and present experiences which involve his basic 
drives and needs* Audio-visual materials lend themselves 
freely to the learning process by increasing the numbaT» «nA
1
variety of experiences which relate to the specific learning 
situation. Hob an and van Ormer (25) support this point by 
the following statement:
When experiences derived from motion pictures and other 
environmental situations, (which may or may not be in­
tentionally instructional), are integrated, especially 
through further thought and/or discussion, into • • • 
structures involving the basTc drives and needs of the 
individuals, these experiences become involved in 
changes in the individual's way of looking at his 
private world and of behaving in response to the world 
around him.
Positive claims made by teachers for properly used 
audio-visual materials are upheld by research studies re­
viewed by Dale, Finn, and Hoban in the Encyclopedia of Edu­
cational Research edited by Monroe (l6). They report the
following values derived by using audio-visual materials:
1. They supply a concrete basis for conceptual thinking 
and hence reduce meaningless word-responses of 
students,
2. They have a high degree of interest for students*
3. They supply the necessary basis for developmental
learning and hence make learning more permanent.
4» They offer a reality of experience which stimulates
self-activity on the part of pupils.
5* They develop a continuity of thought; this is
especially true of motion pictures.
6. They contribute to growth of meaning and hence to
vocabulary development.
7. They provide experience not easily secured by other 
materials and contribute to the efficiency, depth, and variety of learning.
Need for the Study
In view of the findings of similar studies previously 
conducted and reported in the following chapter, it was felt 
that the research presented here would be of value. The fol­
lowing questions seemed pertinent:
1. Does color aid the student in the acquisition 
of facts from guidance instructional films?
2. Does color aid the student in retaining facts 
from guidance instructional films?
3 » Does film employed with "anticipatory" remarks 
help the student to acquire and retain factual 
information?
Is color film more effective than black and 
white film for acquisition and retention of 
factual information when "anticipatory" re­
marks are employed?
!
Answers to these questions, it was felt, would pro-|
ivide information and data currently needed by educators who I  
en^loy audio-visual techniques. I
I
Statement of the Problem
I
This s tudy was concerned with the comparative effect 
of color and black and white guidance films when they were 
presented in conjunction with, and without, "anticipatory" 
remarks. The effect was measured by testing for acquisition ̂ 
and retention of factual information presented by selected 
guidance films.
Definition of Terms
Certain terms presented In the Statement of the 
Problem and employed throughout the study are defined for
the reader. They should be considered as synonymous with
the operations performed as follows :
1. Acquisition the amount of facts learned frod
the films as determined by paper and pencil ' 
multiple-choice tests administered Immediately 
after the students saw the films.
2. Retention —  the amount of facts remembered 
from fee films as determined by paper and pencil 
multiple-choice tests administered six weeks 
after the students saw the films.
3. "Anticipatory" remarks —  these remarks should 
not be thought of as film Introductions. The 
"anticipatory" remarks to be used In this study 
do not attempt to be so complete as film Intro­
ductions, but are merely brief statements read 
by this writer to the students concerning the 
value of the film's lesson to them and the 
announcement that a test would follow the film 
presentation.
Hypotheses
The null hypotheses to be tested were; (1) There 
is no significant difference between the experimental and 
control groups In Immediate learning from either the color 
or the black and white guidance films; (2) there Is no sig­
nificant difference between the experimental and control 
groups In the retention of facts from either the color or 
the black and white guidance films; and (3) there Is no sig­
nificant difference between the experimental and control 
groups In Immediate learning or retention of learning from
either color or black and white guidance films as a result 
of the "anticipatory" remarks #
Preview of the Following Chapters 
For the sake of clarity, a brief preview of the con­
tent of the following chapters is here presented.
The major findings of other related studies are 
shown in Chapter II. In Chapter III, the experimental design 
and its particular source of error, the procedure for the 
administration of the experiment, the response measures, the
experimental population and their treatments, and the various
I
materials employed are all described. Chapter IV contains 
the statistical or variance analysis of the results in terms 
of the empirical data obtained. Chapter V includes an in­
terpretation of the significant results found in the pre­
ceding chapter and a comparative evaluation of these with 
previous research. A summary of the study and conclusions 
derived from it are set forth with their subsequent impli­
cations in Chapter VI*
CHAPTER II
RELATED RESEARCH
There have been very few studies in the area of 
audio-visual instruction corresponding directly to the present 
experiment. Many investigations have been conducted con­
cerning acquisition and retention as related to black and 
white film, but not all of them have used motion pictures.
For purposes of this research, only studies carried out using 
motion pictures, filmstrips, and flat pictures will be re­
ported, since there is a similarity of their uses as audio­
visual devices.
The Value of Black and White Film to 
Acquisition and Retention of Facts 
Wood and Freeman (23) found that children in an 
experimental group using educational films out-performed 
children who were instructed by means other than film de­
vices. Kncwlton and Tilton (11) reported an over-all gain 
in knowledge of I9 per cent was acconplished by using educa­
tional films in the teaching of history. They also found 
that film-taught pupils retained from I9 to 25 per cent more 
than pupils instructed by other means. Other studies that
agree with the above conclusions are ttioae of Arnspiger (30) 
and Weber (21). Rulon (19) found that teaching carried on 
with the aid of films was 20*5 per cent more effective than 
the usual unaided presentation of history lesson materials.
He also reported that the retained gain of the film group 
was 38.5 per cent greater than that of the control group so 
that at the end of three months, the net gain In knowledge 
due to the use of film materials was 58.5 per cent above the 
gain of the control group. Film-taught groups also learned 
facta more readily and retained them longer when motion pic­
tures were used to Instruct them, according to a report made 
by Hansen (32). Gatto's (31) study found that the mean score 
of the group that saw the film Increased 11 per cent on the 
test administered five weeks later to measure retention, as 
con^ared to the scores made on the test given Immediately 
after the Instruction. The mean score of the group that did 
not see the film decreased 11 per cent on the test admlnl-
i
stered five weeks later to measure retention, as compared to|
!
the score on the test given Immediately after their Ins true-1 
tlon*
Several other studies have been completed with the i 
purpose of measuring the effect of film Instruction as com- I  
pared to verbal Instruction. Among these are experiments by I  
Consltt (3), Marchant (li|.), and Watkins (39). All of these 
studies are In agreement that films aid In the acquisition 
of facts. Other studies In agreement concerning the retention
8
of facta have been made by Goodman (Ijl), Lacy (33)» McCluakyj 
(15)» Skinner and Rich (36), Snmetine (38)» &nd Yonng (lj.0)* 
McPherson's (26) report surveyed studies concerned with 
acquisition and retention of learning from films; and this 
survey is of particular interest and significance to one 
working with this phase of audio-visual research.
The Value of "Anticipatory** Remarks Employed
with Black and White Film I
Research conducted in this area is reported in order
that some insight may be had into the problem. "Anticipatory"
jremarks cause an individual to be in a state of readiness ori 
expectancy for a coming event, such as expecting certain 
things to happen in the film. He is on the alert for certain 
things that he may have been told to look for and tries to I 
get the "important" points in the film because he has been ! 
forewarned of a test following the film, or for the more I
practical reason that he may need the knowledge. Studies j
have indicated that anticipation may arise either from the 
instructional activities or procedures which precede the 
film showing or from the introductory sequence and other |
comments or sequences presented within the film itself (25). 
Operation of the anticipation factor was studied by Dysinger 
and Ruckmick (7) who reported that anticipation appeared to 
serve as both a deterrent and a stimulant to emotional re­
sponses. Their findings may be interpreted to mean that
instructional films for some purposes, especially attitudinal 
development, may be more effective udien an instructional 
stereotype is avoided. In a similar study conducted by 
Sturmthal and Curtis (37)» it was found that as the antici­
pated events approached a level of personal reference and 
importance, the audience became increasingly involved in the 
film experience.
Studies on the effect of introductory remarks also 
pertain to this factor of anticipation. Hovland, humsdaine, 
and Sheffield (10) experimented with introductory remarks 
and review exercises in teaching military trainees about map 
reading. This study lends support to the notion that rele­
vant introductory remarks have an anticipational or motiva­
tional effect, as well as to the theory that learning results 
from the practice effect of repeating material in different 
symbolic forms. Wittich and Fowlkes (22) studied the effects 
of (a) casual presentation of films, (b) anticipatory intro­
duction, (c) practice after a film showing, and (d) repeated 
film showings. An evaluation of the results obtained indi- | 
cated that the introduction or orientation phase of their 
study resulted in increased learning from the films. However, 
they also indicated that ”over-instruction” of limited mater­
ial to mature audiences tends to decrease the amount of mean I
I
differences existing between experimental groups which j
inplies that effectiveness of a method of instruction may 
nbt_Jîî diredJily_pj:̂ QPJirJtional_Jĵ o_tiie__time_s.pent_uslng_lt. i
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A similar study conducted by the Commonwealth Office of Edu­
cation of Australia (2ij.) lends support and verification to 
the findings of Wittich and Fowlkes (22).
The Comparative Value of Color and Black and White Film
VanderMeer (28) conducted a study consisting of two! 
experiments with color and black and white instructional 
films. In the first investigation he showed five films to 
500 ninth and tenth grade students, half of whom saw color, 
and half the black and white versions. The two groups were j  
each tested immediately after the film showing and again six! 
weeks later. His findings on this experiment indicated that! 
there was no unanimous superiority for color film over the 
black and white versions. There was an indication, however, 
that students retained what they were tested over better from 
the color film versions. In the second experiment he used 
four films with a sample population of 199 high school stu­
dents. He conducted this experiment using ah alternation 
technique; that is, all students saw and were tested over at 
least two color and two black and white films. This tech­
nique was used to equate the differences in learner charac- ; 
teristics. The results of this experiment generally confirmed
those of the first experiment. Below are the conclusions from{
the two experiments as reported by VanderMeer (28, pp. 1-2)îi
1. The use of color in the instructional films studied
in these experiments does not seem to be justified 
in terms of greater learning on the part of thosewho view the films. ' ____   j
11
2« The contribution of color in these films seems to j 
be related more to retention of learning than to 
Immediate acquisition* People who see a color 
version of a film do not learn more than people 
who see a black and white version of the same film; 
but after six weeks, they have forgotten less.
3. Liking for a film and learning from that film are 
positively related. But the influence of color in 
determining such liking is not great enough to war­
rant the use of color as a means of increasing liking 
and thereby increasing learning.
ij-. Sex differences with regard to preferences for color 
films and learning from color films are slight.
5. The films used were selected because they appeared 
to make effective use of color for emphasis or be­
cause color was intrinsic to much of the subject 
matter being taught. However, it is possible that 
in these films color was not a crucial cue for 
learning. Apparently, other cues present in the 
films such as shape, contrast, texture, and the 
information in the commentary provided equally 
important cues for learning and color added little.
MacLean conducted a study using still pictures
and found that high school seniors remembered colored geo­
graphy prints at a ratio of five to three over the black and 
white prints. He discovered that color occasionally dis­
tracted from "central scenes" while at other times color 
contrast appeared to increase the clearness of details as 
revealed by free-recall tests administered after students 
viewed the prints. Published excerpts from the above study 
appear in the Research Quarterly (34). He experimented with 
152 high school boys equated approximately according to 
chronological age, intelligence quotient, and grade level 
in school. The boys were shown eleven anatomy slides in
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which ̂ hey were requested to write statements about their 
observations. The results showed color to be of value in 
illustrating depth in those pictures where depth perception 
was important. Color was also of value where highly colored 
organs needed contrasting from other organs, although some­
times it detracted when attention should have been directed 
to other items. A comparative study of the written state­
ments revealed that the control group (the group that viewed 
black and white slides) did not see the same items in the 
slides as "an impressive percentage" of the experimental 
group (the group that saw color slides). He writes his con­
clusions as follows:
1. Indiscriminately adding so-called natural color to 
anatomy and physiology slides does not increase 
their lesson value in proportion to the increased 
cost. An anatomy slide is not necessarily better 
because it is colored.
2. Some anatomy views better stimulate the arousal of 
meaning without detracting from attention and 
interest when they are presented without color.
3. To logically determine what anatomy slides should be 
colored requires a careful study of the total sensory situation. I
Î
In an experiment using the same students as previously 
indicated, MacLean (35) used ten flat pictures in color and | 
ten uncolored flat pictures of similar likenesses. The pic-; 
tures were presented so that for each boy who saw a color
Ipicture, a boy of similar age, grade level, and intelligence I 
quotient viewed the similar uncolored picture. After seeing; 
the pictures, two direct questions were asked concerning each
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of the ten pictures* He reported the following findings:
In nine cases of the twenty, the colored pictures were 
superior in eliciting the correct answers to the direct 
questions, in five the uncplored were superior and in 
six there was very little difference. The total super­
iority of the colored pictures was 30, insignificant 
when divided among twenty questions and seventy-six 
students.
He concluded from the findings that it would be ad­
vantageous to use both colored and uncolored pictures for 
instructional devices. The particular nature or purpose of 
the instructional situation would largely determine whether 
to use colored or uncolored pictures.
Ibison {l\2) conducted a study involving comparisons
!
of textual materials illustrated by colored, black and white^ 
and unillustrated texts. He divided lll{. second grade stu­
dents into three groups for the experimental investigation. 
Each student was verbally tested and asked to report all he 
remembered after reading one story from each of the three 
different types of texts. Ibison concluded from his results 
that textual materials with the colored illustrations were 
superior to the other editions as indicated by the tests 
administered to each student. Test scores indicated that I  
the students scored significantly higher when reading from 
the textbooks illustrated by color. However, students remem? 
bered seeing almost as many black and white illustrations as| 
they did the colored illustrations. I
Long (1̂.3) carried out an investigation to ascertain!1
the influence of color on acquisition and retention of facts I
Ik
at two levels of pupil maturity: (1) the fifth and sixth
grades and (2) the eleventh and twelfth grades. This popu­
lation was equated according to intelligence and achievement 
ratings after which each saw five color and five black and 
white l6mm sound films. Tests revealed that color films 
were significantly superior at the sixth and twelfth grades 
on tests for acquisition of facts, whereas black and white 
films were significantly superior at the eleventh grade on 
tests for acquisition of facts. Color films were signifi­
cantly superior at the sixth, eleventh, and twelfth grades 
on tests for retention of facts, while no significant dif­
ferences existed at the fifth grade on either the tests for 
acquisition or retention of facts. Further implications 
presented by Long (l}-3) indicated that schools need to exper­
iment more with color films for varying types of learning 
material and with pupils of varying degrees of maturity.
CHAPTER III 
DESIGN AND PROCEDURE
The Exploratory Study 
Exploratory research was conducted using 2? college 
freshman students for the purpose of determining what prob­
lems would be involved in an investigation such as the 
present study. Factors to consider were those of testing 
and film presentation, establishing an experimental design, 
determining the number of subjects needed in each group to 
adequately test the hypotheses at specified levels of confi­
dence, discovering what apparatus and materials were needed, 
and becoming better acquainted with experimental research 
procedures and the statistical techniques involved. A report 
of this study is presented in Appendix G.
Design of the Study 
In order to obtain data for the total document 
herein presented, four experimental groups and one control 
group were used to test the hypotheses set forth in Chapter I* 
Two experimental groups were tested over instruction received 
from color films, with one of these groups being read "anti- 
cipatory" remarks prior to the film presentations. The_____
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remaining two experimental groups were tested over instruc­
tion received from black and white films with one of these 
groups also being read "anticipatory” remarks prior to the 
film showings. A control group was also employed who re­
ceived no formal instruction, but was administered the same 
tests as the other experimental groups.
The effect of the different methods of instruction 
from selected guidance films was measured in terms of im­
mediate learning and this measure was identified as post­
test (Yi). The pretest (X) scores which indicated the 
students’ previous knowledge about the information presented 
by the film were compared with the posttest (Y^) scores* As 
a test for the permanency of the gains or losses caused by 
each method of instruction, posttest (Yg) was administered 
seven weeks after the pretest (X). Comparisons were then 
made between pretest (X) and posttest (Yg) scores.
The five groups of students were designated as 
groups A, B, 0, D, and E and received treatment as follows: 
Group A saw color films; group B was read "anticipatory" 
remarks prior to color film presentations; group C saw black 
and white films; group D was read "anticipatory" remarks 
prior to black and white film presentations; and group E, 
the control, did not see the films nor did they receive any 
formal instruction concerning the content of the films. All 
groups were administered the same tests#
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Subjects
Five hundred, and fifty-one students of the Clinton, 
Elk City, Hydro, and Weatherford Public High Schools in 
Southwestern Oklahoma participated in the experiment. The 
eleventh and twelfth grades were selected as the age group 
suitable for the films being used in the study. Students 
were not told that they were involved in an experiment, but 
were led to believe that all testing and film presentations 
were part of their guidance program and its functions.
As an additional experimental control, students 
who were absent from any part of the testing or film presen­
tation sessions were eliminated from the study. This resulted 
in unequal group N ’s and in order to facilitate statistical 
analysis, they were made numerically equal by using a table 
of random sampling numbers. Therefore, the final population 
used in this study was four hundred and forty subjects equally 
divided into five groups.
Procedure
Pour black and white guidance films were presented 
in Clinton High School, where two groups had been selected 
by the use of a table of random sampling numbers. Weather­
ford students were used as the control group. Elk City and 
Hydro students were shown color prints of the guidancë films 
with two groups also being randomly selected. Through use 
of this arrangement, it was possible to begin the experiment
18
with more than one hundred students in each of the five 
experimental groups.
The long distances between the cooperating schools 
made it necessary to initiate the experiment by installments 
After consultation and agreement with the various adminis­
trators of each school involved, a schedule was set up where­
by the same morning of each experimental week was used to 
work with the students in that particular school*
Instructors from the participating schools who nor­
mally taught the eleventh and twelfth grade students helped 
to administer the tests to the groups involved*
The first day of the experiment in each school was 
spent administering the pretest (X) to the eleventh and 
twelfth grade students. One week later, the film presenta­
tions and posttests (Y^) were administered to the different 
groups with each group receiving the specific treatment pre­
viously decided upon. Six weeks later posttest (Yg) was 
given to the various groups, but prior to its administration^
the students who saw color films were subjected to a color {
perception test. Color perception charts by the American 
Optical Company (2) and Dvorine (5) were employed. Those 
students who did not possess the normal ability to distin­
guish colors or hues were withdrawn from the study for
reasons of additional experimental control* A summary of 
the experimental procedure is presented in Table 1.
TABLE 1
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The ExperImenta 1 Design and Its Source of Error 
It is important that the particular design of this 
experiment be identified in order for one to understand whic 
basic type of experimental error is most generally associated 
with it. The present study is a sinple-randomized design in 
which each treatment was independently administered to selec­
ted e^erimental groups which had been assigned at random. 
Lindquist (13, p. 9) indicates that the type of error char­
acterizing simple-randomized designs, which he calls "type S 
errors," occurs for the following reason:
In any single replication of such an experiment, it is 
usually left to chance to determine which treatment each 
subject is to receive. If the subjects are assigned at 
random to the treatment groups, the group assigned to 
may by chance contain a larger proportion of the more 
intelligent pupils, or of those who like arithmetic, or 
of the more industrious pupils, or of the pupils who re­
ceived superior instruction during the year preceding. 
. . .  Accordingly, the mean criterion score may be 
higher for Ai than for A2, even though the treatments 
are on the average equally effective for all pupils in 
general in the particular school involved.
Lindquist (13, p. 9-H) also points out that ’'type 
G errors"' (those due to extraneous factors which occur from 
the use of different teachers, classrooms, etc.) and "type 
R errors" (those resulting because of differences between 
schools) are a distinct possibility. A simple-randomized 
design such as enployed in this study does not provide any 
systematic method of estimating the variability of these two 




Multiple-choice paper and pencil test items with four 
choices from which to select the correct response were con­
structed in order to test for the factual content presented 
in each particular film. By previewing each film repeatedly 
and by checking the teacher’s guide and master script fre­
quently, it was possible to develop the test items.
The content validity of the response measures posed 
a major problem for the writer. A better insight into this 
concern was gained by studying from a publication of the 
American Council on Education (1) in which they pointed out 
that an ordinary paper and pencil test is usually considered 
to possess content validity to the extent that it tests the 
students’ knowledge and effective grasp of those facts, prin­
ciples, relations, patterns, and generalizations which are 
the results of immediate objectives of instruction. Hence, 
it was necessary that the test content parallel the content 
of the film Instruction. In order to determine this degree 
of agreement, criteria which was compared with the content
of the test was employed in the form of (1) analyses of the
I
color and black and white films, (2) analyses of the teachers' 
guides and master scripts that accompanied the films, and i 
(3) pooled judgments of competent persons. Each film and : 
its test were carefully evaluated by a "jury of experts" 
until they were convinced that all the prerequisites under- | 
lying content validity had been satisfied. The names of the I
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"jury of experts" appear in Appendix B together with a dis- j 
cussion of the manner in which they helped validate the tests 
on film content.
The test-retest method of estimating the reliability 
of a test was employed for the pretest (X) and posttest (Yg) 
scores obtained from the control group. The degree of agree­
ment between the two sets of scores was determined by means 
of computing the coefficient of correlation by the Pearson 
Product-Moment Correlation (r) method. The r for each of 
the four tests was as follows: (1) Library Organization —
• 79; (2) Heredity and Environment —  .97; (3) Choosing Your 
Occupation -= .9 6; and (4) Your Earning Power —  .95* All 
of the correlation coefficients were found to be significant 
beyond the *01 level of confidence when computations were 
made using Fisher’s z function as presented by Garrett (9)•
Identical test items were used in pretest (X), post­
test (Y^) and (Yg) with the only difference between them 
being that the items were arranged in a different sequence 
of numerical order on each successive test.
Materials
Films* In order to investigate the comparative 
effect that color and black and white films had on the acqui­
sition and retention of facts, four sets of l6mm sound films 
were selected with each set consisting of one color and one 
black and white print of the same version. Films were
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selected from Coronet Films using the following criteria:
(1) Those chosen must be of such a nature and maturity level 
that they would be suitable for use with the students being 
employed in the experiment. A film that was below or above 
the educational maturity level of the students would not be 
adequate for this study. (2) The selected films must be 
those classified as instructional rather than the common 
variety for entertainment purposes. (3) Photography in the 
films must be of acceptable quality. Films with scratches 
or other defects might have detracted from the facts being 
presented. (I}.) Sound of the film must be of acceptable qual­
ity. Films with poor sound tracks might have detracted from 
the facts being presented.
Projection room. Since the experimental groups were 
so large and space facilities available for projection limited 
in the experimental schools, it was decided to use auditor­
iums. This decision was further based on the strength of j
Hoban and van Ormer’s (2^) report of the research concerned |
■ Iwith physical conditions of film use in which they reported |
that it appeared physical surroundings were not likely to be|
critical factors in affecting factual learning from films. I
Darkening facilities were more than adequate and the viewing!
angle and distance from the screen were carefully controlled!.
IBM answer sheets. IBM answer sheets were supplied |
to each subject for each test taken because this form of !
answer sheet facilitated the scoring of the test responses !
ĥr
by electrical machine,
Electrographic pencils. These pencils were given to 
each student prior to the test in order that the test re­
sponses could be machine scored.
Response measures. Multiple-Choice test items with 
four choices were constructed and content validity estab­
lished by a "jury of competent persons." Each of the four 
films had twenty-two items constructed from its content. A 
copy of each test may be found in the Appendix A.
Testing room. Classrooms were used as testing rooms 
and were selected on the basis of their facilitating the 
groups of students and their movement from the auditorium to 
the testing room. No conflicts emerged during the experi­
ments since students were carefully supervised so as to main­
tain an atmosphere conducive to test-taking.
Test directions. Directions for each test were de­
veloped and the test administrators read those directions 
to the students prior to taking the tests. Copies of the 
directions may be found in Appendix C*
Color perception charts. These charts were employed 
with the groups of students who saw color films in order to 
help detect which ones could not distinguish color or hues. 
Students with this handicap were not included in the present 
8 tudy.
Teacher's guide sheets. The guide sheets summarized 
what was presented in the film content and also suggested___
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activities for following up the film presentation. The 
teacher’s guide sheets for each film were supplied by 
Coronet Films and helped in making out the response measures 
and "anticipatory” remarks.
Master scripts. The master scripts presented a 
description of the scenes of the film and the narration that 
accompanies each scene. The master scripts also helped in 
making out the response measures and "anticipatory" remarks.
"Anticipatory" remarks. These were the brief state­
ments read by this investigator to the students concerning 
the value of the film’s lesson to them and the announcement 
that a test would follow the film presentation. Copies of 
the "anticipatory" remarks are found in Appendix D.
CHAPTER IV
EMPIRICAL DATA AND QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
The primary statistical technique employed was analy 
sis of covariance since it is applicable to situations where 
initial differences among groups need to be taken into 
account* In this investigation, initial- differences were 
a distinct possibility since no attempt was made to "equate" 
the groups prior to introducing the experimental treatments*
Tate (20, p* , points out in his discussion on
covariance that:
it * * • is possible to introduce control in two or more 
classes of experimental data by making allowance for 
initial differences among the classes which may have 
prejudiced the results of the treatment * . * Such 
control is possible in situations where there is 
available an associated measure for each of the final 
experimental measures. The analysis of differences 
among classes of final e^erimental data, taking into 
account differences existing in the associated data, 
is conventionally known as analysis of covariance.
In addition to the above information, Tate (20, 
p* 522), later gives the following statements:
Analysis of covariance may be used in any situation 
where it is logical to consider controlling a variable 
experimentally by equalizing groups or matching indivi­
duals on the basis of that variable* It ordinarily results in a substantial reduction of withih-group or 
error variance and thus leads to more precise results.
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The subjects of each group were presented with dif­
ferent experimental situations. These treatments were pre­
viously referred to as A, B, C, D, and E in Chapter III of 
this report.
Analysis of Scores on Tests for Acquisition of Facts 
from the Color and Black and White Guidance Films
In this chapter the variable is considered to be 
the performance of the subjects under experimental conditions 
involving acquisition of facts that were presented in the 
color and black and white guidance films. Prior to obtaining 
the T-ĵ scores, subjects were given a pretest which measured 
how much each student knew about the guidance films' con­
tents at the beginning of the experiment. The results ob­
tained from the tests constructed over the four films will 
be reported in this section as follows:
"Library Organi zation"
The X scores of the five groups of subjects are re­
corded in Table 2 according to numerical value beginning with 
the highest score and proceeding to the lowest, and the
Iscores of the five groups of subjects are recorded in Table 3. 
The position of each Y^ score was arranged to correspond 
directly with the position of each X score for computational 
purposes. For example, the subject in group A who had an 
initial score on X of 17 had a score on Y^ of 19 and the 
other scores were paired in like fashion#
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TABLE 2
PRETEST (X) SCORES MADE Bï FIVE GROüES GF ELEVENTH AND TWELFTH GRADE
STUDENTS ON THE TEST CONSTRUCTED FROM THE COLOR AND BLACK AND
TIÎHITE GUIDANCE FILJB ENTITLED »>LIBRARY ORGANIZATION"*
GROUPS
No.•M* No. No.
A B C D E A B C D E A B c D E
1. 17 10 13 11 21 31. S 3 6 S 6 61. 2 2 3 2 32. 11 10 11 11 10 32. s 3 6 S 6 62. 2 1 3 2 3
3* 11 9 10 10 10 33. s 3 6 s 6 63. 2 1 3 2 3
u. 11 9 10 10 10 31. s 3 6 s 6 6U. 2 1 2 2 210 9 10 9 9 3?. s 3 6 s 6 6S. 2 1 2 2 2
6. 9 9 9 9 9 36. s 3 S s S 66. 2 1 2 2 2
7. 9 9 9 9 37. 3 3 S s S 67. 2 1 2 2 28. 9 7 9 7 9 38. 3 3 S s S 68. 2 1 2 2 2
9. 7 7 7 7 9 39. 3 3 S s S 69. 1 -1 2 2 210. 7 7 7 7 9 ItO. 3 3 S s S 70. 1 -1 2 1 2
11. 6 7 7 7 8 ia. 3 3 s 3 S 71. 1 -1 2 1
'2
12. 6 6 7 7 7 U2. 3 3 s 3 s 72. 1 -1 2 1 2
13. 6 6 7 7 7 it3. 3 3 s 3 s 73. 1 -1 2 1 2
lit. 6 6 7 6 7 Wt. 3 3 s 3 s 7U. 1 -1 2 1 1
15. 6 6 7 6 7 3 3 s 3 s 7S. 1 -1 2 1 1
16. 6 7 6 7 U6. 3 2 s 3 s 76. 1 -1 2 1 117. 6 7 6 7 U7. 3 2 s 3 s 77. -1 -1 2 1 118. 6 S 7 6 7 U8. 2 2 s 3 s 78. -1 -1 2 1 1
19. 6 7 6 7 it9. 2 2 s 3 s 79. -1 -2 2 1 120. 6 5 7 6 7 SO. 2 2 s 3 s 80. -1 -2 1 1 -1
21. 6 5 6 6 7 Si. 2 2 s 3 3 81. -1 -2 1 1 -122. 6 6 6 6 S2. 2 2 s 3 3 82. -1 -2 1 1 -1
23. 6 6 6 6 S3. 2 2 s 3 3 83. -1 -2 -1 1 -1
2U. 6 5 6 5 6 SU. 2 2 3 3 3 8U. -2 -3 -1 1 -125. S 6 5 6 ss. 2 2 3 3 3 8S. -2 -3 -1 -1 -2
26. S 6 6 S6. 2 2 3 3 3 86. -2 -3 -1 -1 -227. S 6 6 S7. 2 2 3 3 3 87. -2 -3 -2 -2 *328. 5 6 6 S8. 2 2 3 3 3 88. -2 -S -2 -2 -329. 5 3 6 6 S9. 2 2 3 3 330. 9 3 6 S 6 60. 2 2 3 3 3
* Scores irere determined I37 the use of a correction formula for guessing. Score equals number right minus one-third number -wrong. 




POSTTEST (!]_) SCORES MADE BY FIVE GROUPS OF ELEVENTH AND TTIÏEIFTH GRADE
STUDENTS ON THE TEST CONSTRUCTED FROM THE COLOR AND BLACK AND
TIÏHITE GUIDANCE FILIB ENTITLED «LIBRARY ORGANIZATION"*
GROUPS
No.**
A •B C D E
No.
A B C D E
No. A B c D E
1. 19 10 9 19 13 31. 11 21 7 lit 9 61. 17 10 13 17 32. 17 17 19 13 6 32. 13 11 18 lit 7 62. 9 21 13 13 1
3. 17 21 19 17 13 33. n 18 18 10 9 63. 11 15 13 17 3
L. 18 7 15 13 3 3lt. lit 10 17 11 6 6it. 9 15 11 13 217 10 6 lit 2 35. 9 lit 7 18 3 65. 11 lit lit lit 5
6. 19 18 18 9 2 36. lit 15 H lit 7 66. 7 9 11 13 2
7. 17 9 19 21 7 37. 19 10 Ih 15 3 67. 17 7 15 lit 68. 9 10 13 19 3 38. 13 10 15 5 3 68. 6 9 17 6 5
9. 11 15 17 22 7 39. 13 15 21 11 2 69. 18 15 17 15 210, 15 21 21 17 2 itO. 18 7 lit 7 -1 70. 11 7 21 18 -1
11. 17 7 15 18 5 Itl. 13 11 18 19 3 71. 17 9 17 19 -312. 19 15 13 10 6 it2. 10 2 17 18 1 72. lit 13 30 17 2
13. 19 11 19 Üt 5 it3. 10 13 lit 21 3 73. 7 21 10 10 5lit. 21 13 17 21 7 itit. 3 13 13 11 1 7it. 10 13 7 19 -115. 11 6 17 lit 5 it5. 10 5 19 18 6 75. 7 7 9 10 6
16. 21 17 18 lit 9 it6. 18 17 15 lit 11 76. 5 10 5 11 “2
17. 10 lit 15 17 7 it7. lit 19 10 21 2 77. lit 6 6 15 518. 13 17 19 17 3 It8. lit lit lit 19 -1 78. 10 10 6 10 -119. 17 lit lit 19 7 ii9. 18 13 7 11 7 79. 9 9 6 10 620. 17 lit 11 19 5 50. lit 18. 2 18 5 80. 9 13 17 10 -1
21. 13 17 19 19 7 51. 18 10 9 -1 6 81. 6 17 19 6 522. 22 11 21 7 5 52. 13 15 13 15 5 82. 6 7 13 6 6
23. 11 19 11 9 9 53. 9 15 7 13 1 83. 3 -1 17 9 -2|2li, 1 9 17 19 3 5it. 21 17 lit lit -2 8ii. n 17 17 11 1|25. 21 lit 18 18 7 55. 15 15 13 9 7 85. 13 7 10 lit 5’
26, 15 15 15 18 1 56. 10 11 21 19 2 86. 13 7 30 11 5































88. 3 13 7 6 1
Scores were determined by the use of a correction formula for 
guessing. Score equals number right minus one-third number tsrong» 
"*%umber represents subjects. Subjects mil maintain this assigned 
number in subsequent tables dealing mth «Library Organization•«
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gig Qf covariance, Tate 
(2 0) indicates that an analysis of variance will need to be 
calculated on both the pretest (X) and the posttest (Y^) 
scores. It was necessary to assume that the sampled popula­
tions were normal with equal variances, and this assumption 
was tested by Bartlett’s Test of Homogeneity of Variance (20 
pp. l|.86-i).90)• Computations were made using the scores in 
Table 2, whereas the data employed in the Chi Square test of 
the homogeneity of five variance estimates is presented in 
Table If*
TABLE if
BARTLETT’S TEST OP THE HOMOGENEITY OP FIVE GROUPS 
OP ELEVENTH AND TWELFTH GRADE STUDENTS ON THE 
TEST CONSTRUCTED PROM THE COLOR AND BLACK 
AND WHITE GUIDANCE FILMS ENTITLED 
"LIBRARY ORGANIZATION"
Group 2 x2 df n
Variance 
Estimate s2 Log s2 n Log s2
A 1016*0 87 .0115 11.7 1 .0 6 8 2 92.9334-
B 957.5 87 .0115 1 1 .0 l.Oiflif 9 0 .6 0 1 8
C 743.7 87 .0115 8.5 .9294- 80.8578
D 631.7 87 .0115 7.5 .8751 7 6 .1 3 3 7
E 1108.0 87 .0115 12.7 1 .1 0 3 8 9 6 .0 3 0 6
SUM 44-76.9 4-35 .0575 ' 4.36 .5 5 7 3
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The obtained of 9,22 failed to reach significance at the 
•0^ level of confidence for if. degrees of freedom. Therefore 
the assumption or hypothesis of equality of population vari­
ances was not contradicted.
In addition, Tate (20) points out that the funda­
mental assumption underlying correlation analysis is lin­
earity of regression. Before beginning an analysis, it is 
advisable to plot the data both for the total group and for 
each group and to fit regression lines to the plotted data 
as has been done in Figures 1 and 2. Inspection of the 
regression lines and of the dispersion of the data about 
the lines Indicated that the assumption of linearity of 
regression was questionable. Since an exact analysis is 
needed, Tate (20) suggests that the assun^tion should be 
tested by comparing the one variance estimate, based upon 
the squares of the deviations of the column means from the 
fitted straight line of regression, with a second variance 
estimate based upon the squares of deviations of the scores 
within columns about their respective means. The obtained 
P value of 96*73 for 3 and i}-35 degrees of freedom was sig­
nificant beyond the .01 level of confidence, and we concluded 
that the assunçîtion of linearity of regression was unsound. 
Therefore, when test data are nonlinear, the comparability 
of the X and units is particularly questionable#
Table 5 contains a summary of the analysis of vari- 




Figure 1. Deviations from total means and total line 
of regression of on X scores made by five groups of elev­
enth and twelfth grade students on the test constructed from 










Figure 2. Deviations of Y% and X scores from group 
means and common within-group line of regression mads by five 
groups of eleventh and twelfth grade students on the test 
constructed from color and black and white guidance films 
entitled "Library Organization." (y’= .42x)
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TABLE $
SUMMARY OP TEE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS FOR SCORES MADE BY FIVE 
GROUPS OF ELEVENTH AND TWELFTH GRADE STUDENTS ON THE TEST 
CONSTRUCTED FROM THE COLOR AND BLACK AND WHITE GUIDANCE 
FILMS ENTITLED "LIBRARY ORGANIZATION"
(Group N 5 88)
Source of 
Variation




Analysis of variance of pretest (X) scores
1
Among groups 





TOTAL i|.68lf*8 if 39 I
Analysis of variance of posttest (Y^) scores
Among groups 
Within groups 6lk8*5 if8if69.l i|.35 1237.11 9 .5 78.83*
TOTAL Iif6l7*6 if39
Source of 
Variation df Sx2 ZXY S y 2




if35 # 7 6 .3 1897.if 81f6 9.l
TOTAL if39 if68if*8 1 5 2 7 .0 Iif6l7 .6
Source of 
Variation
Sum of Squares 
Residuals df Variance Estimates
Covariance analysis between X and Yĵ scores
Among groups' Within groups 6k55.1766k*8 if 1 6 1 3 .8  if3if 1 7 .7 9 1.18*
TOTAL lifll9.9 if38
Significant bevond the .0 1 level of confidence*
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from the covariance smalysis was 91*10 and from the table of 
P for if. and i|-3l|. degrees of freedom it was seen that this 
value was statistically significant beyond the .01 level of 
confidence. The experimental treatments apparently resulted 
in real differences since the final posttest (Y%) means of 
the five groups were not reasonably accounted for either by 
initial pretest (X) differences or by sampling fluctuations. 
Furthermore, it was seen that the precision of the study 
had been increased through the analysis of covariance tech­
nique by observing that the variance estimate had been 
reduced from 19.5 to 17*7*
The significant value of F indicated definite differ­
ences between the adjusted means, but it did not reveal 
which of the Y^ means was significant. In order to determine 
this, Garrett’s Analysis of Covariance (9), steps 7, 8, and 9, 
were employed to compute the adjusted Y-means and test for I 
differences by the t-test. Table 6 presents a summary of 
the adjusted Y^ means.
Garrett (9) now directs one to calculate the stan­
dard error of the difference between any two adjusted means 
and this was found to be .6 3. The general formula for 
finding t-values was employed and it was discovered that
the difference required between the adjusted means of any !
I
two groups was 1 .2 3 at the .0 5  level of confidence and I.6 3 ! 
at the .0 1 level of confidence for l0l\. degrees of freedom. 
Table 7 presents the magnitude of difference on the adjusted I
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TABLET
ADJUSTED MEANS ON POSTTEST (Yl) SCORES MADE BY FIVE GROUPS 
OP ELEVENTH AND TWELFTH GRADE STUDENTS ON THE TEST 
CONSTRUCTED FROM THE COLOR AND BLACK AND WHITE 
GUIDANCE FILMS ENTITLED "LIBRARY ORGANIZATION"
Groups N X Y Y*X(adjusted)
A 68 3.S 12.9 13.03
B 88 2.7 12.^ 12.86
C 88 i}-.6 13.9 13.56
D 88 3.9 lij-.O 1 3 .9 6
E 88 il-.l 3 .8 1
General Means 3.8 11.4 1 1 .4 4
means between groups, taken two at a time.
Reference to Tables 6 and 7 reveals that the adjusted 
means for groups A, B, C, and D were significantly higher 
than the adjusted mean for group E at the .01 level of con­
fidence. Furthermore, it is apparent that there were no sig­
nificant differences between the adjusted means of groups A 
and B, A and C, A and D, B and C, B and D, or C and D. |
I
"Heredity and Environment" |
The X scores of the five groups of subjects are re- j
I Icorded according to rank order in Table 8 . The scores of the 
same five groups of subjects under experimental conditions yJ 
are recorded in Table 9» and, for computational purposes, !
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TABLE 7
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE ADJUSTED MEANS ON POSTTEST (Yn) 
. SCORES MADE BY FIVE GROUPS OF ELEVENTH AND TWELFTH 
GRADE STUDENTS ON THE TEST CONSTRUCTED FROM THE 
COLOR AND BLACK AND WHITE GUIDANCE FILMS 
ENTITLED "LIBRARY ORGANIZATION"
Groups*
Magnitude of Difference 
Between Groups Taken 




A-B .17 No No
A-C .53 No No
A-D .93 No No
A-E 9.22 Yes Yes
B-C .70 No No
B-D 1.10 No No
B-E 9.05 Yes Yes
C-D .lj.0 No No
C-E 9.75 Yes Yes
D-E 10.15 Yes Yes
*Group A —  Color film
Group B —  Color film and anticipatory remarks
Group C —  Black and white film
Group D —  Black and white film and anticipatory
remarks




PRETEST (X) SCORES MADE BT FIVE GROUPS OF ELEVENTH AND TTŒLFTH GRADE
STUDENTS ON THE TEST CONSTRUCTED FROM THE COLOR AND BLACK AND
IHITE GUIDANCE FILKB ENTITLED "HEREDITT AND ENVIRONMENT»»*
(SOUPS
WNo. No. No.
A B C D E A B C D E A B C D E
1. 19 19 19 19 19 31. 13 11 13 11 13 61. 7 6 9 7 72. 19 18 19 19 19 32. 13 H 13 11 11 62. 7 6 7 7 7
3. 18 18 18 17 19 33. 13 11 13 11 11 63. 7 6 7 7 7
h» 18 18 18 17 18 3li. 13 11 13 11 11 6U. 7 6 7 7 718 17 18 17 18 3S. 11 11 13 11 11 65. 7 6 7 7 7
6. 17 17 17 17 17 36. 11 11 13 11 11 66, 6 6 7 7 7
7. 17 17 17 17 17 37. 11 11 13 n 11 67. 6 S 7 6 78. 17 17 17 17 17 38. n 11 13 11 11 68. 6 S 7 6 69. IS 17 17 17 17 39. 11 10 11 u 11 69. S S 7 6 610. IS IS 17 IS IS !iO. 11 10 11 10 11 70. S S 7 6 6
11. IS IS 17 IS IS ia. 11 10 11 10 11 71. S S 6 6 612. IS IS 17 IS IS U2. 11 10 11 10 11 72. S S 6 6 6
13. IS IS IS Hi IS U3. IL 10 11 10 11 73. S s 6 6 6lit. IS IS IS Hi IS iili. 10 10 11 10 11 7U. S s 6 6 615. IS Hi IS Hi IS US. 10 10 11 10 10 7S. s 5 6 6 S
16. IS Hi IS Hi Hi U6. 10 10 11 10 10 76. s 3 6 6 S
17. IS Hi IS Hi Hi U7. 10 10 11 10 10 77. 3 3 s 6 S18. Hi Hi IS Hi Hi U8. 10 10 11 10 10 76. 3 3 s S S19. Hi 13 IS Hi Hi U9. 10 10 n 10 10 79. 2 2 3 S 320. lU 13 IS Hi Hi SO. 10 10 10 10 10 80. 2 2 3 5 3
21. Hi 13 Hi 13 13 Si. 10 10 10 10 10 81. 2 1 3 S 322. Hi 13 Hi 13 13 S2. 9 9 10 9 10 82. 2 1 2 3 323. Hi 13 Hi 13 13 S3. 9 9 10 9 10 83. 1 1 2 3 32lt, Hi 13 Hi 13 13 SU. 9 9 10 9 9 8U. 1 -1 2 3 325. lit 13 Hi 13 13 s s . 9 9 10 9 9 85. 1 -1 1 3 2
26. Hi 13 Hi 13 13 S6. 9 9 9 9 9 86. 1 -1 1 3 1
27. 13 13 Hi 13 13 S7. 9 9 9 9 9 87. -1 -3 1 1 128. 13 11 Hi 13 13 S8. 9 9 9 9 9 88. -1 -3 1 -1 -329. 13 11 13 n 13 S9. 9 9 9 7 930. 13 11 13 11 13 60. 7 7 9 7 9
Scores were determined by the use of a correction formula for 
guessing. Score equals number right minus one-third number wong# 
** Number represents subjects. Subjects -will maintain this assigned 
number in subsequent tables dealing Tvith »»Heredity and Environment.»»
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_ _ _ _ _  '
POSTTEST (Ti) SCORES MADE BT FIVE GROUPS Œ  ELEVENTH AND TWEIPTH GRADE
STUDENTS ON THE TEST CONSTRUCTED FROM THE COLOR AND BLACK AND
TÏHITE GUIDANCE FILliB ENTITLED "HEREDITY AND ENVIRONMENT"*
GROUPS
No.** No. No.
A B C D E A B C D E A B c D E
1. IS 19 21 22 19 31. 21 IS 21 lit 11 61. lit 18 IS n 72. 21 17 22 22 19 32. IS 17 10 19 13 62. 13 IS 13 lit 10
3. 18 19 22 19 IS 33. 17 17 19 21 13 63. n 18 7 17 11U* 21 17 22 19 18 3it. IS 17 22 IS 17 6U. 10 7 13 13 lit19 18 19 19 17 3S. 18 IS 18 lit 11 65. 10 IS 13 11 11
6. 22 18 21 21 17 36. 19 19 19 lit 11 66. 11 10 13 lit 7
7. 17 19 22 21 13 37. 18 13 19 19 IS 67. 21 IS 9 11 108. 19 22 18 IS lit 38. 13 IS lit IS 10 68. IS 10 U 6 99. 21 18 22 21 lit 39. 17 22 lit IS 17 69. 11 10 IS 11 1310. 22 17 21 IS 17 itO. IS 19 19 19 13 70. 6 13 13 lit 9
11. 17 21 22 19 13 itl. 10 22 17 lit 11 71. 33 7 s IS 1112. 17 19 18 22 lit It2. 17 13 17 17 13 72. IS 11 13 9 9
13. 19 17 21 18 IS it3. IS 17 21 22 7 73. 10 9 7 18 SlU. 21 17 17 21 lit hit* 19 18 19 13 s 7it. 17 13 7 IS 9IS. 19 19 19 22 17 itS. 17 11 17 IS lit 7S. 9 IS lit S 6
16. 19 IS IS 17 17 U6. IS 19 lit 17 11 76. 13 IS 10 9 617. 19 17 21 19 IS it7. 9 IS 18 IS 13 77. 3 10 10 IS 318. 21 18 21 IS lit it8. 10 18 10 lit 13 78. 9 13 9 13 lit
19. 22 IS 22 19 IS it9. 10 17 17 IS 17 79. 13 11 lit lit 120. 19 21 13 n IS SO. IS 13 22 11 11 80. 9 lit 18 lit 9
21. 18 lit 19 19 13 Si. 11 10 18 lit 13 81. 6 10 IS 7 1022. IS 19 21 18 lit S2. 13 18 18 21 11 82. 6 3 10 IS 323. IS 11 21 17 IS S3. 17 13 18 21 n 83. 17 3 10 lit 2
2h* lit 21 IS 21 10 Sit. 22 11 13 11 11 8U. IS S 6 S 1025. 17 17 18 19 10 SS. 17 17 13 17 18 8S. S 9 s 10 7'
26. lit 7 22 21 IS S6. 13 13 18 13 7 86. 3 S 7 6 -l|27. 18 IS 19 19 18 S7. 13 13 17 10 10 87. 1 lit 11 10 228. IS 19 19 18 17 S8. lit 11 19 lit 9 88. 6 -2 11 7 129. IS 17 18 18 IS S9. 13 10 IS 17 7 I30. 21 IS 19 18 7 60. IS 17 11 lit 6 1
"Scores -were determined by the use of a correction formula for ■
guessing* Score equals number right minus one-third number ■wrong. | 
**Number represents subjects * Subjects mil maintain this assigned 
number in subsequent tables dealing -with 'heredity and Environment."!
%0
their position corresponds directly with that of the scores 
in Table 8*
It was now necessary to test for homogeneity of var­
iance between groups of data, using Bartlett’s Test of Homo­
geneity of Variance (20, pp* ^86-^90). By employing the 
scores in Table 8 it was possible to obtain the data presented 
in Table 10, which was basic to the Chi Square test of the 
homogeneity of five variance estimates. At i|. degrees of free­
dom, the obtained of 3*73 failed to reach significance at 
the .05 level of confidence, thus indicating that the homo­
geneity of variance as sung) t ion had been satisfied.
TABLE 10
BARTLETT’S TEST OP THE HOMOGENEITY OP PIVE GROUPS 
OP ELEVENTH AND TWELFTH GRADE STUDENTS ON THE 
TEST CONSTRUCTED PROM THE COLOR AND BLACK 




Estimate s^ Log s2 n Log s2
A 2180.9 87 .0115 25.1 1.3991 121.7217
B 2320.5 87 .0115 26.7 1.4265 124.1055
C .1986.5 87 .0115 22.8 1.3579 118.1373
D 1293.0 87 .0115 18.3 1.2625 109.8375
E 1878.9 87 .0115 21.6 1.3345 116.1015
SUM 9959.8 W 5 .0575 589.9035
1+1
Figures 3 and If. present the plotted data and lines 
of regression. Inspection of the regression lines and of 
the scatter of the data about the lines showed that the 
linearity of regression assumption was supported, but an F 
test needed to be made to determine this exactly. The 
obtained F value of -59*6i|- for 3 and 1̂ 35 degrees of freedom 
was not significant at the *05 level of confidence; there­
fore it may be reported that the assumption of linearity of 
regression was not contradicted*
A summary of the analysis of variance and the analy­
sis of covariance is shown in Table 11# The covariance 
analysis revealed a value of F which was equal to 26*98, 
and from the table of F it was seen that this was statis­
tically significant beyond the .01 level of confidence for 
il- and i|.3î degrees of freedom. Such significance indicated 
that the differences between the means of the experimental 
groups on the Y]_ variable could not be accounted for by dif­
ferences in mean level of initial ability as measured by X, 
the pretest trial. The variance estimate had been reduced 
from 21*3 to 10*0, which showed that the precision of the 
study had been increased through the analysis of covariance 
technique*
The significant F value indicated pronounced dif­
ferences between the adjusted means, but it did not reveal 
which means differed significantly from each other. In 
order to find these differences, steps 7» 8, and 9 in______
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Figure 3. Deviations from total means and total line 
of regression of Y% on X scores made by five groups of elev­
enth and twelfth grade students on the test constructed from 
color and black and white guidance films entitled "Heredity 






Figure 4. Deviations of and X scores from group 
means and common within-group line of regression made by five 
groups of eleventh and twelfth grade students on the test 
constructed from color and black and white guidance films 
entitled "Heredity and Environment." (y'= .70x)
là
TABLE 11
SUMîÆARÏ OP THE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS FOR SCORES MADE BY FIVE 
GROUPS OF ELEVENTH AND TWELFTH GRADE STUDENTS ON THE TEST 
CONSTRUCTED FROM THE COLOR AND BLACK AND WHITE GUIDANCE 
FILMS ENTITLED "HEREDITY AND ENVIRONMENT"
(Group N s 88)
Source of 
Variation




Analysis of variance of pretest (X) scores





TOTAL 10032.0 1̂ 39
[









Variation df S x 2 ZXY ^ y 2
Sums of squares and cross-products
Among groups 
Within groups kW 5  9959 à 6985.6 9256.3




Sum of Squares 
Residuals df Variance “  Estimates -









^Slgn l.glj; a n «01-1 eÆel_o£-C-on£ldeiicê --
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Garrett’s Analysis of Covariance (9) were again employed as 
a computational guide* As Garrett (9) suggests, the adjusted 
ï-means were confuted and then tested for differences by the 
t-test. Table 12 presents the adjusted means*
TABLE 12
ADJUSTED MEANS ON POSTTEST (Yn) SCORES MADE BY FIVE GROUPS 
OF ELEVENTH AND TWELFTH GRADE STUDENTS ON THE TEST 
CONSTRUCTED FROM THE COLOR AND BLACK AND 
WHITE GUIDANCE FILMS ENTITLED 
"HEREDITY AND ENVIRONMENT”
Groups N X Y
(adjusted)
A 88 9.9 14.7 14.77
B 88 9.4 12.6 13.02
C 88 10.6 15.9 12.48
D 88 10.0 12.4 12.40
E 88 10.1 11.4 11.33
General Means 10.0 14.0 14.00
Following step 9 it was found that the standard erroj? 
of the difference between any two adjusted means was *47*
For 434 degrees of freedom the difference required between 
the adjusted means of any two groups was *92 at the *05 level 
of confidence and 1.21 at the .01 level of confidence. The 
obtained values were acquired by computing the general for- 
mula for finding t-values. Table 13 presents the magnitude
1̂6 
TABLE 13
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE ADJUSTED MEANS ON POSTTEST (Y, ) SCORES MADE BY PIVE GROUPS OF ELEVENTH AND TWELFTH  ̂
GRADE STUDENTS ON THE TEST CONSTRUCTED PROM THE 
COLOR AND BLACK AND WHITE GUIDANCE FILMS 
ENTITLED "HEREDITY AND ENVIRONMENT"
Magnitude of Difference Level of
Groups Between Groups Taken Significance
Two at a Time .05 .01
A-B 1.75 Yes Yes
A-C .71 No No
A-D .63 No No
A-E 3.44 Yes Yes
B-C 2.46 Yes Yes
B-D 2.38 Yes Yes
B-E 1.69 Yes Yes
C-D .08 No No
C-E 4.12 Yes Yes
D-E 4.07 Yes Yes
*Group A —  Color film
Group B —  Color film and anticipatory remarks
Group C —  Black and white film
Group D —  Black and white film and anticipatory
remarks
Group E -- Controls who received no film or verbal 
instruction
il-7
oF^ifference on~We^djusted means between "groups, taken 
two at a time.
It is clear by reference to Tables 12 and 13 that the 
adjusted means for groups A, B, C, and D were significantly 
higher than the adjusted mean for group E at the *01 level of 
confidence. Furthermore, groups A, C, and D had adjusted 
means that were significantly higher than the adjusted mean 
for group B at the .01 level of confidence. Differences in 
the adjusted means for groups A and C, A and D, and C and D 
did not differ significantly at the .01 or .05 level of con­
fidence.
"Choosing Your Occupation"'
Table li|. contains the X scores of the five groups of 
subjects, with these scores listed according to rank order 
numerical value. The scores are recorded in Table 15, the 
position of each score corresponding directly with that of 
each X score.
As an initial step in computing the covariance anal­
ysis it is suggested that an analysis of variance be carried 
out for both X and Y^ scores, but prior to this the assump­
tions of homogeneity of variance between groups of data and 
linearity of regression must be determined. In order to 
check the former, Bartlett’s Test of Homogeneity of Variance 
(20, pp. lj.86-4.9O) was calculated for the data in Table llj.*
The values employed in the Chi Square test of the homogeneity
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TABLE lit
PRETEST (X) SCORES MADE Bï FIVE GROUPS (F ELEVENTH AND TWELFTH GRADE
STUDENTS ON THE TEST CONSTRUCTED FROM THE COLOR AND BLACK AND
TOITE GUIDANCE FILIB ENTITLED "CHOOSING YOUR OCCUPATION"*
GROUPS
No.' No. No,
A B C D E A B C D E A B C D E
1. 19 21 19 22 21 31. 13 13 lit 13 lit 61. 9 7 9 9 72. 19 19 19 21 21 32. 13 13 lit 13 lit 62. 8 7 9 7 73. 19 18 18 19 19 33. 13 13 13 13 lit 63. 7 7 9 7 7
U. 18 18 18 19 18 3it. 13 13 13 13 lit 6it. 7 7 9 7 718 17 18 19 18 35. 13 13 13 13 lit 65. 7 7 9 7
6. 18 17 18 18 18 36. 13 13 13 13 lit 66. 7 7 7 7 7
7. 18 17 17 18 18 37. 13 13 13 11 13 67. 7 7 7 7 78. 17 15 17 18 18 38. 13 11 13 11 13 68. 7 7 7 7 79. 17 15 17 18 17 39. 13 11 13 n 13 69. 7 7 7 7 610. 17 15 17 18 17 ItO. 13 11 11 n 13 70. 7 7 7 6 6
11. 17 15 17 18 17 itl. 11 11 11 11 13 71. 7 6 7 6 612. 17 15 15 17 17 it2. 11 10 11 11 13 72. 6 6 7 6 6
13. 17 15 15 17 17 it3. 11 10 11 11 13 73. 6 6 7 6 6
lU. 17 15 15 17 17 Ut. 11 10 11 u 13 7it. 6 6 7 6 6
1̂ . 17 15 15 17 17 U5. 11 10 11 11 11 75. 6 5 6 5 6
16. 17 15 15 15 17 it6. 11 10 11 11 11 76. 6 5 6 5 617. 15 lit 15 15 15 it7. 11 10 11 11 11 77. 5 5 6 5 618. 15 lit 15 15 15 . it8. 11 10 10 10 11 78. 5 3 6 5 619. 15 lit 15 15 15 it9. 11 10 10 10 11 79. 5 2 6 5 620. 15 lit 15 15 15 50. 11 10 10 10 11 80. 5 2 5 5 6
21. 15 lit 15 15 15 51. 10 10 10 10 11 81. 5 2 5 5 622. 15 lit 15 lit' 15 52. 10 10 10 10 11 82. 2 2 5 3 523. lU lU 15 lit 15 53. 10 9 10 10 10 83. 2 2 3 3 52U. lU 13 lit lit 15 5it. 10 9 10 10 10 8it. 2 2 3 3 5
2S. lit 13 lit lit lit 55. 9 9 10 9 9 85. 1 2 2 2 3
26. lit 13 lit lit lit 56. 9 9 10 9 9 86. -1 1 2 2 227. lU 13 lit lit lit 57. 9 9 10 9 9 87. -2 -2 -1 2 128. lit 13 lit lit lit 58. 9 9 9 9 9 88. -3 “6 -2 -1 -129. 13 13 lit 13 lit 59. 9 7 9 9 930. 13 13 lit 13 lit 60. 9 7 9 9 9
"Scores were determined by the use of a correction formula for 
guessing. Score equals number right minus one-bhird number ■wrong. 
*%umber represents subjects. Subjects will maintain this assigned 
number in subsequent tables dealing with Choosing Your Occupation."
il-9
TAM^15
POST TEST (Yn) SCORES MADE BY FIVE GROUPS OF ELEVENTH AND TWELFTH GRADE
STUDENTS ON THE TEST CONSTRUCTED FROM THE COLOR AND BLACK AND
WHITE GUIDAÎJCE FILÎB ENTITLED "CHOOSING YOUR OCCUPATION"*
GROUPS
No.** No. No.
A B C D E A B c D E A B c D E
1. 22 18 21 22 17 31. 11 19 18 15 lit 6l« 2 17 11 9 112. 18 19 19 21 19 32. 13 21 17 17 15 62. 13 lit 15 10 9
3. 18 21 21 22 19 33. 17 13 19 11 15 63. 15 11 13 10 lit
U* 18 17 21 18 21 3it. 15 17 19 10 17 6it. n 13 15 9 619 18 21 21 19 35. 13 13 18 13 15 65. 11 17 u 10 7
6, 21 lit 19 19 lit 36. 17 11 13 10 7 66. -1 10 6 11 6
7. 22 19 17 17 Hi 37. 13 15 19 10 11 67. 17 7 13 11 98. 15 15 22 22 17 38. 11 18 7 17 13 68. 11 6 15 10 6
9. 21 Hi 19 21 15 39. 6 lit 17 15 Hi 69. 11 11 10 10 lit10. 22 lit 18 19 15 liO. 18 15 15 15 Hi 70. 5 7 6 10 11
11. 19 21 15 lit 15 ill. 17 15 15 17 7 71. 6 10 10 6 912. 19 17 18 22 17 it2. 18 17 15 17 7 72. 10 lit lit 9 11
13. 19 15 19 19 18 it3. lit 11 18 11 10 73. 2 7 2 7 10111. 18 lit 21 22 18 itU. 18 lit 11 10 15 7ii. 11 -2 lit 9 9
15. lU lit 17 lit 15 it5. 15 lit 15 10 13 75. 11 13 7 7 6
16. 18 17 18 19 Hi U6. 13 7 15 10 Hi 76. lit 6 5 6 517. 19 n 19 17 19 it7. 15 13 6 10 lit 77. 6 11 11 17 718. 18 18 21 18 18 itS. 13 10 11 17 19 78. 5 9 9 6 519. 17 11 15 21 15 it9. 10 11 15 lit lit 79. 5 19 9 3 920. 9 13 18 lit 15 50. 10 13 13 13 9 80. 10 10 11 6 9
21. 18 15 17 10 17 51. 13 11 13 6 13 81. 3 5 3 1 622. 11 22 18 18 18 52. lit 11 17 17 6 82. 5 11 9 10 5
23. 22 9 15 18 15 53. 18 n 17 7 13 83. 11 2 7 6 22U. 21 15 15 18 15 5ii. 13 2 lit 6 13 8it. 3 5 10 2 925. 15 lit 13 22 18 55. 9 13 lit 10 10 85. 2 3 5 6 6
26. 22 17 18 18 17 56. lit 18 7 13 9 86. -1 7 3 2 9
27. 18 13 19 18 17 57. lit 11 01 6 11 87. 9 10 2 2 128. lit 18 17 lit lit 58. 7 10 15 11 10 88. 1 -7 9 10 -329. 21 lit 18 10 17 59. 7 13 11 9 630. 18 13 19 11 11 60. 17 13 lit 11 10
"Scores -were determined by the use of a correction formula for 
guessing. Score equals number right minus one-third number wrong. 
**Number represents subjects. Subjects will maintain this assigned 
number in subsequent tables dealing with "Choosing Your Occupation."
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of five variance estimates, presented in Table l6, resulted 
in an of 1.02, which failed to reach significance Si-t the 
• 05 level of confidence for ij. degrees of freedom. Therefore, 
the assumption of equality of population variances was not 
contradicted.
TABIÆÎ l6
BARTLETT’S TEST OP THE HOMOGENEITY OF PIVE GROUPS 
OP ELEVENTH AND TWELFTH GRADE STUDENTS ON THE 
TEST CONSTRUCTED PROM THE COLOR AND BLACK 
AND WHITE GUIDANCE FILMS ENTITLED 
"CHOOSING YOUR OCCUPATION"
Group 2x2 df Ju.n
Variance 
Estimate s2 Log 3 2 n Log s2 1
A 2197.3 87 .0115 25.3 1.4031 122.0697
B 2175.0 87 .0115 25.0 1.3979 121.6173
C 1827.0 87 .0115 21.0 1,3222 115.0314
D 2159.7 87 .0115 2ii-.8 1.3945 121.3215
E 2035.6 87 .0115 23.4 1.3692 119.1204
SUM 10394-.6 ii-35 .0575 599.1603
In order to check the linearity of regression assump-» 
tion, data was plotted, both for the total group and for each 
group, and regression lines fitted to the plotted data. In­
spection of Figures 5 and 6 was helpful in judging whether 
the assumption was reasonable, but it was necessary, as 




Figure 5* Deviations from total means and total line 
of regression of Y]_ on X scores made by five groups of elev­
enth and twelfth grade students on the test constructed from 
color and black and white guidance films entitled "Choosing 




Group A = •
T tl B =
C = O
tl D = X
Y  tl E = V
Figure 6» Deviations of Y]_ and X scores from group 
means and common within-group line of regression made by five 
groups of eleventh and twelfth grade students on the test 
constructed from color and black and white guidance films 
entitled "Choosing Your Occupation." (y'= ,82x)
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squares of the Aviations of the column, means from the fitted 
straight line of regression with that based upon the squares; 
of deviations of the scores within columns about their re­
spective means to arrive at an exact test for linearity of 
regression. The obtained P value of -8l*0i|. for 3 and lj.35 
degrees of freedom was not significant at the ,05 level of 
confidence, which shows that the assumption was tenable.
The analysis of covariance summary contained in 
Table 1? reveals an P value of $,1̂ 6 based upon and
degrees of freedom, which was statistically significant be-
Iyond the .01 level of confidence. This significance indicated 
that the differences in the means of the experimental groups 
on the Y2 variable could not be accounted for by difference® 
in mean level of initial ability as measured by X in the 
pretest; for the means of the groups on the Y^ variable had 
been "adjusted" by the analysis to a common mean initial ! 
level of performance on X, The covariance analysis had in- i 
creased the precision of the study as indicated by the re due-I 
tlon of the variance estimate from 27.6 to 11,6,
The significant P value indicated pronounced differ­
ences between the adjusted Y^ means, but it did not reveal 
which Y2 means differ significantly from each other. In 
order to find these differences, steps 7» 8» and 9 In
I :Garrett’s (9) Analysis of Covariance were employed to cal­
culate the adjusted Y^ means and test for significance.
Table 18 presents the adjusted Y2 means,_______________   i
TABLE 17
SUMMARY OP THE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS FOR SCORES MADE BY FIVE 
GROUPS OF ELEVENTH AND TWELFTH GRADE STUDENTS ON THE TEST 
CONSTRUCTED FROM THE COLOR AND BLACK AND WHITE GUIDANCE 
FILMS ENTITLED "CHOOSING YOUR OCCUPATION"







Analysis of variance of pretest (X) scores 1
Among groups 
Within groups , ,77.9 , k I O W . 3
19.524.0 .81
TOTAL 10^21.2 439
Analysis of variance of posttest (Y^ ) scores I
Among groups 
Within groups 197.4 412018.4 435 49.427.6 1.79
TOTAL 12212.8 439
Source of 
Variation df £ x 2 2 XY £ y 2
Sums of squares and cross-products
Among groups 
Within groups 4432 10443.3 8235.0
1
12018.4
TOTAL 439 10221.2 8540.3 12212.8 1!
Source of 
Variation Sum of Squares Residuals
Variance
Estimates F
|Covariance analysis between X and Yj scores
Among groups 
Within groups 240.42043.0 , (»- 60'1 434 11.6 5.46*!




ADJUSTED MEANS ON POSTTEST (Yi) SCORES MADE BY FIVE GROUPS 
OF ELEVENTH AND TWELFTH GRADE STUDENTS ON THE TEST 
CONSTRUCTED FROM THE COLOR AND BLACK AND 
WHITE GUIDANCE FILMS ENTITLED 
"CHOOSING YOUR OCCUPATION"
Groups N f Y y'.x(adjusted)
A 88 10,8 13.1 13.10
B 88 10.0 12.5 13.15
C 88 11.0 lil-.O 13.81}-
D 88 10.9 12.6 12.52
E 88 11.3 12.0 11.59
General Means 10.8 12.8 12.84
Following step 9* as presented by Garrett (9), It 
was found that the standard error of the difference between I
any two means was *51» and for l|.3i|- degrees of freedom the I  
difference required between the adjusted means of any two Î 
groups was 1.32 at the .01 level of confidence, and .99 at ! 
the .0^ level of confidence. Table 19 presents the magnitude 
of difference on the adjusted means between groups, taken two 
at a time. !
I iI It is evident by reference to Tables 18 and 19 that j
the adjusted means for groups A, B, and C were significantly I  
higher than the adjusted mean for group E at the .01 level 
of confidence. In addition, group C had an adjusted mean i
that was significantly higher than the adjusted mean for 
group D at the *01 level of confidence*
TABLE 19
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE ADJUSTED MEANS ON POSTTEST (Yi) 
SCORES MADE BY PIVE GROUPS OF ELEVENTH AND TWELFTH 
GRADE STUDENTS ON THE TEST CONSTRUCTED FROM THE 
COLOR AND BLACK AND WHITE GUIDANCE FILMS 
ENTITLED "CHOOSING YOUR OCCUPATION"
Groups*
Magnitude of Difference 
Between Groups Taken 




A-B .05 No No
A-C *7k No No
A-D .58 No No
A-E 1.51 Yes Yes
B-C .69 No No
B-D .63 No No
B-E 1.56 Yes Yes
C-D 1.32 Yes Yes
C-E 2.25 Yes Yes
D-E .93 No No
Group A —  Color film
Group B —  Color film and anticipatory remarks
Group C —  Black and white film :
Group D —  Black and white 
remarks film and anticipatory
Group E —  Controls who received 
instruetion no film or verbal •
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TABLE 20
PRETEST (X) SCORES MADE ET FIVE GROUPS CF ELEVENTH AND TWELFTH GRADE
STUDENTS ON THE TEST CONSTRUCTED FROM THE COLOR AND BLACK AND
WHITE GUIDANCE FILMS ENTITLED «YOUR EARNING POWER"*
GROUPS
A B c D B A B C D E A B c D E
1. 17 17 15 17 15 31. 10 9 9 9 9 61. 5 6 3 3 52. 15 lit 13 15 15 32. 9 9 9 9 9 62. 5 6 3 3 5
3. lit lit 13 lit 15 33. 9 9 9 9 9 63. 5 6 3 2 5
k* lit lit 13 lit lit 3it. 9 9 9 9 9 6it. 5 5 2 2 5
S. 13 13 13 lit lit 35. 9 9 9 9 9 65. 5 5 2 2 S
6. 13 13 13 lit lit 36. 9 9 7 9 8 66. 3 5 2 2 5l
7. 13 13 13 lit lit 37. 9 9 7 7 7 67. 3 5 2 2 5
8. 13 n 11 13 lit 38. 9 9 6 7 7 68. 3 5 2 2 39. 13 11 11 13 lit 39. 9 9 6 7 7 69. 3 3 2 2 310. 11 11 11 13 13 itO. 9 9 6 7 7 70. 3 3 2 1 3
n . 11 11 11 13 13 itl. 9 7 6 7 7 71. 3 3 2 1 312. 11 11 11 13 13 it2. 7 7 6 7 7 72. 2 3 2 1 3
13. 11 11 10 11 13 it3. 7 7 6 6 7 73. 2 2 2 1 3lli. 11 11 10 11 11 itit. 7 7 6 6 7 7it. 2 2 1 1 2
15. 11 11 10 11 H it5. 7 6 6 7 75. 2 2 1 1 2
16. 11 11 10 11 11 U6. 7 7 6 6 6 76. 2 2 1 1 2
17. 11 10 10 11 11 it7. 7 7 6 6 6 77. 1 2 1 -1 218. n 10 10 11 11 U8. 7 7 6 6 6 78. 1 2 1 -1 2
19. 11 10 10 n 11 it9. 7 7 6 6 6 79. 1 1 1 -1 120. 11 10 10 11 11 50. 7 7 5 5 6 80. 1 1 1 -1
21. 11 10 10 10 11 51. 6 6 5 5 6 81. 1 1 -1 -1 1!22. 11 10 10 10 11 52. 6 6 5 5 6 82. 1 1 -1 -1 i!23. 11 10 10 10 10 53. 6 6 5 5 6 83. 1 -1 -1 -1 1121. n 10 10 10 10 51*. 6 6 5 5 6 81i. 1 -1 -1 -1 ij25. 10 10 9 10 10 55. 6 6 5 5 6 85. 1 -1 -1 -1 -l|
26. 10 10 9 10 10 56. 6 6 5 5 6 86. -1 -1 -1 -1 - i |27. 10 9 9 10 9 57. 6 6 5 5 6 87. -1 -2 -2 -1 - 1 128. 10 9 9 10 9 58. 6 6 3 3 6 88. -1 -5 -2 -2 -2|29. 10 9 9 10 9 59. 5 6 3 3 6 !30. 10 9 9 10 9 60. 5 6 3 3 5
Scores -were determined by the use of a correction formula for 
guessing. Score equals number right minus one-third number ■wrong* 




POSTTEST (Yi) SCORES MADE BY FIVE GROÜÎS OF ELEVENTH AND TWEIPTH GRADE 
STUDENTS ON THE TEST CONSTRUCTED FROM THE COLOR AND BLACK AND 
WHITE GUIDANCE FILIB ENTITLED "YOUR EARNING POWER"*
GROUPS
No.**
A B G D E
No.
A B c D E
No.
A B C D E
1* 17 17 21 18 lit 31. lit 15 13 19 6 61, 6 13 9 1 62. 18 18 17 19 13 32* 13 11 13 11 7 62. 10 5 7 9 5
3. 17 18 15 17 13 33. 17 lit 31 15 6 63. 13 18 2 13 9
h* 17 lit 17 17 15 3lt. 17 13 6 13 6 6U. 10 11 lit 17 13
15 17 17 15 15 35. n lit 5 lit 6 65. 9 17 lit 7 11
6 . 15 18 15 lit 17 36. 15 13 lit 11 10 66. 10 13 11 11 11
7. 17 19 13 lit n 37. 13 11 13 lit 11 67. 13 7 lit 15 58. 18 18 lit 17 11 38* 13 7 18 15 15 68* 11 3 13 5 lit9. 15 lit 15 17 11 39* 11 11 n lit 3 69. 7 10 lit 3 910. 17 15 3lt 17 10 itO* 7 10 11 lit 31 70. 7 6 -1 17 5
11* 15 15 lit 18 13 itl. 7 9 9 10 13 71. 1 13 5 lit 212* 17 18 15 17 lit it2* 17 19 13 7 9 72. 9 1 7 10 5
13. 13 15 17 18 18 lt3. 13 10 7 lit 11 73. 3 11 3 13 6m. 17 lit lit lit 15 iiit. 10 10 9 10 9 7it. H 11 13 5 6
IS* lit 11 18 17 17 it5* 13 18 7 lit 9 75* 5 9 17 10 6
16* 15 11 17 13 10 it6* 6 13 9 3 9 76. 3 6 13 1 117. lit 15 21 13 31 ii7. 6 13 9 9 9 77. 15 2 a 9 518* lit 17 18 15 15 it8. 13 lit 11 13 10 78. 15 9 9 11 1119. lit 17 15 11 15 ii9. 13 9 15 11 11 79. 8 15 7 18 720* 13 17 17 10 5 50. 11 6 17 13 13 80. 9 9 9 n 2
21* 19 10 Hit 15 6 51. lit 13 13 18 10 81. 10 13 17 9 522. 15 11 lit 11 10 52. 7 10 5 1 9 82* 3 6 lit -1 6
23. 9 3 21 17 n 53. 11 17 7 lit 6 83. 9 6 6 31 51
2h. 9 15 17 lit 10 5it. 9 11 10 5 5 8it* 7 3 11 10 11
25. 17 13 18 lit 11 55. 31 11 15 11 10 85. 5 6 6 7 9|
26. lit 10 15 lit 10 56. lit 15 2 10 5 86. 7 5 10 6 i3





























88. 2 3 13 9 2
Scores YTsre determined by the use of a correction formula for 
guessing* Score equals number right minus one-third number itrong* 
*%umber represents subjects* Subjects Td.ll maintain this assigned 
— number_in-Subs.eouent-_tableÆ dealing Tdth "Your Earning Power»" __
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"Your Earning Power"'
Table 20 presents the X scores of the five groups in 
rank order, and Table 21 shows the scores of the same five 
groups.
Tate (20) suggests that Bartlett’s Test of Homogen­
eity of Variance (20, pp. i1.86-l4.9O) be enç)loyed to test for 
the assumption that sampled populations with equal variance 
were normal. The scores in Table 20 were used for computa­
tion in the Chi Square test of the homogeneity of five var­
iance estimates, and these are recorded in Table 22. The
TABLE 22
BARTLETT’S TEST OP THE HOMOGEMEITY OP PIVE GROUPS 
OP ELEVENTH AND TWEIPTH GRADE STUDENTS ON THE 
TEST CONSTRUCTED PROM THE COLOR AND BLACK 
AND m i  TE GUIDANCE FILMS ENTITLED 
"YOUR EARNING POWER"
Iroup df 1n
Variance^ _ p 
Estimate s n Log *2
A 1555.9 87 .011$ 17.9 1.2$29 109.0023
B 1517.0 87 .011$ 17.4 1.2406 107.9322
C 1612.0 87 .011$ 81.$ 1.2672 110.2464
D 2122.3 87 .011$ 24.4 1.3874 120.7038
E 1602.1 87 .011$ 18.4 1.2648 110.0376
^UM 8409.3 435 .0$7$ $$7.9223
obtained of 2.97 for Ij. degrees of freedom failed to reach 
significance at the .09 level of eonfJjlencJL._indlcatlng-that^
6o
the ̂ îssunrptlon of equality of population variances was sus­
tained*
Figures 7 and 8 present the plotted data and lines 
of regression. Observation of the regression lines and of 
the scatter of the data about the lines Indicated that the 
assumption of linearity of regression was tenable, but In an 
experiment such as the present study, an P test should be 
conducted to determine carefully this factor. An P value of 
-3l4.»90 was obtained for 3 and i|.35 degrees of freedom, and 
since It was not significant at the .0^ level of confidence, 
one may assume that linearity of regression exists.
Table 23 summarizes the analysis of variance and 
analysis of covariance. The obtained value of P, 15#75* 
revealed by the covariance analysis was statistically sig­
nificant at the .01 level of confidence for If and if3lf degrees
I
of freedom. This significant value of F Indicated that the | 
differences between the means of the experimental groups on ! 
the Yi variable could not be accounted for by differences In| 
mean level of Initial ability as measured by the pretest (X) i 
trial. The variance estimate had been reduced from 19.1}. to i  
12.9, which indicated that the precision of the study had 
been Increased through the analysis of covariance technique, i
The significant F value Indicated pronounced differ- i 
snces between the adjusted Y]̂  means, but It did not reveal 
which means differed significantly from each other. Steps 







Figure 7* Deviations from total means and total 
line of regression of on X scores made by five groups of 
eleventh and twelfth grade students on the test constructed 
from color and black and white guidance films entitled "Your 







Figure 8, Deviations of Yj and X scores from group 
means and common within-group line of regression made by five 
groups of eleventh and twelfth grade students on the test 
constructed from color and black and white guidance films 
entitled "Your Earning Power." (y'= ,58x)
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SUMMARY OP THE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS FOR SCORES MADE BY FIVE 
GROUPS OF ELEVENTH AND TWELFTH GRADE STUDENTS ON THE TEST 
CONSTRUCTED FROM THE COLOR AND BLACK AND WHITE GUIDANCE 
FILMS ENTITLED "YOUR EARNING POWER**














TOTAL 86k i a  k39









Variation df 2 x2 2 xy 2 Y 2 1
Sums of squares and cross-products 11
Among groups 
Within groups kà 9959.k 6985.6
i
9256.3 1
TOTAL 10032.0 7027.k 10358.5 ;
Source of 
Variation
Sum of Squares 
Residuals
Variance 
^  Estimates P








TOTAL 6koo.6 k38 I
Significant beyond the «01 level of confidence»
6lj.
employed as a model In order to find these differences* % e  
adjusted Y-means were calculated and are presented in Table
2k.
TABLE 2k
ADJUSTED MEAKS ON POSTTEST (Yl) SCORES MADE BY FIVE GROUPS 
OP ELEVENTH AND TWELFTH GRADE STUDENTS ON THE TEST 
CONSTRUCTED FROM THE COLOR AND BLACK AND WHITE 
GUIDANCE FILMS ENTITLED "YOUR EARNING POWER"
(adjusted)
A 88 7.2 11*6 11.31
B 88 7.0 11*6 11.43
C 88 6.0 12.5 12.90
D 88 6.2 11*8 12.09
E 88 7.1 9.1 8.87
General Means 6.7 11.3 11.32
Following step 9» as presented by Garrett (9), it 
was found that the standard error of the difference between 
any two adjusted means was •̂if.* For lj.3̂ degrees of freedom 
the difference required between the adjusted means of any 
two groups was 1*37 at the *01 level of confidence and 1*0^ 
at the *05 level of confidence* These values were acquired 
by computing the general formula for finding t-values*
Table 25 presents the magnitude of difference on the adjusted!, 
means between groups, taken two at a time*
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TABLE 25
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE ADJUSTED MEANS ON POSTTEST (Y,) 
SCORES MADE BY FIVE GROUPS OP ELEVENTH AND TWELFTH 
GRADE STUDENTS ON THE TEST CONSTRUCTED FROM THE 
COLOR AND BLACK AND WHITE GUIDANCE FILMS 
ENTITLED "YOUR EARNING POWER"
Groups*
Magnitude of Difference 
Between Groups Taken 




A—B .12 No No
A-C 1.59 Yes Yes
A-D .78 No No
A-E 2 .# Yes Yes
B-C 1.47 Yes Yes
B-D •66 No No
B-E 2.56 Yes Yes
C-D .81 No No
C-E 4.03 Yes Yes
D-E 3.22 Yes Yes
*Group A —  Color film
Group B —  Color film and anticipatory remarks
Group C —  Black and white film
Group D —  Black and white 
remarks film and anticipatory
Group E —  Controls who received 
instruction no film or verbal
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Reference to Tables %  and 2^ Indicates that the j 
adjusted means for groups A, B, C, and D were significantly 
higher than the adjusted mean for group E at the .01 level 
of confidence. Furthermore, group C had an adjusted mean 
that was significantly higher than the adjusted means for 
groups A and B at the .01 level of confidence. Differences 
in the adjusted means for groups A and B, A and D, B and D, 
and C and D did not differ significantly at the #01 or .05 
level of confidence.
Analysis of Scores Made on the Tests for Retention of Facts 
From the Color and Black and White Guidance Films
In this section the variable Y£ was considered to be 
the performance of the subjects under experimental conditions 
involving the retention of factual information presented six 
weeks before in the films. Seven’weeks prior to obtaining 
the posttest (Yg) measures, each subject was given a pre­
test (X) which, as previously indicated, measured the initial 
knowledge possessed by the students relative to the films at 
the beginning of the experiment. The results obtained from | 
each of the four films will be reported as follows: I
"Library Organization"
The pretest (X) scores of the five groups of subjects 
are recorded in Table 2, and the posttest (Yg) scores are 
presented in Table 26. The numerical order in which the 
posttest (Yg) scores appear depends upon the position of
6?
TABLE 26
PC5STTEST (%2) SCORES MADE BY FIVE GROUPS OF ELEVEMTH AND TWELFTH GRADE
STUDENTS ON THE TEST CONSTRUCTED FROM THE COLOR AND BLACK AND
WHTTE GUIDANCE FILMS ENTITLED "LIBRARY ORGANIZATION"*
GROUPS
iNo,"*** No* No.
A B C D E A B C D E A B c D E
1* la 7 9 18 17 31. 3 18 6 9 2 61. H 6 10 3 32. lU 11 Hi 10 5 32. 5 7 n 10 9 62. Hi 10 7 5 3
3. 11 22 17 13 9 33. 1 10 17 7 3 63. 7 6 5 6 2
h. 17 10 10 2 5 3li. 9 10 10 7 1 6k, 5 1 13 1 6
S. 10 9 10 7 6 35. 7 5 5 10 5 65. 11 11 11 9 5
6, 15 -1 17 6 13 36. Hi 5 7 9 6 66. 3 Hi 9 7 57. 17 11 17 15 2 37. Hi 2 n 9 6 67. 5 . 7 11 6. -28, -1 5 7 11 6 38. 10 3 15 5 6 68, -1 9 10 7 39. 10 Hi 15 17 9 39. 10 10 9 5 8 69. 11 7 7 11 210* 11 13 17 7 -2 iiO. 9 5 11 11 7 70. 5 5 11 10 6
n. 9 7 9 10 3 ia. 7 7 7 11 10 71. 5 6 10 11 -612* lU 9 13 10 6 Ii2. 7 2 9 11 3 72. 10 3 7 13 3
13. 13 11 15 10 5 Ii3. 1 6 15 15 3 73. 6 13 5 3 7ll+. 19 6 7 21 9 Hi. 1 9 7 6 3 7U. 6 5 3 10 315. -1 5 18 9 5 Ii5. 9 3 10 Hi 3 75. 6 6 3 5 3
16. 18 17 9 10 9 Ii6. 15 11 1 3 11 76. 2 9 1 6 3
17. 9 6 Hi 17 9 ii7. 11 11 9 10 3 77. 9 1 3 13 518. 3 10 6 10 3 18. 10 1 10 18 2 78. 6 -1 5 6 1
19. 5 5 Hi 11 5 Ii9. 7 9 6 6 3 79. 6 1 3 6 220. 7 13 10 10 5 50. 7 10 5 6 -2 80. 2 6 15 2 1
21. 3 6 15 15 3 51. 13 7 7 3 3 81. 3 3 6 -1 222. 15 3 19 3 5 52. Hi 7 3 9 2 82. 1.0 7 5 7 5
23. 6 10 10 5 10 53. 5 10 1 7 9 83. 2 5 Hi 5 2
2h. 1 5 9 18 -1 51i. 10 9 9 11 3 81t. 9 13 10 5 -225. 19 10 11 13 9 55. 10 6 11 3 11 85. 9 6 7 10 3
26. 7 5 9 Hi 5 56. 11 11 9 7 9 86. 6 2 7 10 527. 9 9 7 17 3 57. 3 6 10 5 3 87. 6 -3 3 7 528. 10 3 Hi 11 5 58. 6 1 2 9 3 88. 3 5 3 3 -129. 5 1 11 15 5 59. 9 3 10 5 930. 3 18 n 13 5 60. 7 3 n 5 1
Scores vrere determined by the use of a correction formula for 
guessing. Score equals number right minus one-third number "wrong* 
**Number represents subjects. Subjects ha"ve maintained this assigned 
number in all pre"vious tables dealing -with "Library Organization,"
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each subject’s pretest (X) score.
Following Tate’s (20) model for computing the analy­
sis of covariance, one finds it necessary to calculate the 
analysis of variance on both the pretest (X) and the post­
test (Yg) scores. Tate (20) indicates that homogeneity of 
variance between groups of data must exist before analysis 
of variance can be computed. Bartlett’s Test of Homogeneity 
of Variance (20, pp. I4.86-I4.90) was employed for the scores 
in Table 2, and the data obtained in the Chi Square test of 
the homogeneity of five variance estimates are presented in 
Table I4.. It will be remembered that homogeneity of variance |
iexisted.
Before beginning an analysis, it is advisable to plot 
the data, for both the total group and for each group, and 
to fit regression lines to the plotted data as has been done 
in Figures 9 and 10. Inspection of the regression lines and 
the dispersion of the data about the lines indicated that 
the assumption of linearity of regression was unsound; ĥ ŵ- 
ever, it was advisable to employ an P test to determine the 
exactness of this assumption. The obtained F value of 6.1p. 
for 3 and 1}.35 degrees of freedom was significant beyond the 
•01 level of confidence, thus indicating that the assumption 
was not supported. Tate (20) points out that when test data 




Figure 9. Deviations from total means and total line 
of regression of Yg on X scores made by five groups of elev­
enth and twelfth grade students on the test constructed from 




Group A = •
" B = A
" 0 = 0
" D = X
" E = V
Figure 10, Deviations of Yg and X scores from group 
means and common within-group line of regression mads by five 
groups of eleventh and twelfth grade students on the test 
constructed from color and black and white guidance films 
entitled “Library Organization." (y’= ,48x)
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Table 27 contains a summary of the analysis of var- | 
lance and the analysis of covariance. The covariance analysis 
revealed an P value of 20.6l, and from the table of P for 1̂- I  
and degrees of freedom this value was seen to be statls-l 
tlcally significant beyond the .01 level of confidence. Thei 
differences among the final means were regarded as highly 
significant. Independent of Initial mean variances. The ex­
perimental treatments apparently resulted In real variations! 
since the dissimilarities among the final posttest (Yg) means 
of the five groups were not reasonably accounted for either | 
by Initial pretest (X) differences or by sampling fluctua­
tions. One should observe that the precision of the experi­
ment had been Increased through the analysis of covariance i
Itechnique Inasmuch as the variance estimate had been reduced!
from l8.6 to 16,3. |
iThe significant P value Indicated pronounced variances 
between the adjusted Yg means, but It did not reveal which of 
the Y2 means was significant. To determine this significance, 
Garrett's Analysis of Covariance (9)# steps 7, 8, and 9, was 
followed. Table 28 presents a summary of the adjusted Yg 
means.
It was now necessary to calculate the standard error 
of the difference between any two adjusted means, and this 
value was found to be .61. The general formula for finding I  
|t-values was then employed, and It was discovered that the 
{differences required between any two adjusted means was 1.20 |
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TABLE 27
SUMMRY OP THE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS FOR SCORES MADE BY FIVE j  
GROUPS OF ELEVENTH AND TWELFTH GRADE STUDENTS ON THE TEST ' 
CONSTRUCTED FROM THE COLOR AND BLACK AND WHITE GUIDANCE 
FILMS ENTITLED "LIBRARY ORGANIZATION"
(Group N 3 88) i
Source of 
Variation




Analysis of variance of pretest (X) scores
Among groups 
Within groups 208.5 k 4476.3 435
52.1
10.3 5.06* 1
TOTAL 4.684.. 8 439
Analysis of variance of posttest (Y2] scores
Among groups 






Variation df 2 x 2 2XY S y 2 I
!Sums of squares and cross-products
Among groups 
Within groups 4435 44.76.3 2137.9 8088.9
TOTAL 4.39 4.684..S 2118.4 9369.6
Source of 
Variation




Covariance analysis between X and Yg scores
1Among groups 
Within groups 1343.97067.8 a 20.61?
TOTAL 8411.7 438
1  ^Significant beyond the .01 level of confidence.
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TABLE 28
ADJUSTED MEANS ON POSTTEST (Yg) SCORES MADE BY FIVE GROUPS 
OP ELEVENTH AND TWELFTH GRADE STUDENTS ON THE TEST 
CONSTRUCTED FROM THE COLOR AND BLACK AND 
WHITE GUIDANCE FILMS ENTITLED 
“LIBRARY ORGANIZATION"
Groups N X Y 3?*X(adjusted)
A 88 3*5 8,1 8 .2 4
B 88 2,7 7.2 7,72
C 88 ii-,6 9.3 8 ,9 2
•
D 88 3.9 8.9 8,85
E 88 ii-.5 4.5 4 .1 7
General Means 3,8 7.6 7.58
at the «05 level of confidence and 1.^7 at the ,01 level of 
confidence for I(.34. degrees of freedom. The magnitude of 
difference for the adjusted means between groups, taken two 
at a time, is recorded in Table 29*
Inspection of Tables 28 and 29 reveals that the ad­
justed means for groups A, B, C, and D were significantly 
greater than the adjusted mean for group E at the ,01 level 
of confidence. One also finds significant differences 
between the adjusted means of groups B and C at the ,05 
level of confidence. Obviously this indicated that the 
adjusted mean for group C was significantly greater than the 
adjusted mean for group B, Apparently there were no
7k
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE ADJUSTED MEANS ON POSTTEST (Y-) SCORES MADE BY' FIVE GROUPS OF ELEVENTH AND TWELFTH ^ 
GRADE STUDENTS ON THE TEST CONSTRUCTED FROM THE 
COLOR AND BLACK AND WHITE GUIDANCE FILMS 
ENTITLED "LIBRARY ORGANIZATION"
Magnitude of Difference Level of
Groups* Between Groups Taken Significance
Two at a Time #05 .01
A-B .52 No No
A-C •68 No No
A-D •6i No No
A-E %.07 Yes Yes
B-C 1.20 Yea No
B-D 1.13 No No
B-E 3.55 Yes Yes
C-D .07 No No
C-E 4.75 Yes Yes
D-E 4.68 Yes Yes
*Group A 
Group B
—  Color film
—  Color film and anticipatory remarks
Group C -» Black and white film
Group D —  Black and white film and anticipatory 
remarks
Group E —  Controls who received no film or verbal 
instruction
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significant differences between the adjusted means of groups 
A and B, A and C, A and D, B and D, or C and Do
"Heredity and Environment"
The X scores of the five groups of subjects are re­
corded in rank order in Table 8. Table 30 contains the 
scores of the same five groups of subjects under the experi­
mental conditions Yg» and for purposes of facilitating later 
calculations, the position of the scores in Table 8 corres­
ponds directly with the position of the following Yg scores* 
Bartlett’s Test of Homogeneity of Variance (20, 
pp. If86-l|.90) was computed for the data in Table 8 previously 
and the obtained Chi Square of 3*73 for degrees of freedom 
failed to reach significance at the *05 level of confidence, 
indicating that the assunption of homogeneity of variance 
had not been contradicted* Table 10 contains the data which 
was necessary for the x^ test of the homogeneity of five var­
iance estimates*
In addition to the homogeneity of variance assumption, 
inspection of the regression lines and of the dispersion of 
the plotted data about the lines in Figures 11 and 12 shows 
that the assumption of linearity of regression was also 
plausible. However, for purposes of this study, it was 
requisite for one to determine this assumption by the P test 
The obtained P value of -77.63 for 3 and lf35 degrees of free-| 
dom was not significant at the *05 level of confidence, i
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TAHt£~30
POSTTEST (Tg) SCORES MADE BY FIVE GROUPS OF ELEVENTH AND TWELFTH GRADE 
STUDENTS ON THE TEST CONSTRUCTED FROM THE COLOR AND BLACK AND 
WHITE GUIDANCE FILMS ENTITLED "HEREDITY AND ENVIRONMENT"*
GROUPS
No.^
A B c D E
No,
A B c D E
No.
A B C D
1. 17 15 21 21 19 31. 17 111 13 19 111 61, 10 Hi 111 Hi 72. 21 17 22 21 18 32. 111 17 9 15 111 62. 13 13 15 11 6
3. 18 17 21 15 22 33. 11 17 18 15 n 63. 5 11 13 15 5
u. 21 15 19 18 19 3U. 15 19 19 9 11 6Îi. 10 n 17 6 1018 17 17 19 17 35. 15 111 17 15 7 65. 6 111 7 10 5
6. 22 18 21 22 15 36. 111 111 17 15 9 66. 111 31 11 13 7
7. 17 19 22 21 17 37. 15 6 18 17 17 67. 17 111 10 10 68. 15 22 19 18 15 38. 13 13 10 13 111 68. 15 9 10 5 13
9. ih 18 21 19 17 39. 13 15 111 111 13 69. 10 5 n 13 1010. 21 17 111 15 15 liO. 10 15 19 18 17 70. 9 Hi 6 10 13
11. 111 21 19 17 17 111. 10 17 111 13 15 71. 10 5 7 9 912. 18 18 17 18 15 Ii2. 11 15 13 13 13 72. 11 10 18 10 13
13. 18 13 17 19 15 Ii3. 10 13 18 18 H 73. 10 5 6 10 3
111. 18 17 18 17 18 Wi. 17 17 17 10 10 7li. 15 13 9 15 7
15. 22 n 19 22 19 Ii5. 15 111 111 6 15 75. 13 2 .15 5 11
16. 17 111 13 17 15 U6. 13 13 9 11 31 76. 10 3li 7 3 1117. 17 13 18 19 18 Ii7. 11 15 13 111 111 77. 1 13 9 3 618. 19 17 17 15 17 Ii8. 7 111 11 7 17 78. 3 9 7 13 Hi
19. 21 111 22 11 111 Ii9. 13 9 15 11 17 79. 11 .13 9 11 320. 15 111 10 10 19 50. 17 11 18 11 15 80. 9 3 13 9 11
21. 17 17 21 18 11 51. 9 5 13 15 11 81. 7 6 7 3 1022. 10 18 17 111 13 52. 111 15 13 18 13 82. 6 1 9 15 6
23. 13 5 17 18 10 53. 15 10 10 18 111 83. 111 1 9 13 1
2ii. 10 18 18 18 11 5U. 10 111 10 9 15 8h. 17 3 1 1 6
25. 15 13 18 21 9 '55. 111 9 7 10 15 8g. 3 5 2 9 2
26. 111 18 18 13 15 56. 11 17 17 10 15 86. 1 1 9 6 127. 15 17 13 111 111 57. 111 n 111 7 10 87. 1 3 7 7 228. lit 19 15 18 18 58. 111 13 19 111 13 88. 2 1 10 -6 -2
29. 111 111 111 111 13 59. 9 13 111 15 1030. 17 15 21 18 11 60. 10 15 10 15 7
Scores -were determined by the use of a correction formula for 
guessing. Score equals number right minus one-third number -wrong* 
*%umber represents subjects. Subjects have maintained this assigned 
 nnmber-in-all_pre.vlous,jhables_dealijig_-Bd-th -»Herp.dlty_flnd_'Envi Trnywnftnt
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Group A = *" B = A
" G = o
" D = X
E = V
Figure 11. Deviations from total means and total line 
of regression of Yg on X scores made by five groups of elev­
enth and twelfth grade students on the test constructed from 
color and black and white guidance films entitled "Heredity 
and Environment," (y'= ,77x)
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^  V  . V  V .  -Jg
, j _ ;  ; . . _ . i  .  1 .
Group A = *n B : Ati G = oti D = X" E = V
Figure 12* Deviations of Yg and X scores from group 
means and common within-group line of regression made hy five 
groups of eleventh and twelfth grade students on the test 
constructed from color and black and white guidance films 
entitled "Heredity and Environment," (y'= ,77x)
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thereby indicating that the assumption of linearity of re­
gression was satisfied*
Table 31 presents a summary of the analysis of var­
iance and the analysis of covariance. The value of P 
obtained from the covariance analysis was 3,08 and was 
based upon ij. and ii.3i}. degrees of freedom. One may see from 
the table of P that this value was statistically significant 
[beyond the ,05 level of confidence. This indicated that the 
differences between the means of the experimental groups on 
the Y2 variable could not be accounted for by differences in
Imean level of initial ability as measured by X, the pretest 
trial. The covariance analysis had increased the precision 
of the study, as indicated by the reduction of the variance I 
estimate from 2i).,8 to 11.2, ;
The significant P value pointed out pronounced dif- {
j
jferences between the adjusted %2 means, but it did not reveal 
jwhich of the means differed significantly from the other. In 
order to find these differences, steps 7> 8, and 9 in Gar­
rett* s Analysis of Covariance (9) were employed. Table 32 
presents the adjusted Y-means, which will be tested for dif-I
jferences by the t-test.
I Pollowing step 9» as presented by Garrett (9)» it was
jfound that the standard error of the difference between any 
jtwo adjusted means was *50. For 1̂ 3̂  degrees of freedom the
I[difference required between the adjusted means of any two 
groups was ,96 at the ,05 level of confidence and 1.29 at
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TABLE 31
SUMMARY OP THE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS FOR SCORES MADE BY FIVE 
GROUPS OF ELEVENTH AND TWELFTH GRADE STUDENTS ON THE TEST 
CONSTRUCTED FROM THE COLOR AND BLACK AND WHITE GUIDANCE 
FILMS ENTITLED "HEREDITY AND ENVIRONMENT"







Analysis of variance of pretest (X) scores 1
Among groups Within groups
72,6 ij. 




Analysis of variance of posttest (Y2) scores
Among groups 






Variation df SXY DY^
Sums of squares and cross-products
Among groups Within groups 4435 9959.4 7678.4 10791.8
TOTAL 439 10032.0 7745.3 10989.9
1 Source of 
1 Variation Sum of Squares Residuals
Variance
Estimates F :
Covariance analysis between X and Y£ scores
Among groups 
Within groups 138.14872.0 , 4 34.5 434 11.2 3.08*
TOTAL ^010.1 438
^Significant beyond the .0^ level of confidence.
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TABLE 32
ADJUSTED MEANS ON POSTTEST (Y2) SCORES MADE BY FIVE GROUPS 
OF ELEVENTH AND TWELFTH GRADE STUDENTS ON THE TEST 
CONSTRUCTED FROM THE COLOR AND BLACK AND 
WHITE GUIDANCE FILMS ENTITLED 
"HEREDITY AND ENVIRONMENT"
Groups N ÏC Y Y*X(adjusted)
A 88 9.9 12.9 12.98
B 88 9 4 12.6 13.06
c 88 10,6 4.0 13.5k
D 88 10.0 13.2 13.20
E 88 10.1 11.9 11.82
General Means 10.0 12.9 12.92 ;
Ithe .01 level of confidence. The obtained values were ac- 
Iquired by coaputing the general formula for finding t-values. 
Table 33 presents the magnitude of difference on the adjusted
i  .  :means between groups, taken two at a time.
I It is clear by reference to Tables 32 and 33 that
the adjusted means for groups C and D were significantly 
i :
hi^er than the adjusted mean for grotç) E at the .01 level
of confidence. Furthermore, groups A and B had adjusted
^eans that were significantly higher than the adjusted mean
for group E at the .05 level of confidence. The adjusted
means of A and B, A and C, A and D, B and C, B and D, and
Ô and D did not have differences between them at the .01 or
82
TABLE 33
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE ADJUSTED MEANS ON POSTTEST (Yp) 
SCmES MADE BY FIVE GROUPS OF ELEVENTH AND TWELFTH 
GRADE STUDENTS ON THE TEST CONSTRUCTED FROM THE 
COLOR AND BLACK AND WHITE GUIDANCE FILMS 
ENTITLED "HEREDITY AND ENVIRONMENT"
Groups
Magnitude of Difference 
Between Groups Taken 




A-B .08 No No
A-C .56 No No
A-D .22 No No
A-E l.l6 Yes No
B-C No No
B-D .llj. No No
B—E 1.2% Yes No
C-D .3% No No
C-E 1.72 Yes Yes
! D-E 1.38 Yes Yes
Group A —  Color film
Group B -- Color film and anticipatory remarks
Group C —  Black and white film
Group D —  Black and white film and anticipatory
remarks
Group E —  Controls who received no film or verbal 
----------- 4nsbrucM on------------------------------------- ---------
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«05 level of confidence.
"Choosing Your Occupation"
I,! Table ll|. contains the X scores of the five groups of
! !! students, listed in a numerical sequence starting with the |I :
I topmost score and progressing through to the lowest. The
jiscores of the same five groups of subjects are recorded in 
! Table 3^5 and these represent the measure obtained under the 
!experimental conditions Y2« The position of each score liatèd 
I in the Tables llj. and 3̂1- corresponds in the same manner as 
^previously described for the preceding tables,
It will be remembered that Bartlett’s Test of Homo­
geneity of Variance (20, pp. i|j86-i!].90) was computed for the 
data in Table llf. The obta.ined of 1.02 for i|. degrees of ;
i
freedom failed to reach significance at the .05 level of 
{confidence, thus indicating that the homogeneity of variance 
assumption had been satisfied. Table l6 presented tiie data 
{necessary for the x^ test of the homogeneity of five variance 
estimates.
Figures 13 and llj. embody the lines of regression and 
the dispersion of the plotted data about the lines, and an 
inspection of them helped determine that the requisite 
assumption of linearity of regression was feasible. However, 
an P test was made to give an exact intei^retation of this 
assumption, and the obtained value of P, -88.30, for 3 and 
ij.35 degrees of freedom failed to reach significance at the
81̂
PÛSTTEST (Yg) SCORES MADE BY FITE GROUPS OF ELEVENTH AND TIEIFTH GRADE
STUDENTS ON THE TEST CONSTRUCTED FROM THE COLOR AND BLACK AND
IHITE GUIDANCE F IDG ENTITLED “CHOOSING YOUR OCCUPATION»*
GROUPS
No,
A B C D E
No.
A B G D E
No.
A B c D E
1. 19 17 17 21 19 31. 17 17 19 Ht Ht 61. 11 17 n 2 17 ;2. 21 21 19 19 19 32. 17 18 17 17 18 62. 9 15 15 11 9|3. 19 22 18 19 17 33. Ht 17 19 13 15 63. 15 10 13 10 Ht!
U* 17 18 19 17 17 31t. 13 15 19 10 19 6U. Ht 6 11 10 Ht!
5. 21 15 18 21 18 35. Ht 6 17 10 17 65. 18 10 7 13 15
6. 21 17 18 18 18 36. 15 9 15 9 6 66. 3 15 3 Ht 3:7. 21 19 18 18 Ht 37. 17 13 17 Ht Ht 67. 10 Ht 13 11 1018. 17 17 18 21 18 38. 11 17 Ht 17 13 68. 7 7 15 10 6‘
9. 18 17 19 22 17 39. 10 13 18 13 17 69. Ht 6 11 10 13;10. 21 18 17 22 18 ItO. Ht 15 15 17 17 70. 3 6 6 n 11;
11. 19 19 15 17 19 Itl. 17 Ht 17 15 19 71. 9 7 11 7 7112. 17 15 18 21 19 It2. 17 19 13 17 11 72. 13 Ht 13 7 71
13. 19 11 18 19 19 It3. 9 10 Ht 11 13 73. 3 5 3 6 11lii. 19 11 21 18 18 iJt. 17 13 13 11 11 71. 13 6 7 3 7|15. 18 11 18 15 15 It5. Ht 13 17 15 17 75. 11 11 9 3 91
16. 18 17 15 21 17 It6. 13 Ht Ht 5 17 76. 6 5 2 7 5l
17. 18 11 18 17 18 It7. 7 n 10 7 17 77. Ht 10 5 15 218. 17 18 19 15 17 U8. 13 7 15 17 18 78. 1 9 3 10 1119. 11 10 15 18 Ht It9. Ht 10 17 Ht 13 79. 2 15 7 5 6120. Ih 15 18 lit 17 50. 10 13 Ht 13 10 80. 6 11 10 7 13;
21. 18 13 17 9 11 51. 11 10 Ht 9 11 81. 1 3 3 3 1022. 13 22 15 21 19 52. 13 15 Ht 13 9 82. 9 5 7 6 6
23. 22 15 15 19 17 53. Ht Ht 13 7 n 83. 2 3 1 «2 -12U. 18 17 19 15 Ht 51t. 15 6 13 10 15 81t. 6 1 7 3 1025. 18 18 15 18 Ht 55. 10 15 6 9 5 85. 2 -1 3 9 7
26. 15 17 15 15 Ht 56. Ht Ht 7 Ht 13 86. 1 6 2 7 727. 15 10 19 15 19 57. 13 11 9 10 11 87. 6 5 -1 5 328. lU 13 lit lit 17 58. 7 10 15 11 6 88. 5 -1 -2 5 229. 19 17 15 11 Ht 59. 7 6 17 6 330. 17 11 19 lit 11 60. 13 15 11 6 15
Scores were determined by the nse of a correction formnla for 
guessing. Score equals ntariber right minus one-third number wrong* 
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Legend
Group A
Figure 13, Deviations from total means and total 
line of regression of Yg on X scores made by five groups of 
eleventh, and twelfth grade students on the test constructed 
from color and black and white guidance films entitled 





Figure 14. Deviations of Yg and X scores from group 
means and common within-group line of regression made by five 
groups of eleventh and twelfth grade students on the test 
constructed from color and black and white guidance films 
entitled "Choosing Your Occupation." (y'= ,85x)
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•05 level of confidence. Therefore the aesnmptlon of linear­
ity of regression was not contradicted*
The analysis of variance and the analysis of covar­
iance are summarized in Table 35» The obtained value of P, 
.82, was based on and i(.3l(. degrees of freedom, and from the 
table of P one finds that this falls short of the value 5*63 
required for a statistically significant difference at the 
•05 level of confidence. It can be concluded, therefore, 
that the differences between the means of the experimental 
groups on the Yg variable were only chance differences and 
not significant in any rigorous sense. The reduction of the! 
variance estimate from 28.5 to 11.2 pointed out that the prer 
cision of the study had been increased through the covarianc 
analysis technique.
Since the adjusted means of the experimental groups 
failed to yield statistically significant differences, it 
was unnecessary to apply the t-test#
"Your Earning Power"
Tlie X scores of the five groups of subjects are re-
Ijcorded in Table 20, according to rank order numerical value. 
The scores of the same five groups of students for the exper­
imental conditions Y2 are presented in Table 36, with the 
position of each score corresponding directly to that of the 
scores in Table 20.
As an initial step in computing the covariance anal­
ysis, Tate C20, suggests that an analysis of variance be
88
TABLE 35
SUMMARY OP THE STATISTICAL AHALYSIS PC® SCORES MADE BY FIVE 
GROUPS OF ELEVENTH AND TWELFTH GRADE STUDENTS C8Î THE TEST 
CONSTRUCTED FROM THE COLOR AND BLACK AND WHITE GUIDANCE 
FILMS ENTITLED "CHOOSING YOUR OCCUPATION"







Analysis of variance of pretest (X) scores
Among grotç)s 
Within groups ,77.9 , k 10i}43.3 li.35
19.524.0 .81 !
TOTAL 10521.2 1̂ 39 1!
Analysis of variance of posttest (Yg) scores 1
Among groups 
Within groups 47*5 k121̂ .16.0 lj.35 11.928.5 .42
TOTAL 12463.5 439 !
I
Source of 
Variation df %x2 SXY
Sums of squares and cross-products
Among groups 
Within groups 4435 10443.3 8892.1
]
12416.0
















POSTTEST (Tg) SCORES MADE BT FITE GROUPS OF ELEVEKTH AND TWELFTH GRADESTUDENTS ON THE TEST CONSTRUCTED FROM THE COLOR AND BLACK ANDWHITE GUIDANCE FILIB ENTITLED '«YOUR EARNING POWER"
GROUPS
No.**
A B C D E
No.
A B c D E
No.
A B c D E
1. 18 15 18 lit 15 31. 5 lit 11 10 7 61. 2 11 lit 6 72. 15 10 lit 18 11 32. 9 11 11 10 13 62. 5 7 3 2 7
3. 17 18 17 13 15 33. 15 15 6 11 lit 63. 10 11 7 7 11
it. lit 15 lit 17 11 3it. 9 31 9 3 lit 6it. 7 7 17 17 10S. 15 lit 17 17 17 35. 9 13 9 10 9 65. 7 2 13 -1 10
6. 19 15 19 15 18 36. lit 7 6 10 10 66. 7 3 n 6 1
7. 17 18 13 6 31 37. 9 9 9 15 15 67. lit 6 6 10 78. 15 15 11 13 15 38. lit 11 11 10 17 68. 6 2 10 -1 lit9. 13 10 15 15 10 39. 31 13 3 7 9 69. -2 6 9 1 210. 15 31 11 17 5 itO. 10 10 11 6 lit 70. 7 5 -1 10 -2
11. 18 9 15 18 10 itl. 10 10 9 7 13 71. 3 9 -1 13 -312. 13 15 10 13 13 it2. 7 15 11 7 7 72. 7 7 5 3 2
13. lit 13 13 17 lit it3. 9 9 9 lit 7 73. 7 10 1 5 7lit. 15 lit 13 13 lit itU* 9 11 7 15 10 7lt. 6 15 7 2 715. 10 10 17 lit 13 U5. 11 11 7 5 13 75. 5 2 lit 9 5
16. lit 10 17 7 lit, it6. 7 11 5 7 8 76. -5 5 7 -1 517. lit 3 18 13 21 U7. 13 11 10 3 11 77. 17 2 lit 7 518. lit 15 lit 10 lit it8. 10 11 9 7 5 78. 11 2 5 9 1119. 13 17 lit 15 11 it9. 10 6 9 6 10 79. 5 9 6 15 -120. 10 lit 30 13 5 50. 10 11 lit 9 15 80. 9 13 10 6 3
21. 15 31 31 10 13 51. lit 15 11 13 6 81. 5 11 19 9 622. 10 17 13 10 13 52. 5 10 7 5 7 82. 5 3 5 9 623. 13 31 18 17 13 53. 10 11 9 13 3 83. 1 10 5 10 32U. 31 lit 11 15 7 5it. 9 9 lit 9 10 8lt. 1 7 9 5 125. 13 3 15 13 9 55. 11 13 10 3 6 85. 6 6 -1 11 2
26. lit 3 15 17 10 56. 7 11 1 7 7 86. 1 6 9 6 6































88. 5 -1 10 2 1
Scores Yrere determined by the use of a correction formula for 
guessing* Score equals number right minus one-third number wrong# 
^“Number represents subjects. Subjects have maintained this assigned 
number in all previous tables of scores dealing with "Tour Earning 
Pcj^rer" ;
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carried out separately for both pretest and posttest scores* |
Since homogeneity of variance must exist before this is cal-I
! ! culated, Bartlett’s Test of Homogeneity of Variance was pre-
I  .  i
iviously employed for the scores in Table 20* Table 22 j
presented the data obtained in the Chi Square test of the 
homogeneity of five variance estimates, and an x^ of 2*97
I
jfor if degrees of freedom was revealed, which failed to reach 
significance at the *0^ level of confidence, thus indicating 
that the requisite assumption of homogeneity of variance had! 
been satisfied.
Data was plotted, both for total groups and for each 
Igroup, and regression lines fitted to the plotted data as in ! 
Figures 15 and l6. Inspection of the regression lines and
I iIthe dispersion of the data about the lines indicated that 
|the assumption of linearity of regression was reasonably sat*I ■ !
[isfied* In order to be certain of this assumption, an P test 
was administered and an F value of -52*57 obtained for 3 andI '
4-35 degrees of freedom, which indicated that the assumption 
of linearity of regression was not contradicted since it 
failed to reach significance at the *05 level of confidence. 
Table 37 summarizes the analysis of variànce and co­
variance analysis of the pretest (X) and posttest (Yg) scores* 
For 4 and \i3k- degrees of freedom the obtained value of F was 
. 1|.38 and was statistically significant beyond the *01 level 
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Figure 15. Deviations from total means and total 
line of regression of Yg on X scores made by five groups of 
eleventh and twelfth grade students on the test constructed 
from color and black and white guidance films entitled "Your 




I Group A = •4- B : AÎ tt C = 04 ti D = XI II E = V
Figure 16. Deviations of Yg and X scores from group 
means'and common within-group line of regression made by five 
groups of eleventh and twelfth grade students on the test 
constructed from color and black and white guidance films 
entitled "Your Earning Pov/er." (y'= ,63x)
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TABLE 37
SUMMRY OP THE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS PGR SGŒES MADE BY PIVE 
GROUPS OP ELEVENTH AND TWELFTH GRADE STUDENTS ON THE TEST 
CONSTRUCTED FROM THE COLOR AND BLACK AND WHITE GUIDANCE 
FILMS ENTITLED "YOUR EARNING POWER”
























Variation df S)x2 rxY S y 2
Sums of squares and cross-products
Among groups 
Within groups 43^ 8536.5 5387.9 8815.0
TOTAL lf39 86i|.i*l 5326.6 8916.8
i
1 Source of 
j Variation





jcovariance analysis between X and Yg scores
1
Among groups 
Within groups 218.9 4.38* i
TOTAL 5633.3 438 1
%ignificant beyond the *01 level of confidence*
9k
variations, dissimilarities among the final posttest
(Y2 ) means of the five groups were not reasonably accounted 
for either by initial pretest (X) differences or by sampling 
fluctuations. One should also observe that the precision of 
the experiment had been increased through the analysis of 
covariance technique, by the reduction of the variance esti­
mate from 2 0 .3 to 12.5*
The significant P value indicated pronounced vari­
ances between the adjusted Yg means, but it did not reveal 
which of the Yg means was significant. In order to determine 
the above significance, Garrett’s Analysis of Covariance (9)> 
steps 7> 8 » and 9 , was employed as in the previous analyses. 
The adjusted Y2 means are recorded in Table 38*
TABLE 38
ADJUSTED MEANS ON POSTTEST (Yg) SCORES MADE BY PIVE GROUPS 
. OP ELEVENTH AND TWELPTH GRADE STUDENTS ON THE TEST 
CONSTRUCTED PROM THE COLOR AND BLACK AND WHITE 







88 7.2 9.8 9.4.8 i
88 7.0 9.8 9.61
88 6.0 10.5 10.94.
88 6.2 9.6 9.92
88 7.1 9.0 8.72 1
6.7 9.7 9.74- i
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Following step 9 in Garrett’s (9) text, the standard 
error of the difference between any two adjusted means was 
found to be ,53* Table 39 presents the magnitude of differ­
ence on the adjusted means between groups, taken two at a 
time •
TABLE 39
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE ADJUSTED MEANS ON POSTTEST (Y?)
SCORES MADE BY FIVE GROUPS OF ELEVENTH AND TWELFTH 
GRADE STUDENTS ON THE TEST CONSTRUCTED FROM THE 
COLOR AND BLACK AND WHITE GUIDANCE FILMS 
ENTITLED "YOUR EARNING POWER"
Groups*
Magnitude of Difference 
Between Groups Taken 
Two at a Time
Level of 
Significance .01
A-B .13 No No
A-C l.l̂ -6 Yes Yes
A-D .44 No No
A-E .73 No No
B-C 1.33 Yes No
B-D .31 No No
B-E .8 6 No No
C-D 1 .0 2 No No
C-E 2.19 Yes Yes
D-E 1.17 Yes No
Group A Color film
Group B —  Color film and anticipatory remarks
Group C -- Black and white film
Group D —  Black and white film and anticipatory
remarks
Group E —  Controls who received no film or verbal 
instruction
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After computing the general formula for finding t- 
values, the difference required between any two adjusted 
means wq.s found to be leOij. at the #05 level of confidence 
and 1 .3 7 at the .0 1 level of confidence for degrees of 
freedom.
It may be seen by reference to Tables 38 and 39 that 
the adjusted mean for group C was significantly higher than 
the adjusted means for groups A and E at the .01 level of 
confidence. It is also obvious that the adjusted mean for 
group C was significantly higher than the adjusted mean for 
group B at the .05 level of confidence. Furthermore, the 
adjusted mean for group D was significantly greater than that 
for group E at the .05 level of confidence.
CMPTER V
INTERPRETATION OF THE QUANTITATIVE ANAEÏSIS
Acquisition
This section of the study will discuss the signifi­
cant differences found between the five groups of students 
as revealed by application of the covariance analysis for 
the pretest (X) and the posttest (Y^) scores*
Tables 5» 11, 17, and 23^ presented P values that 
were significant beyond the .0 1 level of confidence, which 
Indicated that differences In the adjusted group means on 
the posttest (Y^) variables could not be accounted for by 
variations In Initial ability as measured by the pretest (X) 
trial* Although It was known by the obtained P values that 
significant differences were present. It was not known If 
one or more of the five groups was contributing to this fact* 
By referring to Tables 6 , 12, 18, and 2%^, which presented 
the adjusted means for the (X) and (Y^) scores. It was pos­
sible to evaluate the differences between the two kinds of
^ Tables are presented on pages 34, 44, 54, aud 63, respectively.
^Tables are presented on pages 3 6, 45, 55, end 64, respectively*_____________________________________■ ____
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film presentations as they were related to acquisition of 
facts from each of the four sets of film. The level of sig­
nificance for the differences between groups receiving the 
various treatments can be inspected in Tables 7> 13» 19» and
25.1
The results obtained from each of the four films will 
be interpreted individually and reported as follows:
"Library Organization"
After careful consideration of the information in 
Table 7» it was seen that group A (who received instruction 
from color film), group B (who received instruction from 
color film after "anticipatory" remarks were read), group C 
(who received instruction from black and white film), and 
group D (who received instruction from black and white film 
after "anticipatory" remarks were read) had adjusted means 
that were significantly different at the .0 1 level of con­
fidence from the adjusted mean of group E ( the control group 
who received no formal instruction). Further inspection of 
Table 7 revealed no additional significant differences.
By referring to Table 6, one will find groups A, B,
G, and D to have greater adjusted mean scores than group E. 
This information, combined with the significant differences 
presented in Table 7» prompted the writer to conclude that 
film instruction, employed with, and without, "anticipatory
^Tables are presented on pages 37» i|.6» 56» and 65» respectively ._____________________________________________
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Fêmarks, was reliably superior to no instruction* However, 
these results are questionable since the assunption of lin­
earity of regression was found to be unsound.
"Heredity and Environment”
The information in Table 13 indicated that groups A,
B, C, and D had adjusted means that were significantly dif­
ferent from the adjusted mean of group E, a significance 
existing beyond the *01 level of confidence* In addition, 
the adjusted means of groups A, C, and D were significantly 
different beyond the *01 level of confidence from the ad­
justed mean of group B* Table 13 revealed no other statis­
tically significant differences*
Reference to Table 12 revealed that groups A, B, G, 
and D had greater adjusted mean scores than group E* This 
information, combined with the significant differences pre­
sented in Table 13, made plausible the conclusion that film 
instruction, employed with, and without, "anticipatory" re­
marks, was reliably superior to incidental learning. In 
addition, the adjusted means of groups A, G, and D were | 
greater than the adjusted mean for group B. This occurrence^ 
plus the information in Table 13, indicated that groups A, I




Upon careful examination of the information in Table ij
19. it was seen that groups A. B. and G had adjusted means  i
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that were sï^ificàntlÿ~different from the adjusted mean of 
group B. This significance may be accepted beyond the .01 
level of confidence. Moreover, the adjusted mean of group C 
differed significantly from the adjusted mean of group D#
This significance exceeded the .01 level of confidence.
Table 19 revealed no other significant differences.
Inspection of Table l8 revealed that groups A, B, 
and C had higher adjusted mean scores than group E. This 
information, combined with the significant differences pre­
sented in Table 19» led one to conclude that color film 
instruction used with, and without, "anticipatory" remarks 
and black and white film used without "anticipatory" remarks 
were significantly superior to no formal instruction. The 
adjusted mean for group C was also higher than the adjusted 
mean for group D. This finding indicated that black and 
white film instruction used without "anticipatory" remarks i
was significantly superior to the same type of film ins true-j 
tion preceded by "anticipatory" remarks. |
"Your Earning Power"
The information in Table 2$ Indicated that groups A, | 
B, C, and D had adjusted means that were significantly dlf- i 
ferent from the adjusted mean of group E. This significance | 
may be accepted beyond the .01 level of confidence. In addif
I
tion, the adjusted mean of group C was significantly different 
from the adjusted means of groups A and B, and this signifi- | 
canoe exceeded the .01 level of: confidence. Table 2g revealed
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Reference to Table 2i|. revealed that groups k, B, C, 
and D had greater adjusted mean scores than group E. This 
information, combined with the significant differences re­
vealed in Table 2$, made plausible the conclusion that film 
instruction, employed with, and without, "anticipatory” re­
marks, was reliably superior to the treatment received by thé 
control group. Furthermore, the adjusted mean of group C was 
greater than the adjusted means for groups A and B* This | 
implied that black and white film instruction engjloyed with-! 
out "anticipatory" remarks was significantly superior to 
color film used with, and without, "anticipatory" remarks *
Retention
The significant differences found between the five 
groups of subjects on tests for retention of facts as revealed 
by application of the covariance analysis for pretest (X) and 
posttest (Yg) scores will be discussed in this section.
The P values in Tables 27 and 37^ were.significant 
beyond the .01 level of confidence, in Table 31^» significant 
beyond the .05 level, and in Table 35^, there was no signifi^ 
cance. The significant findings indicated that the differ­
ences in the means of the groups on the Yg variables could 
not be accounted for by variations in initial ability as 
measured by the pretest trial. Although it was known by the
^Tables are presented on pages ?2, 93» 80, and 8 8,Teapectively
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obtained P values that significant differences were present, 
it was not known if one or more of the five groups was con­
tributing to this fact* By referring to Tables 28, 32, and 
38 ,̂ which presented the adjusted means for the X and Y2 
scores, it was possible to evaluate the differences between 
the two kinds of film presentations as they were related to 
retention of facts from each of the four sets of film* The 
significance of the differences between groups receiving the 
various treatments can be seen in Tables 29, 33» and 39^«
The Yg scores obtained 7 weeks after the pretest and 6 weeks 
after Y]̂  may be accepted as indices of retention of facts 
presented by the four sets of film*
The results obtained from each of the four films will 
be interpreted individually and reported as follows:
"Library Organization"'
It was evident from Table 29 that groups A, B, C, and 
D had adjusted means which were significantly different from 
the adjusted mean of group E* This significance may be ac­
cepted beyond the *01 level of confidence* In addition, the 
adjusted means of groups B and C differed significantly at 
the *05 level of confidence* No other variances between the 
adjusted means were significant.
^Tables are presented on pages 73# 8I, and 9i|., respectively.
^Tables are presented on pages 74-# 82, and 95# respectively.
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Table 28 indicated that groups A, B, C, and D had 
higher adjusted mean scores for retention of facts than group 
E* This denoted that film instruction, employed with, and 
without, "anticipatory" remarks, was reliably superior to no 
instruction. Referring to Table 28 again, it was seen that 
group C had the highest adjusted mean score for retention of 
facts. This occurrence, combined with the information con­
tained in Table 29, seemed to indicate that group C signifi­
cantly retained more facts presented by the film than did 
group B. However, it should be remembered that the assump­
tion of linearity of regression was not satisfied; therefore, 
these results are particularly questionable#
"Heredity and Environment”
Observation of the information in Table 33 showed 
that groups A and B had adjusted means that were significantly 
different from the adjusted mean of group E; furthermore, 
this significance may be accepted beyond the .05 level of | 
confidence. Moreover, Table 33 indicated that groups C and I  
B had adjusted means that were significantly different at the 
•01 level of confidence from the adjusted mean of group E. ; 
No other statistically significant differences were revealedi 
by Table 33.
Reference to Table 32 indicated that groups A and B I 
at the .05 level of confidence, had higher adjusted mean | 
scores than group E. In addition, groups C and D, at the 
.01 level of confidence., had adjuated mean acores-hlgher i
loi).
than that of group E# These occurrences, plus the informa­
tion in Table 33, indicated that film instruction, with, and 
without, "anticipatory" remarks, was significantly superior 
to the treatment received by group E.
"Choosing Your Occupation"
Table 35 revealed an P value that was not significant* 
Therefore, the null hypothesis regarding the absence of sig­
nificant differences between the four experimental groupa 
and the control group on the measure for retention of facts 
was not contradicted for this film showing*
"Your Earning Power"'
Careful examination of the information in Table 39 
revealed that groups C and D had adjusted means that were 
significantly different from the adjusted mean of group E*
The adjusted mean of group C was significantly different at 
the .01 level of confidence, whereas group D had an adjusted 
mean which was significantly different at the *0^ level of 
confidence. In addition to these results, it was seen that 
group C had an adjusted mean which differed significantly 
from the adjusted mean of groups A and B. Group A differed 
at the .01 level of confidence, and group B differed at the 
•05 level of confidence* It will be remembered that group C 
received instruction from black and white film and group A | 
received instruction from color film, but group B received 
jinstruction from color film after "anticipatory" remarks werej 
read to them. Ho_oJthej^.ignifi.aant_dif£enences--were—revealed
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by Table 39*
Inspection of Table 38 revealed that groups C and D 
had higher adjusted mean scores than group E. This infor­
mation, combined with the significant differences presented 
in Table 39» moved one to conclude that black and white film;, 
employed with, and without, "anticipatory” remarks, was sig­
nificantly superior to group E. Other findings revealed by 
Table 38 were as follows: Group C had an adjusted mean score
which was higher than groups A and B; therefore, these 
findings indicated that black and white film instruction 
used without "anticipatory” remarks was significantly superior 
to color film instruction employed with, or without, "anti­
cipatory" remarks *
Summary of the Discussion 
By way of summary, it was concluded that film instruc­
tion was significantly superior to the treatment received by 
the control group -- no formal instruction. Not only did 
this apply to immediate acquisition, but also for retention 
of facts. Table ij.0 presents a summary of the significant 
findings.
A close inspection of the results indicated that on 
the "Library Organization" test, groups A, B, C, and D were 
significantly superior to only the controls, group E. It 
should be borne in mind that this result was questionable 
since linearity of regression was unsound. On the test over
ïfiBEEr“IpD-------- ----------------------
SUMMARY OP THE SIGNIFICANT FINDINGS ON POSTTEST (Yi) AND POSTTEST (Yp) SCORES MADE BY FIVE GROUPS OF ELEVENTH AND TWELFTH GRADE STUDENTS ON THE TESTS 
CONSTRUCTED FROM THE COLOR AND BLACK AND WHITE GUIDANCE FILMS :
Name of Film Test Group (Yi) Group Group (Y2) Group(r) Superior to Superior to
A ** E A ** E
Library Organi zation-*-
B E B ** E
.79 C if* E C ÈD ** E D ** ÉC * B
A ■JHfr E A ■» E
B E B ■» E
Heredity and C ** E C EEnvironment .97 D •JHt E D ** EA ** B
C ** B
D B
A E No significant differencesChoosing Your B ** E existed for these experi­Occupation .9 6 C ** E mental treatments,C ** D
A «■» EB ** E
Your Earning C ** E C E
Power .95 D . E D * EC ** A C ** AC ** B C * B
&
^Significant at the. .01 level of confidence.
^Significant at the .05 level of confidence.
^Linearity of regression, an underlying assumption, was not supported. 
 Therefore, the results for this film were particularly questionable.
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"Heredity and Environment," groups A, C, and D were signifi­
cantly superior to groups B and E. Furthermore, group B was 
significantly superior to group E. On the test constructed 
from "Choosing Your Occupation," groups A, B, and C were 
significantly superior to group E. Moreover, groi:ç> C was
significantly superior to group D. On the test constructed
from "Your Earning Power," groups A, B, 0, and D were sig­
nificantly superior to group E* In addition, group C was
significantly superior to groups A and B. In general, these
[
findings indicated that group 0 performed with greater pro­
ficiency on the tests for acquisition of facts than any other 
group, However, these results did not indicate any unanimous 
superiority for group G over any one particular group except 
group E, the control group. The results obtained during this 
investigation did suggest, though, that black and white film 
contributed more to immediate learning than color film and 
that film contributed more to immediate learning when "antic;, 
patory" remarks were not read to the audience.
After careful consideration of the information de­
rived from the tests for retention of facts, similar conclu­
sions were made to those advanced in the preceding paragraph* 
On the "Library Organization" test for retention, groups A, | 
B, C, and D were again significantly superior to group E* |
i
Furthermore, group C was now significantly superior to i
group B, but linearity of regression was not tenable ; tiiese I 
reaulta, therefore, were particularly— questionable..
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G r B D  were again significantly superior to 
group E on the teat constructed from "Heredity and Environ­
ment*" No significant differences existed on the "Choosing 
Your Occupation" test results* On the test constructed from 
"Your Earning Power," group 0 was significantly superior to 
groups A, B, and E* Furthermore, group D was significantly 
superior to group E* In general, these results did not indi­
cate any unanimous superiority for group 0 over any one par­
ticular group, except group E, the control group. The resul 
suggested, however, that black and white film contributed 
more to retention of facts than did color film and that film 
contributed more to retention of facts when "anticipatory" 
remarks were not read to the audience; but these suggestions, 
of course, were limited to this particular experiment*
Comparative Evaluation with Previous Research 
The preceding comments alone would not be in them­
selves an adequate discussion of this experiment, since a 
relative evaluation between this study and previous investi-
I
gâtions would be lacking* Therefore a comparative evaluation 
will be presented, involving those studies relevant to the I  
present investigation. Variations, insofar as they can be j 
determined, will be resolved*
This study, while not agreeing unanimously with |
VanderMeer’s (28) study, did agree with some of the sugges- !
Itions he felt were implied by the findings of his study*
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VanderMeer (28, p. li).) wrote the following comments which 
serve as a "point of departure" in making an evaluative com­
parison of the two studies*
It seems clear that while color • • • appeared to 
be an important cue, it was not a crucial cue, indis­
pensable for learning* Other equally relevant cues 
appear to have contributed to learning to such an extent 
that in some cases color added little, if anything*
Black and white films may be as good as color films in 
communicating visual learning cues related to texture, 
light and dark contrast, shape and size, as well as the 
purely verbal cues found in the commentary* The presence 
of color may, in fact, operate to reduce the effective- 
ness of some of these cues by distracting the learner; 
the absence of color in black and white film may operate 
to increase the effectiveness of such cues by requiring 
more attention on the part of the learner to such cues 
as texture, contrast, shape and verbal descriptions*
A number of possible explanations for the superiority of
black and white guidance films over the same color films
may be advanced as followsr The factual information was
presented by means of a narrator who commented upon the visual
I
presentation. Test items employed in this study were selected 
because the visual presentation was reinforced by a verbal | 
description. There was an indication that the presence of I  
color seemed to have distracted from the commentary. There-! 
fore, it is suggested that color was not, in these films, an | 
important cue. In fact, it appeared that the absence of colbr 
in black and white guidance films operated to increase the 
learning. VanderMeer (28) states that the value of color in 
film was related more to retention of learning than to imme-j 
diate acquisition. However, color was not superior to black I  
and white film on measures for retention of facts in the i
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present study. In fact, for films such as the ones employed, 
black and white film appeared to have been significantly 
superior to color film on both measures for acquisition and 
those for retention of facts. That the present study does 
not find color to be superior should not be altogether sur­
prising, since VanderMeer (28, p. 2) selected films for use 
in his study "because they appeared to make effective use of 
color for emphasis or because color was intrinsic to much of 
the subject matter being taught.” No such attempt was made | 
in the present investigation. Possibly VanderMeer (28) suc­
ceeded in selecting films in nhich color was a crucial cue.
MacLean’s (3^) findings indicated that colored slides 
and flat pictures were superior to those that were uncolored 
but these results were not statistically significant. There­
fore he stated that it was not necessarily advantageous to 
use color. He felt that the particular nature or purpose of
Ithe instructional situation would largely determine whether 
color should be employed. The present study suggests that 
color may not be as crucially inç)ortant to guidance instruc­
tion as it might possibly be for the lessons in geography, 
anatomy, and physiology with which MacLean (3I4., i^) experi- : 
mented. This may account for the differences existing between 
the two studies. Moreover, the fact that one study dealt with 
still pictures whereas the other was concerned with motion 
pictures may be responsible, since color superiority may be 
due to the slower rate of development used in the actual__
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presentation of the still pictures, thus enabling the audience 
to study more closely contrasts, depth, and detail —  factors 
which MacLean (3^) believed color could achieve to a better 
advantage than black and white*
The results of the present experiment agreed to a 
limited degree with Long’s (i|.3) findings. For instance, on 
tests for acquisition of facts at the eleventh grade level, 
similar results were found favoring black and white films 
over color films. However, this investigation did not agree 
with his significant results favoring color at the twelfth 
grade on tests for acquisition or with his findings signifi­
cantly favoring color for both grade levels on the retention 
check* At the time his research was being carried on. Long 
(14-3, p* 66) implied that a "great deal of incidental learning 
was probably due to the current emphasis on South American 
countries," since his films centered around the theme. Good 
Neighbor Policy* This being so, the results may not inde­
pendently measure the effect of film instruction* Further­
more, the black and white film groups were considered as 
controls rather than groups not receiving film or verbal 
instruction; thus it may be that such lack of consideration 
for the nature of control groups would make "realistic" com­
parisons between these studies impracticable since a "great 
deal of incidental learning" was possible*
"Anticipatory" remarks were employed in the present 
experiment for the purpose of determining what benefit, if__
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any, would be derived from briefly explaining to students 
what they might expect to see during the film presentation 
and what value this information might be to them. They also 
were told that they were going to be tested over the film 
after its presentation; however, this was of no significance 
since the groups not receiving this treatment knew even with­
out being told that they were to be tested afterwards, too* 
The "anticipatory”' remarks enç)loyed in this study did not 
attempt to approach what normally might be considered a 
properly employed film introduction. This should be kept
in mind while reading the evaluative comparisons made between 
this study's findings and similar research.
Reference to Wittich and Fowlkes (22) and Hovland,
Lumsdaine, and Sheffield (10) will indicate the value of usii^ 
film introductions. The failure of "anticipatory” remarks to 
approach the effectiveness of film introductions properly em-
j
ployed probably lies in the lack of proper motivation and | 
student-teacher planning of film purposes prior to film pre­
sentation. A study by Sturmthal and Curtis (37) revealed |
ianticipation to be of value to film instruction if the anti-| 
cipation approached a core of personal reference and impor- I  
tance* It may have been that students who heard the antici­
patory remarks, failed to attach enough importance or personal
I
reference to desire learning what the films would teach* | 
Sturmthal and Curtis (37) found this to be true in their | 
study. The anticipation factor was also studied by Dysinger
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and Ruckmlck (?)• It is suggestedT that anticipation, as 
employed in the present study, appeared to serve as a deter­
rent to the development of interest* Students may have been 
told on many occasions by teachers that some specific infor­
mation would be of value to them if they learned it, only to 
discover later that it hadn’t been of value. Thus, when the 
"anticipatory” remarks were read to them, their responsiveness 
decreased or was entirely lacking. Dysinger and Ruckmick (?] 
found this to be in evidence in their study of anticipation*
By way of summary, it is concluded that when the re­
sults were interpreted, this investigation indicated that 
greater gains in learning and retaining factual information 
from guidance films were obtained by viewing black and white 
guidance films* The addition of color to the film presenta­
tions did not, in this experiment, add significantly to 
either immediate learning or retention of facts*
In the present study, "anticipatory” remarks did not 
add to the effectiveness of the guidance films* The groups 
who did not hear "anticipatory" remarks acquired and retained 
factual information from the films better than did tiie groups 
who heard "anticipatory" remarks*
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The value of black and white film instruction to j 
students has been repeatedly demonstrated by research workersI
and classroom teachers. However, the question of whether | 
color film instruction is superior to black and white film | 
instruction has not been adequately answered by either re­
search or practice. This experiment was carried out to ob­
tain empirical information concerning the comparative effect 
of color and black and white film instruction, as related to 
acquisition and retention of facts when employed with, and 
without, "anticipatory” remarks®
The purposes of the study were: (1) To determine the
Ieffect of guidance instruction upon acquisition and retention 
of facts when presented by color and by black and white filmjj 
(2) to determine the effect of "anticipatory" remarks upon |
acquisition and retention of facts when utilized in conjunc-
I  Itlon with color and with black and white guidance film; (3) to
bompare the results of color and black and white guidance film
I  Iinstruction, as related to acquisition and retention of factq;
I  Î
land (Ij.) to compare the effect of '"anticipatory" remarks upon̂ j
11^
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acquisition and retention of facts when employed with color 
and with black and white guidance film instruction.
Five groups were used in this experimental study: 
Group A (who received instruction from color guidance films 
group B (who received instruction from color guidance films 
and were read "anticipatory" remarks), group 0 (who received 
instruction from black and white guidance films), group D 
(who received instruction from black and white guidance films 
and were read "anticipatory" remarks), and grotp E (the con­
trol group who received no formal instruction).
The 551 participating subjects were eleventh and 
twelfth grade students from Clinton, Elk City, Hydro, and 
Weatherford high schools, all located in southwestern Okla­
homa, The students within any one school, where either color 
or black and white films were presented, were assigned to I
their different groups by the use of a table of random num- !
I
bers. Instructors from the experimental schools who normally
taught the students helped administer the tests to them. One
I
week prior to the film presentations, a pretest (X) was given 
to each group. Each experimental group was then given 
guidance instruction via the proper films. Following each 
film presentation, each subject was given a posttest (Y^) to 
determine the amount of immediate learning that had taken 
place due to the different experimental conditions. Six
I  Iweeks later, each subject was given a posttest (Yg) to ascer- 
tain the amount of learning that had been retained._________ |
ll6
The null hypotheses to be tested were: (l) There is
no significant difference between the experimental and con­
trol groups for immediate learning from either the color or 
the black and white guidance films; (2) there is no signifi­
cant difference between the e:q>erimental and control groups 
in the retention of facts from either the color or the black 
and white guidance films; (3) there is no significant differ­
ence between the experimental and control groups relative to 
immediate learning or retention of learning from either color
ior black and white guidance films used in conjunction with | 
"anticipatory" remarks.
Analysis of the data, using a covariance technique, 
revealed that it was necessary to reject each of the above 
hypotheses.
The results of this experiment indicated that the 
following conclusions could be offered:
1* Black and white guidance film emerged signifi­
cantly superior to color guidance film on measures for both 
Requisition and retention of factual information presented 
by the films.
I 2. Groups who did not hear "anticipatory" remarks
prior to seeing the films acquired and retained factual 
information from the films significantly better than did 
the groups who heard "anticipatory" remarks.
The following implications seem to be supported by 
the above conclusions;_____________________________________
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1« The use of color In guidance films does not aid 
the learner in the acquisition or retention of factual infor­
mation that is, for the most part, presented in the commen­
tary. It is suggested that color may minimize or tend to 
reduce the amount of learning from film instruction in which 
the narrator, for the most part, verbally presents the factual 
information* In the present study, black and white guidance 
film emerged significantly superior to color guidance film 
on both measures for acquisition and retention of facts pre­
sented by the films. This result suggests that the lack of 
color in black and white guidance films operated to increase 
their effectiveness by causing the students’ attention to be 
directed more closely to the verbal presentation*
2* It may be that the "anticipatory" remarks operated 
as a deterrent to learning because students heard little to 
stimulate their personal interest in the film. This implies 
that teachers must use effective film introductions as a part 
of their instructional techniques. For example, activities 
employed prior to a film presentation should include effective 
motivation, student-teacher planning of purposes for seeing 
the film, and adequate orientation to the film. "Anticipa- 
tqry" remarks, as employed in this study, did not constitute 
adequate film introduction activities*
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APPENDIX A
SAMPLE OP THE RESPONSE MEASURE
Pretest (X) is included in the Appendix. Posttest 
(Y^) and (Y^) employed the same questions as pretest (X). 
The questions were rearranged in a different numerical 
sequence on each of the three response measures. This was 





Please do not -write on any part of this test booklet* Respond 
only on the answer sheet with an electrographic pencil*
This test is designed to find out what knowledge students have 
regarding themselves with respect to certain areas in which guidance 
may be needed*
This test booklet is placed in your hands with the understanding 
that it -will be returned to the examiner at the end of the time allowed 
to take the test*
A coirection formula for guessing will be used in scoring your 
answer sheets *
Directions :
Follow closely the method given below for marking the items of 
this test* You may be penalized for failing to follow directions*
This is a multiple-choice test * Each of the statements or ques­
tions can be correctly completed by one and only one of the numbered 
choices* Select the choice which you think most correctly couplet es the 
statement or question; then blacken thé space on the answer sheet corre­
sponding to the answer you have chosen*
Example)
1* A word that names a person, place or thing is called a
(1) capital; (2) noun; (3) verb; (U) none of these*
I 2 3 U 5
II II II II II
1  II II II II 11 III II II II II
A summary of directions will be presented at the beginning of 
the next page* You will refer to this summary for help if you momen­
tarily forget the above directions when you begin working on the test*
.  I
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Directions! Please do not -write on any part of this test booklet* Re­
cord your answers only on the ans-wer sheet -with an electro­
graphic pencil* Each of the items can be best completed 
correctly by one and only one of the numbered choices* 
Select the choice which you consider completes the item 
most appropriately; then blacken the space on the answer 
sheet corresponding to the ans-wer you have chosen*
LIBRARY ORGANIZATION
1* Books are listed in the card catalog by (1) subject (2) author 
(3) title (U) all of these*
2* The most important thing a librarian can do is to (l) find books for 
students (2) check out books to students (3) show students how to 
use the liteary efficiently (U) direct students to the card catalog
3* A book about American poetry would be numbered (1) $11 (2) 821 
(3) $21 (U) 811.
U* The organiza-tion system of the library is called the (l) Bradshaw
Number System (2) Dewey Decimal System (3) Central File System
(U) Webster Word System*
$. A book with the title "The Scarlet Letter" should have a card in
(1) the "T" drawer of the card catalog (2) the "S" drawer of the 
card catalog (3) the "L" drawer of the card catalog (U) each of 
the above drawers «
6* If you were looking in the card catalog for a biography of Nathaniel 
Hawthorne, the name would appear on the right card as (l) HAWTHORNE 
NATHANIEL (2) Hawthorne, Nathaniel (3) hawthorne, nathaniel 
(W HAWTHORNE, Nathaniel*
7* All books numbered $00 deal with (l) Sociology (2) Literature
(3) General Works (U) Science*
6* The book, "i860— Year of Crises," would be filed in the card catalog 
under the letter (l) "Y" (2) "C" (3) "E" (U) all of these.
9* Cards in the card catalog are arranged alphabetic ally by (l) letter
(2) word (3) groups of words (U) all of these*
.0* In some card catalogs the subject of a book is (l) printed with 
red letters (2) printed and then underlined (3) printed -with 
small black letters (ii) printed and enclosed with quotation 
marks.
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H* A book about English literature would be numbered (1) 830 ( 2) 920 
(3) 820 (U) 930.
12. The first letter in the call number for a book, other than bio- 
grapî , refers to the (1) author (2) publisher (3) subject 
(U) title.
13. A book about German literature would be numbered (1) 810 (2) $30
(3) 830 (W $10.
111. Ihen "An" appears as the first word in the title of the book,
(1) its card is found in the "A" drawer of the card catalog
(2) "An" is disregarded (3) its card is found in a special 
drawer of the card catalog (1;) none of these.
1$. A book about American drama would be numbered (1) 822 (2) 912
(3) 922 (U) 812.
16. The first letter in the call number of a biography refers to the
(1) author (2) publisher (3) the person written about (it) none 
of these.
17. All books numbered $20 deal with (l) physics (2) history (3) math­
ematics (it) astrononçr.
18. The names "McCormick", "Mac Dougall", and "Macmillan" are filed in 
the card catalog (1) as though they were spelled "M-a-c" (2) as
though they were spelled "M-c" (3) after the rest of the "M's"
(it) before all of the "M's".
19. All books numbered $30 deal with (1) astronomy (2) physics 
(3) German literature (it) history.
20. An author's name on a catalog card appears as (1) Hawthorne, 
Nathaniel (2) hawthorne, nathaniel (3) HAWTHORNE, Nathaniel 
(it) HAWTHORNE, NATHANIEL.
21. A book about the life of James Fenimore Cooper would have a card in |
(1) the "J" drawer of the card catalog (2) the "C" drawer of the | 
card catalog (3) the "F" drawer of the card catalog (it) all of 
these.
22. All books numbered $10 deal with (1) history (2) physics
(3) mathematics (it) American literature.
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HEREDITY AND EWIRONMEWT
23# If exotic varieties of pigeons were allowed to breed with each other 
at will, the results in a few generations (1) would be a new 
variety of pigeons (2) would be just plain pigeons (3) would not 
be noticeably different (U) none of these.
2U* It is more correct to say that (l) heredity and environment make 
Hank Johnson the person he is (2) environment makes Hank Johnson 
the person he is (3) nature and society make Hank Johnson the 
person he is (U) heredity makes Hank Johnson the person he is*
2$» A fine dairy cow will produce a large quantity of good milk because 
of its (1) heredity (2) feed (3) environment (U) all of these*
26* In comparison to parents, offspring (l) tend toward the average
(2) tend to be superior (3) tend to be subnormal (U) tend to be 
exactly like them*
27» You change your environment every time you (l) work to improve 
your surroundings (2) choose a new friend (3) make plans for the 
future and carry them out (U) all of these*
28* Horses resemble or differ from each other because of (l) their 
heredity (2) their environment (3) the purpose they serve 
(U) their heredity and environment*
29* Scientists know that offspring will (1) vary according to known 
patterns of variation (2) differ from each other in appearance 
more than in temperament (3) vary, but not according to any known 
pattern of variation (ü) differ from each other in temperament 
more than in appearance*
30. Your heredity is determined by (l) influences received from the world of nature itself (2) influences received from your parents, 
grandparents, and ancestors (3) üifluences received from the 
society in which you live (li) combination of answers (1) and (3) is correct.
31. Scientists have discovered that offspring (1) resemble their 
parents (2) are influenced only by their environment (3) teni to 
resemble their parents (U) are influenced only by their heredity*
32* The study of heredity is called (1) biology (2) genetics
(3) zoology (U) physiology*
33# If you had grown up in a different environment, you would
(l) be just the same as you now are (2) be a different person than 
you now are. (3) have a different heredity (U) all of these could 
be correct*
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3k* In order to assure himself of raising good dairy cows, a dairy­
man will keep a breeding bull (l) that is perfectly proportioned
(2) that has a pedigree (3) udiose heredity is favorable for high 
milk production (It) with a record for high reproduction.
3̂ . The influence considered to be least a part of your heredity is
(1) your mother (2) your father (3) the world of nature itself 
(U) your grandparents.
36. Your environment is made up of (1) the world of nature itself
(2) the people around you (3) the society in which you live 
(U) all of these.
37. Scientists have discovered that offspring (l) are influenced only 
by their environment (2) vary from each other (3) will have the 
same temperament (U) are influenced only by their heredity.
38. Plants and animals (l) can control their environment to a great 
extent (2) can alter their environment (3) cannot control their 
environment to any great extent (I4.) are not affected by their 
environment.
39* It is a fact that our heredity (1) is determined for us (2) can 
be changed (3) is not as inçjortant as our environment (k) all 
of these.
UO. To fulfill the best promise of our heredity we must (1) live a 
happier, fuller life (2) work oônstanblÿ to improve our environ­
ment (3) control our heredity (ii) none of these.
i]l. Identical twins will (1) resemble each other less than they do 
either parent (2) have the same fingerprints (3) resemble each 
other more than they do either parent (U) both (2) and (3) are 
correct.
ii2. It is generally recognized that people (1) can influence their 
environment (2) cannot influence their environment (3) are in­
fluenced by their heredity (U) combination of answers (1) and
(3) is correct.
k3* Broad principles of heredity (l) do not always hold true
(2) have not been established (3) are not important because there are exceptions to than (1|) always hold true.
hit. Scientists have studied plant and animal hereditary influences
(1) just in recent years (2) very little (3) through many generations (U) none of these.
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CHOOSING YOUR OCCUPATION
Ideally, students should look for vocational guidance (l) after 
they graduate from high school (2) some years before they grad­
uate from high school (3) just before graduation from high school 
(U) imhen they enter college.
U6. Occupations can be investigated (1) ty many ways (2) only by 
work experiences (3) in two ways (U) ty few methods.
h7» Interest in a hobby (l) might lead some people into a business of 
their own (2) might lead some people to become ençloyees in a 
growing field (3) may not lead to a vocation (U) all of these.
U8. Students should investigate the courses of study for college 
academic learning in order to determine the (1) length of time involved to get a degree (2) amount of money required to go to 
college (3) value of this learning to them (li) all of these.
U9. To a large extent, the most successful career for a person depends 
on (1) his father's desire for him to follow in his footsteps
(2) a wise choice of occupation (3) his mother’s desire for him 
to be successful (L) combination of answers (l) and (3) is 
correct.
?0. A vocational guidance counselor is a person vdio (1) tells you 
Tdiich occupation to choose (2) gives you a physical examination 
for various occupations (3) helps you to a better understanding 
of yourself in relation to various occupations (U) all of these.
$ !• The most difficult of all vocational guidance problems is trying 
to determine your (l) interests (2) personality (3) abilities 
(It) intelligence.
52. In the classified directory of your telephone book one can find 
information concerning the (1) preparation needed for an occu­
pation (2) atmosphere of an occupation (3) opportunities present 
in various occupations (It) all of these.
53* "What you can do at an occupation that takes manipulation of your 
hands and fingers can be partially discovered by (1) a manual 
dexterity test (2) an intelligence test (3) a motor reflex test 
(It) a pl^ical reflex test.
5it. Your selection of an occupation should be based upon (l) what 
your father wants you to do (2) what you want out of life
(3) what your vocational guidance counselor wants you to do 
(it) combination of answers (l) and (3) is correct.
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5̂* Primarily, choosing your occupation involves investigation(s) of
(1) your real self (2) the library (3) occupations (U) combina­
tion of answers (1) and (3) is correct*
56* An interest test will help you discover (l) what your strong and 
weak points happen to be (2) the occupation in ■which you will be 
a success (3) "what you like (ii) -what kind of a person you are*
57» The results of tests designed to investigate your intelligence, 
aptitudes, and interests (1) should be considered as conclusive 
e-Tidence (2) should have little bearing on your vocational choice
(3) should be regarded as signs indicating a possible vocational 
choice (U) will not help in selecting a vocation *
58* A field in which the aptitude test mav serve could be listed as
(1) computational (2) mechanical (3) social (U) all of these*
59* When you apply for that first job you should be (1) ready to let 
the employment manager figure out your abilities (2) ready with 
specific answers about yourself (3) neither of the above answers 
is correct (U) ready -vri-th general answers about yourself*
60* A preference record is a form of (1) interest test (2) ability 
test (3) personality test (h) all of these*
61* The atmosphere of an occupation is considered to be (l) the people 
and conditions around you as you work (2) the degree of intelli­
gence required for the work (3) the amount of previous education 
required to become skilled in the work (U) the supply of workers 
seeking a job in the occupation*
62. Aptitude tests will help you discover (1) your strong and weak 
points (2) what kind of person you are (3) what you like to do 
(U) the occupation in which you will be a success*
63* Tour attitude toward getting things done is (1) unimportant while 
you are in high school in so far as choosing an occupation is 
concerned (2) a measure of your abilities (3) a measure of your 
sense of responsibility (It) a measure of your intelligence *
6U* A possible vocational choice might be indicated to you by the
(1) classes you like (2) books and magazines you like to read
(3) classes in which you make good grades (U) all of these*
65* You can investiga-be occupations through pamphlets provided by the
(1) federal government (2) state governments (3) professional 
organizations (U) all of these*
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66. Your personality and emotional outlook (1) will affect lAat you 
do on the job (2) are not important considerations in choosing 
an occupation (3) will not affect what you do on the job 
(U) combination of answers (2) and (3) is correct.
YOUR EARNING POWER
67# The kind of work you go into should be chosen (l) with some fore­
thought (2) by your parents (3) carefully and methodically 
(U) by personnel in your school.
68. A good general education is a minimum requirement for (1) any job
(2) almost any job that pays well (3) only the lower paying jobs 
(U) all jobs that pay well.
69. ïhe single factor that always exists regardless of all other factors 
in affecting your earning power is (l) economic conditions
(2) your personality (3/ kind of work (Ij) your production.
70. Personality is especially important in (l) selling (2) managerial 
work (3) secretarial work (U) conüjination of answers (1) and (2) 
is correct.
71. The most important quality of a "Department Head" is the ability
(1) to keep records well (2) to handle details readily (3) to 
get along easily with other people (U) to keep the workers busy 
at their respective jobs.
72. Managerial work involves (l) dealing directly with many people
(2) working mostly with records (3) handling only stocks and money 
(U) no personal contacts with other.people.
73. Your earning power is determined (l) entirely by the nature of the 
economic society in which we live (2) entirely by what you do
(3) entirely by the amount of preparation you have for the job (U) none of these.
7U. You are able to increase your earning power while you are in
school (l) to a small degree (2) to varying degrees (3) to a 
large degree (it) none of these.
75. Our economic society is basically founded on the idea of
(1) buying goods and services with mon^ (2) exchanging different
goods and services (3) selling goods and services for money 
(it) producing and exchanging different goods and services.
76. The set amount of salary a clerk is paid is called her (1) base
pay (2) net income (3) commission (it) pay check.
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77* Tour time spent in high school should be thought of as (l) tech­
nical training (2) preparation for a specific job (3) on-the-job 
training (U) preparation for earning.
78. General economic conditions (1) do not affect our society
(2) have an effect on our earning power (3) do not affect our 
society or our earning power (!»,; do not affect our earning power*
79* Basically, people work (1) for a pay check (2) for better living 
conditions (3) for job security IW for social security*
60. Tour earning power is influenced ty (1) your production on the job
(2) your personal qualities (3) the kind of work you do (in) all 
of these.
81* Good personal qualities are (l) insert act in any work (2) impor­
tant only in some kinds of work (3) just important to personnel 
directors (L) important in selling but not in delivering packages*
82* Production is a factor in earning power (l) sometimes (2) infre­
quently (3) always (U) frequently.
83* As a worker, you (1) can control economic conditions (2) will not 
be able to do much about economic conditions (3) have no control 
over economic conditions (L) will not be affected by economic 
conditions*
8U* Tour personal qualities (1) are the result of your heredity
(2) can be improved (3) remain constant throughout life (U) cannot be Improved.
8$. Your preparation for a job will depend a lot on (1) the kind of 
work you want to do (2) your personal qualities (3) your pro­
duction ability (U) all of these.
86* Likeable personal qualities are (1) helpful but not essential to 
success (2) an asset to clerks (3) essential mostly to delivery 
men (U) more important to managers than to salesmen.
87* A clerk*s production in a dry goods store is measured in terms of
(1) the number of sales made 12) the amount of base pay collected
(3) total checks cashed for customers (k) the number of customers waited on*
88* If a clerk who works on a commission increases her rate of pro­
duction, she will (1) receive more base pay (2) improve her 
living standard (3) receive more commission but less base pay (U) earn more money.
APPENDIX B
"JURY OP COMPETENT PERSONS" AND PROCEDURE FOR 




The concept of validity has meaning only in relatio 
to specific purposes, subject matters, and instructional 
objectives. For this reason, persons were selected because 
of their particular competency in the field of specializa­
tion relative to the content of the films, purposes of the 
films, and the objectives of the film instruction.
The "jury of competent persons" employed the fol­
lowing procedure for establishing content validity of the 
response measures. Each test was coinpared with criteria 
such as the teacher's guide, the master script, repeated 
viewings of that particular film and judgments of other 
persons on the jury until all were convinced that content 
validity existed. In many instances new questions were 
formed and existing questions reworded. Care was exercised 
by all concerned to make the vocabulary content such that a 
high school Junior or Senior would be able to comprehend it. 
Persons on the jury who were familiar with test construction 
watched to see that all items were well constructed. All 
persons concerned themselves with making incorrect choices 
plausible. Throughout this procedure extreme care was taken 
to limit ttie test to what the film actually taught. The 
purposes of content validity were uppermost in the "jury's" 
thoughts at all times. The writer is extremely indebted to 
the persons who served as members of the jury to help estab­
lish content validity of the response measures. Their com­
bined judgments and efforts were of tremendous importance to this stu^y.
Each person who helped in establishing content 
validity of the response measures possessed qualifications 
and had had experiences which would cause one to assume that 
person to be competent for the professional services being 
rendered. The members of the jury are as followst
Dr. Martin A. Satz 
Dean of Student Affairs 
Southwestern State College 
Weatherford, Oklahoma
Dr. Kirk E. Naylor, Head 
Department of Education 
Southwestern State College 
Weatherford, Oklahoma
Mr. Earnest Thomas 
Head Librarian 
Southwestern State College 
Weatherford, Oklahoma
Mr. Ivan D. Cates, Director 
Audio-Visual Education 
Southwestern State College 
Weatherford, Oklahoma
13^
Dr» Harold H» Budde 
Professor of Psychology 
Southwestern State College 
Weatherford, Oklahoma
Mr. Otis M. King 
Assistant Professor of 
Biology 
Southwestern State College 
Weatherford, Oklahoma
Mr. Robert Tyler 
Associate Professor of 
Education 
Southwestern State College 
Weatherford, Oklahoma
Dr. John E. Blnnlon, Chairman 
Department of Business 
Education 
The University of Denver 
Denver, Colorado
APPENDIX G
SAMPLE OP PRETEST (X), POSTTEST 




(1) IHien students are seated, the examiner should say*
"THIS MORNING ÎOU ARE GOING TO TAKE A TEST THAT TS IMPORTANT 
TO YOU. THE PURPOSE CF THIS TEST IS TO INFORM US OF YOUR 
KNOWLEDGE ABOUT LCBRARY ORGANIZATION, HEREDITY AND ENVIRON­
MENT, CHOOSING YOUR OCCUPATION, AND YOUR EARNING POWER. IN 
ORDER FOR US TO FIND OUT HOW MUCH YOU REALLY KNOW ABOUT THESE 
SÜB0B3TS, IT WILL BE IMPORTANT TO BOTH OF US THAT YOU DO THE 
BEST YOU CAN. WHEN Y5V SKSIVS YOUR TEST BOOKLET, ELBCTRO- 
GKOblC PENCIL AND ANSWER SHEET, WAIT FOR FURTHER DIRECTIONS. 
DO NOT OPEN YOUR TEST BOOKLET UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO."
(2) Pass out test booklets, electrographic pencils, and answer sheets. 
When students have these supplies the examiner should say*
"PRINT YOUR FULL NAME IN THE PROPER SPACE ON THE ANSWER SHEET .
_________ pause for this to be done ...........
PRINT THE NAME OF THIS SCHOOL IN THE HiOPER SPACE ON THE 
ANSWER SHEET. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  pause for this to be done -
NOW, READ THE INFORMATION ON THE FRONT OF THE TEST BOOKLET 
WITH ME. ________ read all the information id.th the students
  THE ANSWER SHEETS WILL BE SCORED BY MEANS OF AN ELEC­
TRICAL MACHINE. THE IMPORTANT THING TO REMEMBER IS TO USE
ONLY THE ELECTROGRAPHIC PENCIL WHICH WAS FURNISHED YOU AND 
TO MAKE HEAVY BLACK MARKS IN THE PROPER SPACE. IF YOU ERASE,
BE SURE TO DO IT THOROUGHLY. YOU HAVE 36 MINUTES TO COMPLETE 
THIS TEST. NO QUESTIONS MAY BE ASKED AFTER THE TEST BEGINS. 
ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS NOW?"
(3) Answer all legitimate questions, and then say*
"WHEN I SAY «BEGIN», TURN TO THE FIRST PAGE OF THE TEST AND 
WORK AS FAST AS YOU CAN WITHOUT MAKING MISTAKES. USE ONLY 
THE ELECTROGRAÎHIC PENCIL AND MAKE NO MARKS OTHER THAN YOUR 
MARK FOR THE ANSWER YOU SELECT. ONLY ONE ANSWER TS CORRECT 
SO MAKE ONLY ONE MARK PER QUESTION. IF YOU FINISH BEFORE THE 
TIME LIMIT EXPIRES, SIT QUIETLY UNTIL THE 36 MINUTES HAVE 
PASSED OR UNTIL EVERYONE HAS FINISHED. ASK NO QUESTIONS AFTER 
WE BEGIN. GET READY. _______ pacae briefly for students




(1) When students are seated, the examiner should say*
’•THIS TEST IS IMPORTANT TO YOU. THE PURPOSE OF THIS TEST IS 
TO INFORM US OF TOUR NEWLT ACQUIRED KNOWLEDGE ABOUT LIBRARY 
ORGANIZATION. IN ORDER FOR US TO UNDERSTAND HOW MUCH M jRE 
WlSSOSÏto THIS SUBJECT, IT WILL BE IMPORTAÎ } TO BOTH CF 
US THAT YOU DO THE BEST YOU CAN. WHEN YdTSSSSIfB YOUR TEST 
BOOKLET, ELECTROGRAÎ^ PENCIL AND ANSWER SHEET, WAIT FOR 
FURTHER DIRECTIONS. DO NOT OPEN YOUR TEST BOOKLET UNTIL YOU 
ARE TOLD TO DO SO.”
(2) Pass out test booklets on Library Organization, electrographic 
pencils, and ansuer sheets. When students have these supplies, 
the examiner should say*
’PRINT YOUR FULL NAME IN THE PROPER SPACE ON THE ANSWER SHEET
  pause for this to be done — — .. PRINT THE NAME OF THIS
SCHOOL IN THE PROPER SPACE ON THE ANSWER SHEET.  pause
for this to be done NOW HEAD THE INFORMATION ON THE
FRONT OF THE TEST BOOKLET WITH ME.  read all the informa­
tion -with the students . THE AIBWER SHEETS WILL BE
SCORES BY MEANS OF AN ELECTRICAL MACHINE. THE IMPORTANT THING TO REMEMBER IS TO USE ONLY THE ELECTROGRAPHIC PENCIL WHICH WAS 
FURNISHED YOU AND TO MAKE HEAVY BLACK MARKS IN THE PROPER SPACE, 
m  YOn ERASE, BE SURE TO DO IT THOROUGHLY. YOU HAVE 9 MINUTES 
TO COMPLETE THIS TEST . NO QUESTIONS MAY BE ASKED AFTER THE TEST 
BEGINS . ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS NOW?”
(3) Answer all legitimate questions, and then say*
”BHEN I SAY ’BEGIN’, TURN TO THE FIRST PAGE OF THE TEST AND | 
.WORK AS FAST AS YOU CAN WITHOUT MAKING MISTAKES. USE ONLY THE i 
ELECTROGRAPHIC PENCIL AND MAKE NO MARKS OTHER THAN YOUR MARK FORI 
THE ANSWER. ONLY ONE ANSWER IS CORRECT SO MAKE ONLY ONE MARK | 
PER QUESTION. IF YOU FINISH BEFORE THE TIME LIMIT EXPIRES, SIT I 
QUIETLY UNTIL THE 9 MINUTES HAVE PASSED OR UNTIL EVERYONE HAS
FINISHED. ASK NO QUESTIONS AFTER WE BEGIN. GET READY. _____ :
pause briefly for students and timer to make preparations for 
beginning BEGIN •"
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IN5TRÜCTI0M5 FOR SECOND TEST
(1) THhen students are seated» the examiner should say*
»̂ HIS IS YOUR SECOND TEST THIS JSDRNING. IT IB AISO IMPORTANT 
.TO YOU. THIS TEST WILL INFORM US HOW MUCH MORE YOU NOW KNOW 
ABOUT HEREDITY AND ENVIRONMENT. IN ORDER FTSToTH OF US TO 
FIND OOT HOW MUCH MÜRB YOU KNOW ABOUT HEREDITY AND ENVIRONMENT, 
IT WILL BE IMPORTANTTHAT YOU DO THE BÉàT iOU SANI WHEN tOU 
RECEIVE YOUR tPEST ISOKLET AND ANSWER SffiSr, WAIT FOR FURTHER 
DIRECTIONS. DO NOT OPEN YOUR TEST BOOKLET UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD 
TO DO SO.M
(2) Pass out test booklets on Heredity and Environment, and the answer 
sheets that the students usedTor tfiie previous test. When the 
students have these supplies, the examiner should say*
»BE SURE YOU GET YOUR OWN ANSWER SHEET. CHECK TO SEE IF YOUR 
.NAME IS ON IT. nauae for this to be done _ THEINSTRUCTIONS FOfe THÎ5 TEST ARE THE SAME AS FOR THE PRBVÏ0U8 
TEST. THE IMPORTANT THING TO REMEMBER IS TO USB THE ELECTRO- 
GRAPHIC PENCIL. DOES EVERYONE HAVE AN ELBCTROGRAFHIG PENCIL?
I - check to see if they do IF YOU HAVE TO ERASE, DO
H  THOROUGHLY. TEES TEST BEGINS WITH NUMBER 23. BE SURE YOU 
BEGIN ANSWERING WITH NUMBER 23 ON THE ANSWER SHEET. THIS IS 
VERY IMPORTANT SINCE AN ELECTRICAL MACTE35CTfl3TiEADE THESE 
ANSWER SHEETS. YOU HAVE 9 MINUTES TO COMPLETE THIS TEST. NO 
QUESTIONS MAY BE ASKED AFTER THE TEST BEGINS. ARE THERE ANY 
QUESTIONS NOW?"
(3) Anstrer all legitimate questions, and then say*
9WHEN I SAY «BEGIN», TURN TO THE FIRST PAGE OF THE TEST AND 
WORK AS FAST AS YOJ CAN WITHOUT MAKING MISTAKES. USE ONLY THE 
ELECTROGRAPHIC PENCIL AND BEGIN MARKING WITH NUMBER 23 ON YOUR 
ANSWER SHEET. MAKE NO MARKS ÔTH^ THAN Y ^  MAÈK FOR THE 
ANSWERS. WHEN YOU FINISH, SIT QUIBTIS UNTIL THE.TIME UMTT 
HAS EXPIRED. ASK NO QUESTIONS AFTER WE BEGIN. GET READY TO 
START WITH NUMBER 23. ______ pause briefly for students andtimer to get ready BFr,TW.H
llfO
INSTRUCTIONS FOR THIRD TEST
(1) TShen students are seated, the examiner should say*
"THIS IS TOUR THIRD TST THIS MORNING. IT B  AISO IMPORTANT 
TO YOU. THIS TEST WILL INFORM US HOW MUCH MORE YOU NOW KNOW 
ABOUT CHOOSING YOUR OCCUPATION. IN ORDER FOR BOTH OP US TO 
FIND OUT HOW MUCH MORE YOU KNOW ABOUT CHOOSING YOUR OCCUPATION, 
IT WILL BE IMPORTANÎTrâîAT YOU DO THE SSf ÏOtf C W T  W#N ŸOU 
RECEIVE YOUft ÏeST BOOKLET AND ANSWER SHEET, WAIT FOR FURTHER 
DIRECTIONS. DO NOT OPEN YOUR TEST BOOKLET UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO."
(2) Pass out test booklets on Choosing Your Occupation, and the answer 
. sheets that the students used for the previous tests. When the
students have these supplies, the examiner should say*
»BE SURE YOU GET YOUR 0 #  ANSWER SHEET. CHECK TO SEE IF YOUR 
-NAME IS ON IT. ______ pause for this to be done  THE IN­
STRUCTIONS FOR THIS TEST ARE THE SAME AS FOR THE FIRST TEST.
THE IMPORTANT THING TO REMEMBER IS TO USE THE ELECTROGRAPHIC
PENCIL. DOES EVERYONE HAVE AN ELBCTROGRAffilB PENCIL? ____
check to see if they do —  IF YOU HAVE TO ERASE, DO IT 
THOROUGHLY. THIS TEST BEGINS WITH NUMBER BE SURE YOU BEGIN 
ANSWERING WITH NUMBER U5 ON THE ANSWER SHEET. THIS IB VERY 
IMPORTANT SINCE AN ELECTRICAL MAIÜÈÏNE WSITORADE THESE ANSWER 
SHEETS. YOU HAVE 9 MINUTES TO-COMPLETE THIS TEST. NO QUESTIONS 
MAY BE ASKED AFTER THE TEST BEGINS. ARE; THERE ANY QUESTIONS 
NOW?»
(3) Answer all legitimate questions, and then say*
"WHEN I SAY «BEGIN», TURN TO THE FIRST PAGE OF THE TEST AND WORK 
AS FAST AS YOU CAN WITHOUT MAKING MISTAÎ1S. USE ONLY THE ELEC- 
TROGRAPHIC PENCIL AND BEGIN MARKING WITH NUMBER ON YOUR . 
ANSWER SHEET. MAKE NO MARES OTHER ' Æ W TOUR MARSfM THE 
jilMRS. WfiEN YOU FINISH, SIT QUIETLY UNTIL THE. TIME LIMIT HAS 
EXPIRED. ASK NO QUESTIONS AFTER WE BEGIN. GET READY TO START 
WITH NUMBER hS* _____ pause briefly for students and timer to get ready . BEGIN."
__________________________________lllO__________________________________
INSTRUCTIONS FOR FOURTH TEST
(1) Wben students are seated, the examiner should say*
«THIS IS TOUR FOURTH TEST IHIS MORNING. IT 3S AISO IMPORTANT 
TO YOU. THIS TEST TOLL INFORM US HOW MUCH MORE YOU NOW KNOW 
ABOUT YOUR EARNING POWER. IN ORDER FOR BCfSTW US TO FIND OUT 
HOW MUCSlfeRE YOU #Bw%BOUT YOUR EARNING POWER, IT WILL BE 
IMP0RTANT"TSIT YOU DO THE BESTTSU'”C'AS.' 1 # N  YOU RECEIVE YOUR 
TEST BOOKLET AND ANSWER S^H37 WAIT FOR FURTHER DIRECTIONS .
DO NOT OPEN YOUR TEST BOOKLET UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO.»
(2) Pass out test booklets on Your Earning Power, and the answer sheets 
that the students used for the previous tests. When the students 
have these supplies, the examiner should say*
"BE SURE YOU GET YOUR OWN ANSWER SHEET. CHECK TO SEE IF YOUR 
-NAME IS ON IT. . - . . pause for this to be done  THE INSTRUC­
TIONS FOR THIS TEST ARE THE SAME AS FOR THE PREVIOUS TEST.
THE IMPmTANT THING TO REMEMBER IS TO USE THE ELBCTROQIAPHIG
PENCIL. DOES EVERYONE HAVE AN EIBCTROGIAHIIC PENCIL?______
check to see if they do _ IF YOU HAVE TO ERASE, DO IT 
THOROUGHLY. THIS TEST BEGHB WITH NUMBER 6?. BE SURE YOU 
BEGIN ANSWERING WITH NUMBER 67 ON THE ANSWER SHEET. THIS IS 
VERY IMPORTANT SINCE AN ELECTRICAL MACBWHHT^ADE THESE 
ANSWER SHEETS. YOU HAVE 9 MINUTES TO COMPLETE THIS TEST. NO 
QUESTIONS MAY BE ASKED AFTER THE TEST BEGINS. ARE THERE ANY 
QUESTIONS NOW?"
(3) Answer all legitimate questions, and then say*
"WHEN I SAY 'BEGIN,» TURN TO THE FIRST PAGE OF THE TEST AND 
.WORK AS FAST AS YOU CAN WITHOUT MAKING MISTAKES. USE ONLY THE 
ELBCTEOGRAPHIC PENCIL AND BEGIN MARKING WITH. NUMBER 6? ON YOUR 
ANSWER SHEET. MAKE NO MAR^'ÔTHÉR THAN YSto iSA^ FOR tIÎ 
ANSWERSTHeN YOU FINISH, SIT QUIETLY UNTIL THE. TIME LIMIT 
HAS EXPIRED. ASK NO QUESTIONS AFTER. WE BEGIN. GET READY.TO 
START WITH NUMBER 6?. ________ pause briefly for students and
timer to get ready ____________ BEGIN."
1̂ 2
POSTTEST (Ta) INSTRUCTIONS
(1) Ihen students are seated, the examiner should say*
“THIS MORNING TOU ARE GOING TO TAKE A TEST THAT IS IMPORTANT 
TO TOU. THE PURPOSE OF THIS TEST B  TO INFORM US ABOUT TOUR 
PRESENT KNOWLEDGE OF LIBRART ORGANIZATION, HEREDTTT AND EN­
VIRONMENT, CHOOSING TOUR OCCUPATION, AND TOUR EARNING POWER.
IN ORDER FOR US TO FIND OUT HOW MUCH TOU REMEMBER ABOUT THESE 
SUBJECTS, IT WILL BE IMPORTANT TO BOTH OF US THAT TOU DO THE 
BEST TOU CAN. WHEN TOU HECEIvE TOUR TEST BOOKLET, ELBCTRO- 
MSSîIC PENCIL AND ANSWER SHEET, WAIT FOR FURTHER DIRECTIONS . 
DO NOT OPEN TOUR TEST BOOKLET UNTIL TOU ARE TOLD TO DO S0.“
(2) Pass out test booklets, electrographic pencils, and anstrer sheets. 
When students have these supplies, the examiner should say*
“PRINT TOUR FULL NAME IN THE PROPER SPACE ON THE ANSWER SHEET •
  pause for this to be done _
PRINT THE NAME OF THIS SCHOOL IN THE PROPER SPACE ON THE 
ANSWER SHEET • ...  pause for this to be done ______
NOW, READ THE INFORMATION CW THE FRONT OF THE TEST BOOKLET WITH 
MB. - read all the information idLth the students
 THE ANSWER SHEETS WILL BE SCORED BT MEANS OF AN ELECTRI­
CAL MACHINE. THE IMPORTANT THING TO REMEMBER IS TO USE ONLT THE 
ELECTROGRAPHIC PENCIL WHICH WAS FURNISHED YOU AND TO MAKE HEAVY 
BLACK MARKS IN THE IROPER SPACE. IF YOU ERASE, BE SURE TO DO IT 
THQROUGHLT. YOU HAVE 36 MTNUTES TO COMPLETE THIS TEST. NO. 
QUESTIONS MAY BE ASKED AFTER THE TEST BEGINS. ARE THERE ANY 
QUESTIONS NOW?“
(3) Answer all legitimate questions, and then say*
“WHSaî I SAY «BEGIN», TURN TO THE FIRST PAGE OF THE TEST AND 
.WORK AS FAST AS YOU CAN WITHOUT MAKING MISTAKES. USE ONLY THE 
ELECTROŒAPHIC PENCIL AND MAKE NO MARKS OTHER THAN YOUR MARK 
FOR THE ANSWER YOU SELECT. ONLY ONE ANSWER IS CORRECT, SO MAKE 
ONLY ONE MARK PER QUESTION. IF YOU FINISH BEFORE THE TIME 
LIMIT EXPIRES, SIT QUIETLY UNTIL THE 36 MINUTES HAVE PASSED 
OR UNTIL EVERYONE HAS FINISHED. ASK NO QUESTIONS AFTER WE. 
BEGIN. GET READY. ... pause briefly for students and
timer to make preparations for beginning the test —  BEGIN.“
APPENDIX D 
SAMPLE OP THE "ANTICIPATORY" REMARKS
li*
"ANTICIPATORï" REMARKS TO LIBRARY ORGANIZATION
The name of this film is Library Organization.
Before we see this film I will tell you something about it*
The first scene shows a school library. You will 
notice that there is a great difference in the ability of 
students to find materials. Jean, for example, is uncertain 
and confused. She can't seem to find what she needs while 
Tom seems to use the library effectively and efficiently.
The film shows you how Miss Wilson, the librarian, 
helps Jean understand how to use the library efficiently. 
They begin by going to the card catalog. There Jean learns 
something about the system the library uses. Jean learns 
how materials are filed in the card catalog; she learns the 
meaning of the numbers used to classify the books; and she 
learns how and where to find/the materials she needs on the 
library shelves.
The film should teach you how to effectively and 
efficiently use the library. This knowledge will help you 
become a better student in your classwork.
After seeing the film you will be tested over the 
information presented. The test is similar to the one taken 
by you a week ago. It will be interesting to see how much 
better you will do after having seen the film.
Now if you will watch the screen, I will present the film.
"ANTICIPATORY” REMARKS TO HEREDITY AND ENVIRONMENT
The name of this film Is Heredity and Environment. 
Before we see this film, I will tell you something ahout it.
The film begins by showing a group of girls on 
horseback riding along a bridle path. The graceful saddle 
horses are compared with an old horse pulling a junk wagon. 
The question of "why the differences and resemblances" 
arises. This question forms the background for a film 
discussion about heredity and environment.
The speaker discusses the meaning and implications 
of heredity. You will see how the principles of heredity 
apply to dairy cattle, dogs, cats, pigeons, and people.
Why do offspring tend to resemble their parents? Why do 
offspring vary from each other? Why do offspring tend toward the average?
The speaker defines environment. A discussion con­
cerning the influence of environment on plants and animals 
is presented.
The film should help you understand yourself and 
others better in so far as heredity and environment is concerned.
After seeing the film, you will be tested over the 
Information presented. The test is similar to the one 
taken by you a week ago. It will be interesting to see how 
much better you will do after having seen the film.
Now if you will watch the screen, I will present the film.
11̂ 6
"ANTICIPATORY” REMARKS TO CHOOSING YODR OCCUPATION
The name of this film is Choosing Your Occupa tien» 
Before we see this film, I will tell you something about it*
This film was produced to help individuals under­
stand how to choose an occupation intelligently. Some years 
before you graduate, you should begin to investigate two 
large problems —  first, yourself, and second, occupations.
The Guidance Counselor in this film tells you that 
you should know i«hat your interests are; what abilities 
you possess; and what typç personality you have before 
you can make an intelligent decision regarding a possible 
occupation.
Occupations should be investigated with regard to the 
amount of preparation required; the kind of working atmos­
phere; and the number of opportunities any one occupation presents.
The Guidance Counselor says that when all these 
facts are fitted together, you will be better able to make 
an intelligent decision relative to a future vocation. The 
Counselor in the film emphasizes the importance of starting 
now to choose your occupation. A successful career depends 
to a large extent upon a wise choice of occupation.
After seeing the film you will be tested over the 
information presented. The test is similar to the one 
taken by you a week ago. It will be interesting to see 
how much better you will do after having seen the film.
Now if you will watch the screen, I will present the film.
ll|-7
%NTICIPATORY" REî^RKS TO YOUR EARNING POWER
The name of this film is Your Earning Power» Before 
we see this film, I will tell you something about it»
The film discusses a problem about which you students 
should be very much concerned* That problem is —  ”How muchi 
will you earn?”
The speaker tells you that such factors as economic 
conditions, kinds of work, personal qualities, production 
on the job, and preparation are directly related to your 
earning power. The film shows how these factors actually operate in a large department store.
The film indicates that while you are in school 
preparing for future work, you should develop attitudes and 
work habits best suited for maximum production, efficiency on the job.
After seeing the film, you will be tested over the 
information presented. The test is similar to the one 
taken by you a week ago. It will be interesting to see 
how much better you will do after having seen the film.
Now if you will watch the screen, I will present the film.
I
APPENDIX E
TABLES OP DEVIATIONS FROM WITHIN-GROUP MEANS
ikQ
llf.9
DEVIATIONS FROM WITHIN-GROUP A MEANS OBTAINED FROM SCORES MADE ON 
THE TEST CONSTRUCTED FROM COLOR AND BLACK AND WHITE GUIDANCE 
FILie ENTITLED "LIBRARY ORGANIZATION"
No,* X ^2 No, X ^1 2̂ No, X • ^1 2̂
1, 13.S 6.1 5.9 31. 1.5 -1.9 -5.1 61, -1.5 U.1 2,92, 7.5 U.l 5.9 32, 1.5 ,1 -3.1 62. -1.5 -3.9 5.9
3. 7.5 U.1 2,9 33. 1.5 -1.9 -7.1 63. -1,5 -1.9 -1,1
U* 7.5 5.1 8.9 3U. 1.5 1.1 .9 6U. -1.5 -3.9 -3.1
6.5 U.1 1,9 35. 1.5 -3.9 -1.1 65. -1.5 -1.9 2.9
6, 5.5 6.1 6,9 36. 1.5 1.1 5.9 66, -1,5 -5.9 "5.1
7. 5.5 U.1 8,9 37. -.5 6.1 5.9 67. -1.5 U.l -3.18. 5.5 -3.9 -9.1 38. -.5 .1 1.9 68, -1.5 -6,9 -9.1
9. 3.5 -1.9 1.9 39. -.5 .1 1.9 69, -2.5 5.1 2,910, 3.5 2.1 2,9 Uo, -.5 5.1 .9 70, -2.5 -1.9 -3.1
11, 2.5 U.l .9 Ul. -.5 .1 -1,1 71. -2.5 U.1 -3.112. 2.5 6.1 5.9 U2. -.5 -2.9 -1.1 72. -2.5 1,1 1.9
13. 2.5 6.1 U.9 U3. -.5 -2,9 -7.1 73. -2.5 -5.9 -2,1lU. 2.5 8.1 10,9 uu. -.5 -9.9 -7.1 7U. -2*5 -2,9 -2,1
IS. 2,5 -1.9 -9.1 U5. -.5 -2.9 .9 75. -2.5 -5.9 -2,1
16. 2.5 8.1 9,9 U6. -.5 5.1 6.9 76, -2.5 -7.9 -6,117. 2,5 -2.9 ,9 U7. -.5 1.1 2.9 77, “U«5 1.1 .918. 2.5 ,1 -5.1 U8, -1.5 1.1 1.9 78. -U.5 -2,9 -2,1
19. 2.5 U.1 -3.1 U9. -1.5 5.1 -1.1 79. -U.5 -3.9 -2.120, 2,5 U.1 -1.1 50, -1.5 1.1 -1.1 80. -U.5 -3.9 -6,1
21. 2,5 .1 -5.1 51. -1.5 5.1 U.9 81. -U.5 -6.9 -5.122, 2.5 9.1 6.9 52. -1.5 ,1 5.9 82, -4.5 -6,9 1.923. 2,5 -1.9 -2,1 53. -1*5 -3.9 -3.1 83. -U*5 -9.9 -6.12U. 2,5 -11.9 -7.1 5U. -1.5 8,1 1.9 8U. "5.5 -1,9 .92S. 1.5 8,1 10,9 55. “1.5 2.1 1.9 85. -5.5 ,1 .9
26, 1.5 2.1 -1,1 56. -1.5 -2.9 2,9 86, "5.5 ,1 -2,127. 1.5 ,1 .9 57. -1.5 -3.9 -5.1 87. -5.5 -9.9 -2,128. 1.5 6,1 1.9 58. -1.5 -2.9 -2,1 88, -5.5 -9,9 -5,129. 1.5 ,1 -3.1 59. -1.5 U.l .930. 1.5 ,1 -5.1 60. -1.5 ,1 -1,1
Number represents subjects. Subjects have maintained this
assigned number in all previous tables of scores dealing -with the film
entitled "Library Organization,"
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DE7IATI0MS FROM WITHIN-GROUP B MEANS DETAINED FROM SCORES MADE ON 
THE TEST CONSTRUCTED FROM COLOR AND BLACK AND WHITE GUIDANCE 
FIQB ENTITLED "LIBRARY ORGANIZATION"
No/* X 1̂ 2̂ No. X % ^2 No. X ^1 ^2
1. 7.3 -2.it -.2 31. .3 8,6 10.8 61. -.7 -2.it -1,22. 7.3 it .6 3,8 32, .3 -l.it -,2 62. -1.7 8.6 2,8
3. 6.3 8.6 lit,8 33. .3 5.6 2.8 63. -1.7 2,6 -1,2
k. 6,3 -5.it 2,8 3lt, .3 -2.lt 2.8 6it, -1.7 2,6 -6,2
6.3 -2Jt 1,8 35. ,3 1.6 -2.2 65. -1.7 1.6 3.8
6, 6.3 5.6 -8.2 36. .3 2.6 -2.2 66. -1,7 -3.it 6,8
7. 6.3 -3.it 3.8 37, .3 -2 «it -5.2 67. -1,7 -5.il -.28. 1.3 -2.it -2.2 38. .3 -2.it -il.2 68. -1,7 -3.it 1,8
9. U.3 2.6 6,8 39. .3 2.6 2.8 69. -3.7 2,6 -.210, U.3 8.6 5,8 ItO. .3 “5,it -2,2 70, -3.7 -5.it -2,2
11. it .3 -5 -,2 itl. .3 -l.it -.2 71. -3.7 -3.it -1,212. 3.3 2,6 1.8 it2. .3 -10.it -5.2 72, -3,7 .6 -it.213, 3,3 -iJt 3,8 it3. ,3 .6 -1.2 73. -3,7 8.6 5.8lit. 3.3 ,6 -1,2 itU. .3 .6 1.8 7it. -3,7 ,6 -2.2
1$. 3,3 -6 .it -2,2 it5. .3 -7,it -it ,2 75. -3.7 -5.it -1.2
16. 2.3 it ,6 9.8 U6. -.7 it .6 3,8 76, -3,7 -2,it 1.817. 2,3 1.6 -1.2 ii7. -,7 6.6 3.8 77. -3.7 -6.it -6,218. 2,3 it .6 2.8 It8. -.7 1,6 -6.2 78. -3,7 -2,it -8,2
19. 2,3 1,6 -2.2 it9. -.7 .6 1.8 79. -!t,7 -3.it -6.220. 2.3 1.6 5,8 50, -.7 5.6 2.8 80. -it,7 .6 -1.2
21, 2.3 it .6 -1,2 51. -.7 -2.it —,2 81, -it.7 it .6 -it.222. 2,3 -l.it -it ,2 52. -.7 2,6 —.2 82, -it.7 -5.it -.223. 2.3 6.6 2,8 53. -.7 2.6 2.8 83, -it.7 -13 .U -2,22it. 2,3 -3.it -2,2 5it. -.7 it .6 1.8 8ii. -5.7 it.6 5.8
25. 2,3 1.6 2,8 55, -.7 2.6 -1.2 85. -5.7 -5.it -1,2
26. 2.3 2.6 -2.2 56. -,7 -l.it 3.8 86. -5.7 -5.it -5,227. 2,3 2.6 1.8 57. -,7 2.6 -1,2 87. -5,7 -11/t -10,228, 2.3 -9Jt -it ,2 58. -.7 ,6 -6.2 88. -7.7 .6 -2,2
29. ,3 -3.it -6.2 59. -.7 -6.lt -it .230. .3 6.6 10,8 60, -.7 it .6 -it,2
%imber represents subjects. Subjects have maintained this
assigned number in all previous tables of scores dealing -nith the
film entitled "Library Organization,"
1^1
DEVIATIONS FROM WITHIN-GROUP C MEANS OBTAINED FROM SCORES MADE ON
THE TEST CONSTRUCTED FROM COLOR AND BLACK AND WHITE GUIDANCE
F HUB ENTITLED ‘«LIBRARY ORGANIZATION'»
No'.* X ^2 No, X ^1 ^2 No./
X 2̂
1. 8.U -it.9 -.3 31. l.it -6.9 -3.3 61. -1.6 -.9 .7
2. SJk 5.1 it.7 32. l.lt U.1 1.7 62. “1.6 -.9 -2.3
3. 5.L 5.1 7.7 33. l.il U.l 7.7 63. “1.6 -.9 -U.3U. 5.U 1.1 .7 3it. l.it 3.1 .7 6U. -2.6 -2.9 -.3
5.U -7.9 .7 35. l.it -6.9 -U.3 65. “2.6 .1 1.7
6. k*h it.l 7.7 36. .it -2.9 -2.3 66. “2.6 -2.9 -.3
7. U.U 5.1 7.7 37. .it .1 1.7 67. “2.6 1.1 1.78. li-.U -.9 -2.3 38. .it 1.1 5.7 68. “2.6 3.1 .79. 2.1 3.1 5.7 39. .it 7.1 -.3 69. —2*6 3.1 -2.310. 2.a 7.1 7.7 ito. .it .1 1.7 70. “2.6 7.1 1.7
11. 2«i|. 1.1 -.3 itl. .it U.l -2.3 71. “2.6 3.1 .712. 2.U -.9 -3.3 it2. .it 3.1 -.3 72. “2.6 -3.9 -2.313. 2.U 5.1 5.7 it3. .it .1 5.7 73. “2.6 -3.9 -U.3lU. 2.U 3.1 -2.3 uit. .it -.9 -2.3 7U. -2.6 -6.9 -6.31̂ . 2,h 3.1 8.7 it5. .it 5.1 .7 75. -2.6 -U.9 -6.3
16. 2.U it.l -.3 it6. .it 1.1 -8.3 76. —2.6 -8.9 -8.317. 2.It 1.1 it.7 it7. .it -3.9 -.3 77. “2*6 -7.9 -6*318. 2.It 5.1 -3.3 it8. .it .1 .7 78. “2.6 -7.9 -U.319. 2.It .1 it.7 it9. .it -6.9 -3.3 79. “2.6 -7.9 -6.320. 2.It -2.9 .7 50. .it “11.9 -U.3 80. “3.6 3.1 5.7
21. l.lt 5.1 5.7 51. .it -U.9 -2.3 81. “3*6 5.1 -3.322. l.lt 7.1 9.7 52. .it -.9 -6.3 82. “3.6 -.9 "4t*323. l.it .-2.9 .7 53. .it *̂ .9 "8.3 83. -5.6 3.1 U.72U. 1.U 3.1 -3.1 5lt. “1.6 .1 -.3 8U. -5.6 3.1 .725. l.It lt.l 1.7 55. —1.6 -.9 1.7 85. “5.6 -3.9 -2.3
26. l.it 1.1 -.3 56. “1.6 7.1 -.3 86. “5.6 -3.9 -2.327. l.lt lt.l -2.3 57. “1.6 -.9 .7 87. -6.6 -12.9 -6.328. l.lt -.9 it.7 58. “1*6 1.1 -7.3 88. -6*6 -6.9 -6.329. lolt 5.1 1.7 59. “1.6 5.1 .730. l.it .1 1.7 60. “1.6 .1 1.7
dumber represents subjects* Subjects have maintained this
assigned number in all previous tables of scores dealing with the film
entitled "Library Organization."
1^2
DEVIATIONS FROM IITHIN-GROUP D MEANS OBTAINED FROM SCORES MADE ON
THE TEST CONSTRUCTED FROM COLOR AND BLACK AND WHITE GUIDANCE
FIDE ENTITLED «LIBRARY ORGANIZATION"
No.* X ^1 2̂ No. X 1̂ 2̂ No* X ^1 ^2
1. 7.1 9.1 31. 1.1 0 .1 6l. “1.9 3 “5.92* 7.1 =1 1.1 32. 1.1 0 1.1 62. -1.9 -1 “3.9
3. 6.1 3 U.1 33. 1.1 “U “1.9 63. “1.9 3 “2,9
h. 6.1 -1 -6*9 3U. 1*1 “3 “1.9 6U. “1.9 “1 “7.9
5.1 0 “1.9 35. 1*1 U 1.1 65* “1.9 0 *1
6. 5.1 “2.9 36. 1*1 0 *1 66. “1.9 -1 “2.9
7. 3.1 7 6*1 37. 1.1 1 *1 67. “1.9 0 “3.98. 3.1 5 2*1 38* 1*1 “9 “3.9 68. -1.9 “8 -2.99. 3.1 8 8.1 39. 1.1 “3 “3.9 69. -1.9 1 2.110. 3.1 3 “1.9 UO. 1.1 -7 2*1 70. -2.9 U 1*1
11* 3.1 h 1*1 Ul. “.9 5 2*1 71. -2.9 5 2*112* 3.1 -L 1*1 U2* -.9 U 2.1 72. -2.9 3 U.1
13. 3.1 0 1*1 U3. “.9 7 6.1 73. -2*9 “U -6.9Hi. 2*1 7 “12.9 UU. “*9 “3 “2.9 7U. “2*9 5 1.115. 2*1 0 *1 U5. “.9 U 5.1 75. “2.9 “U “3.9
16* 2.1 0 1.1 U6. -.9 0 “5.9 76* -2.9 “3 “2.917. 2*1 3 8.1 U7. -.9 7 1.1 77. -2.9 1 U.118. 2.1 3 1*1 U8. “.9 5 9.1 78. -2*9 -U “2.919. 2*1 5 2*1 U9. “.9 “3 “2*9 79. -2*9 “U -2.920* 2*1 5 1.1 50. -.9 U “2*9 80* -2*9 “U “6.9
21* 2*1 5 6.1 51. “.9 ”15 “5.9 81. “2.9 -8 “9.922. 2.1 -7 “5.9 52* -.9 1 .1 82. -2.9 -8 “1.923. 2*1 -5 “3.9 53. “.9 -1 “1.9 83. “2*9 “5 “3.92U. 1*1 5 9.1 5U. -.9 0 2*1 8U. “2.9 -3 “3.925. 1*1 k U.l 55. “.9 “5 “5.9 85. 41.9 0 1*1
26* 1*1 h 5.1 56. “.9 5 “2.9 86, -U.9 -3 1*127. 1.1 1 8*1 57. -.9 1 “3.9 87* “5.9 “3 -1.9i28* 1.1 -1 2.1 58. “.9 0 *1 88* -5.9 -8 “5.929. 1.1 3 6*1 59. “.9 “7 “3.9130* 1*1 3 U.l 60. “.9 -1 ”3.9
I  dumber represents subjects* Subjects have maintained thisâssigned number in all previous tables of scores dealing with the film entitled «Library Organization*"
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DEVIATIONS FROM WITHIN-GROUP E MEANS OBTAINED FROM SCORES MADE ON 
THE TEST CONSTRUCTED FROM COLOR AND BLACK AND WHITE GUIDANCE 
FIH6 ENTITLED "LIBRARY ORGANIZATION"
No.* X No. X 2̂ No. X
1. 16.3 8.9 12.5 31. 1.5 U.9 “2.5 61. “1.5 -1.1 -1.S2. 5.5 1.9 .5 32. 1.5 2.9 U.5 62. “1.5 “3.1 “1.53. 5.5 8.9 U.5 33. 1.5 U.9 -1.5 63. “1.5 -1.1 “2.5
k. 5.5 -1.1 .5 3U. 1.5 1.9 “3.5 6U. “2.3 -2.1 1.5
U.5 -2.1 1.5 35. 1.5 -1.1 .5 63. -2*3 .9 1.5
6. U.5 -2.1 8.5 36. .5 2.9 1.5 66, -2.3 -2.1 .5
7* U.5 2.9 “2.5 37. .5 -1.1 1.5 67. “2.5 1.9 -6.58. U.5 -1.1 1.5 38. .5 -1.1 1.5 68. -2.3 .9 “1.5
9. U.5 2.9 U.5 39. .5 -2.1 3.5 69. “2.3 -2.1 “2*510. U.5 -2.1 •̂ .5 Uo. .5 “5.1 2.5 70. “2.3 -5.1 1.5
11. 3.5 .9 “1.5 Ul. .5 “1.1 5.5 71. -2.3 “7.1 -10.312. 2.5 1.9 1.5 U2. .5 “3.1 “1.5 72. -2*3 -2.1 -1.513. 2.5 .9 .5 U3. .5 -1.1 “1.5 73. “2.3 .9 2.5111. 2.5 2.9 U.5 UU. .5 -3.1 “1.5 7U. “3.5 “5.1 -1.3IS. 2.5 .9 .5 U5. .5 1.9 “1.5 75. “3.5 1.9 -1.3
16. 2.5 U.9 U.5 U6. .5 6.9 6.5 76. “3*5 •̂ .1 “1.517. 2.5 2.9 U.5 U7. .5 -2ol “1.5 77. “3.5 .9 .518. 2.5 -1.1 “1*5 U8. .5 -5.1 “2.3 78. “3.5 “5.1 “3.519. 2.5 2.9 .5 U9. .5 2.9 -1.3 79. “3.5 1.9 “2.520. 2.5 .9 .5 50. .5 .9 “6.5 80. “5.5 “5.1 “3.5
21. 2.5 2.9 “1.5 51. -1.5 1.9 “1.5 81. -5*5 .9 “2.522. 1.5 .9 .5 52. “1.5 .9 “2.5 82. “5.5 1.9 .523. 1.5 U.9 5.5 53. -1.5 -3.1 U.5 83. -5.5 -6.1 “2.52U. 1.5 -1.1 “5.5 5U. “1.5 “6.1 “1.5 8U. -5*5 -3.1 -6*525. 1.5 2.9 U.5 55. “1.5 2.9 6.5 85. -6.5 .9 “1.5
26. 1.5 -3.1 .5 56. “1.5 “2.1 U.5 86. -6.5 .9 .527. 1.5 .9 —1.5 57. “1.5 “2.1 “1.5 87. -7.5 -1.1 .528. 1.5 -2,1 .5 58. “1.5 -1.1 -1.5 88. -7.5 “3.1 “5*529. 1.5 “3.1 .5 59. “1.5 2.9 U.530.
it
1.5 “3.1 .5 60. -1.5 -6.1 “3.5
I dumber represents subjects. Subjects have maintained this
lassigned number in all previous tables of scores dealing with the film 
entitled "Library Organization."
DEVIATIONS FROM WITHIN-GROUP A MEANS OBTAINED FROM SCORES MADE ON 
THE TEST CONSTRUCTED FROM COMR AND BLACK AND WHITE GUIDANCE 
Fine ENTITLED "HEREDITT AND ENVIRONMENT"
No.* X ^1 2̂ No. X 1̂ 2̂ No. X ^1 2̂
1. 9.1 .3 U.l 31. 3.1 6.3 U.1 61. -2.9 -.7 -2.92. 9.1 6.3 8.1 32. 3.1 .3 1.1 62. -2.9 -1.7 .1
3. 8.1 3.3 5.1 33. 3.1 2.3 -1.9 63. -2.9 -3.7 -7.9
k* 8.1 6.3 8.1 3U. 3.1 .3 2.1 6U. -2.9 -U.7 -2.95. 8.1 U.3 5.1 35. 1.1 3.3 2.1 65. -2.9 -U.7 -6.9
6. 7.1 7.3 9.1 36. 1.1 U.3 1.1 66. -3.9 -3.7 1.1
7. 7.1 2.3 U.l 37. 1.1 3.3 2.1 61» -3.9 6.3 U.18. 7.1 U.3 2.1 38. 1.1 -1.7 .1 68. -3.9 .3 2.1
9. 5.1 6.3 1.1 39. 1.1 2.3 .1 69. -U.9 -3.7 -2.910. 5.1 7.3 8.1 Uo. 1.1 .3 -2.9 70. -U.9 -8.7 -3.9
11. 5.1 2.3 1.1 Ul. 1.1 TU.7 -2.9 71. -U.9 -1.7 -2.912, 5.1 2.3 5.1 U2. 1.1 2.3 -1.9 72. -U.9 .3 -1.913. 5.1 U.3 5.1 U3. 1.1 .3 -2.9 73. -U.9 -U.7 -2.9lU. 5.1 6.3 5.1 UU. .1 U.3 U.1 7U. 4i.9 2.3 2.115. 5.1 U.3 9.1 U5. .1 2.3 2.1 75. -U.9 -5.7 .1
16. 5.1 U.3 U.1 U6. .1 .3 .1 76. -U.9 -1.7 -^i917. 5.1 U.3 U.l U7. .1 -5.7 -1.9 77. -6.9 -11.7 -11.916. 1.1 6.3 6.1 U8. .1 -U.7 -5.9 78. -6.9 -5.7 -9.919. U.l 7.3 8.1 U9. .1 -U.7 .1 79. -7.9 -1.7 -1.920. U.l U.3 2.1 50. .1 .3 U.l 80. -7.9 -5.7 -3.9
21. U.1 3.3 U.l 51. .1 -3.7 -3.9 81. -7.9 -8,7 -5.922. U.l .3 -2.9 52. -.9 -1.7 1.1 82. -7.9 -8.7 -6.923. U.1 .3 .1 53. -.9 2.3 2.1 83. -8.9 2.3 1.1
2h. U.l -.7 -2.9 5U. -.9 7.3 -2.9 8U. -8.9 .3 U.125. u.l 2.3 2.1 55. -.9 2.3 1.1 85. -8.9 -9.7 -9.9
26. u.1 -.7 1.1 56. -.9 -1.7 -1.9 86. -8.9 -11.7 -U.927. 3.1 3.3 2.1 57. -.9 -1.7 1.1 87. -10.9 -13.7 -U.928. 3.1 .3 1.1 58. -.9 -.7 1.1 88. -10.9 -8.7 -10.929. 3.1 .3 1.1 59. -.9 -1.7 -3.930. 3.1 6.3 U.l 60. -2.9 .3 -2.9
Number represents subjects. Subjects have maintained this
assigned number in all previous tables of scores dealing -mith the film
entitled "Heredity and Environment."
DEVIATIONS FROM WITHIN-GROUP B MEANS OBTAINED FROM SCORES MADE ON 
THE TEST CONSTRUCTED FROM COLOR AND BLACK AND WHITE GUIDANCE 
Fllffi ENTITLED "HEREDITY AND ENVIRONMENT"
No.* X ’̂2 No. X ^̂2 No. X ^1 2̂
1
1. 9.6 6.1, 2.1l 31. 1.6 l.lt 61. -3.lt 5.1; l.lt! 2, 8.6 it.L lt.lt 32. 1.6 lt.lt lt.lt 62. “3 .It 2.It .1;3. 3.6 6,k lt.lt 33. 1.6 it.it lt.lt 63. “3 .It 5.1; -1.6ij. 8.6 lt.lt 2.It 3lt. 1.6 it.it 6.It 6h» -3.lt -5.6 —1.6
1 7.6 5.1 lt.lt 35. 1.6 2.It l.lt 65. -3.lt 2.It 1.1;
I 7.6 5.1t 5.It 36. 1.6 6.it l.lt 66. "3 .it “2.6 “1.6I  7. 7.6 6.It 6,h 37. 1.6 .It -6.6 67. -It «It 2.1; 1.1;
i  8. 7.6 9.1t 9.It 38. 1.6 2.It .It 68. “lt.lt —2.6 “3.69. 7.6 5.1t 5.1t 39. .6 9.It 2.it 69. -lt.lt “2.6 “7.6!io.1 5.6 it.lt lt.lt ItO. .6 6.It 2.It 70. "4t.lt •It 1.1;
11. 5.6 8.it 8.it Itl. .6 9.It lt.lt 71. “lt.lt “5.6 “7.612. 5.6 6.It 5.1t It2. .6 5.1t 2.it 72. -4t.lt -1.6 “2.6
|13. 5.6 lt.lt .It It3. .6 lt.lt .It 73. “li.lt r>3.6 “7.6lÿ. 5.6 lt.lt lt.lt itE. • ,6 5.it lt.lt 7lt. -lt.lt .1; .1;
h»6 6.it -1.6 It5. .6 —•6 l.lt 75. -lt.it 2.1; “10.6
16. U.6 2.It l.lt It6. .6 6.It .It 76. -6»lt 2.1; 1.1;17. U.6 It .it .It It7. .6 2.It 2.1t 77. -6.it -2.6 .it18. li.6 5.1t lt.it ItS. .6 5.1t l.lt 78. -6.it .1; “3.619. 3.6 2.1t l.lt It9. .6 lt.lt “3.6 79. “7 .It —1*6 .1;20. 3.6 8.it l.lt 50. .6 .It “1.6 80. -7.it l.lt “9.6
21. 3.6 l.lt lt.lt 51. .6 —2.6 -7.6 81. -8 .it “2.6 -6.622. 3.6 6.It 5.1t 52. -.It 5.1t 2.It 82. -8.it “11.623. 3.6 -1.6 -7.6 53. “.it .It “2.6 83. “8.1; “9.6 “11.62it. 3.6 8.It 5.1t 51t. “«It -1.6 l.lt 81t. “10.it “7.6 -9.62S. 3.6 it.lt .It 55. “.It lt.lt “3.6 85. “10 .it “3.6 -7.6
26. 3.6 -5.6 5.1t 56. -.It .It lt.lt 86. “10 «it “7.6 -11.627. 3.6 2.it lt.lt 57. “.It .It -1.6 87. “12.lt l.it -9.628. 1.6 6.it 6.it 58. -.It —1.6 .It 88. —12.it “lit .6 -31.629. 1*6 lt.lt l.lt 59. “.It -2.6 .It30. 1.6 2.It 2.it 60. “2olt lt.lt 2.it
I _ dumber represents subjects. Subjects have maintained this
lassigned number in all previous tables of scores dealing mth the film
I entitled "Heredity and Environment #"
1^6
DEVIATIONS FROM HTHIN-GROUP C MEANS OBTAINED FROM SCORES MADE ON 
THE TEST CONSTRUCTED FROM COLOR AND. BLACK AND 1I9HTTE GUIDANCE 
FILÎ® ENTITLED "HEREDITT AND ENVIRONMENT"
No/* X "2 No. X "l 2̂ No. X ^2
1. 8,lt 5.1 7 31. 2.il 5.1 -1 61, -1.6 -.9 02. 8.1 6.1 8 32. 2.il -5.9 -5 62, -3*6 -2.9 13. 7.U 6.1 7 33. 2.il 3.1 il 63. -3.6 -8*9 -1
h . 7.U 6.1 5 3ii. 2.il 6.1 5 6U. -3.6 -2.9 3S. 7.L 3.1 3 35. 2.il 2.1 3 65. -3*6 -2.9 -7
6, 6 ,h 5.1 7 36. 2.il 3.1 3 66. -3.6 -2.9 -3
7. 6.il 6.1 8 37. 2.il 3.1 il 67. -3.6 -6.9 -h8. 6.il 2.1 5 38. 2.ii -1.9 -il 68. -3.6 -il .9 -il9. 6,ii 6.1 7 39. «il -1.9 0 69. -3.6 -.9 -310, 6,il 5.1 0 iiO. .il 3.1 5 70. -3,6 -2.9 -8
11. 6,il 6.1 5 ill. .il 1.1 0 71. -il .6 -10,9 -712. 6.il 2.1 3 ■ ii2. .il 1,1 -1 72, -4i,6 -2.9 il13. il «il 5.1 3 ii3. .il 5.1 il 73. -il .6 -8.9 -8lUo ii.il 1.1 il uii. .il 3.1 3 7ii. -il *6 -8.9 -515. ii.il 3.1 5 ii5. .il 1.1 0 75. -ii«6 -1.9 1
16. it.il -.9 -1 ii6. .il -1.9 -5 76. -il .6 -5.9 -717. ii.il 5.1 il ii7. .il 2.1 -1 77. -5.6 -5.9 -518. ii.il 5.1 3 ii8. .il -5.9 -3 78. -5*6 -6.9 -719. ii.il 6.1 8 ii9. .il 1.1 1 79. -7.6 -1.9 -520, ii.il -2.9 -il 50. -.6 6.1 il 80. -7.6 2.1 -1
21. 3.il 3.1 7 51. -.6 2.1 -1 81. -7.6 -.9 -722. 3.il 5.1 3 52. —.6 2.1 -1 82. -8,6 -5.9 -523. 3.il 5.1 3 53. -.6 2.1 -il 83. -8.6 -5.9 -52lt. 3.il -.9 il 5ii. -.6 -2*9 -il 8ii. -8.6 -9.9 -1325. 3.ii 2.1 h 55. -.6 -2.9 -7 85. “9.6 -10.9 -12
26. 3.il 6.1 il 56. —1.6 2.1 3 86. .6 -8.9 -527. 3.il 3.1 -1 57. —1.6 1.1 0 87. .6 -ii,9 -728. 3.il 3.1 1 58. —1.6 3.1 5 88, “9.6 -ii.9 -h29. 2.il 2.1 0 59. —1.6 -.9 030, 2.il 3.1 7 60. —1.6 -ii.9 -il
Number represents subjects. Subjects have maintained this
assigned number in all previous tables of scores dealing -with the film
entitled "Heredity and Environment,"
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DEVIATIONS FROM WITHIN-GROUP D MEANS OBTAINED FROM SCORES MADE ON 
THE TEST CONSTRUCTED FROM COLOR AND BLACK AND WHITE GUIDANCE 
FILMS ENTITLED "HEREDITT AND ENVIRONMENT"
No.* X ^1 2̂ No. X ^1 2̂ No, X 2̂
1. 9 6.6 7.8 31. 1 -1.U 1.8 61. -3 -U.U .82. 9 6.6 7.8 32. 1 3.6 1.8 62. -3 -1.U -2.2
3. 7 3.6 1.8 33. 1 5.6 1.8 63. -3 1.6 1.8
U* 7 3.6 ii.8 3U. 1 -«U -U.2 6U. -3 -2.U -7.2
S. 7 3.6 5.8 35. 1 -1.U 1.8 65. -3 -U.U -3.2
6. 7 5.6 8.8 36. 1 -1*U 1.8 66. -3 -l.U -.2
7. 7 5.6 7.8 37. 1 3.6 3.8 67. -U -4i.U -3.28. 7 ".U U.8 38. 1 -#u -.2 68. -U -9.U —8.2
9. 7 5.6 5.8 39. 1 T.U .8 69. -U.U -.210. 5 “.U 1.8 UO. 0 3.6 U.8 70. -U -1.U -3.2
11. 5 3.6 3.8 Ul. 0 -1.U -.2 71. -u -.u -U.212. 5 6.6 U.8 U2. 0 1.6 -.2 ■ 72. -u -5.U -3.2
13. k 2.6 . 5.8 U3o 0 6.6 U.8 73. -u -9.U -8.2111. h 5.6 3.8 UU. 0 —2.U -3.2 7U. -u -.u 1.81̂ . k 6.6 8.8 U5. 0 -.U -7.2 75. -u -10 oU -8.2
16. h 1.6 3.8 U6. 0 1.6 -2o2 76. -u -5.U —10 .2
17. h 3.6 5.8 U7. 0 -.U .8 77. -u -.U —10.218. h -.L 1.8 U8. 0 • -1.U -6.2 78. -5 -2«U -.219. k 3.6 -2.2 U9. 0 -•h -2.2 79. -5 -1.U -2.220. k -3.2 50. 0 “U.U -2.2 80. -5 -l.U -U.2
21. 3 3.6 U.8 51. 0 -l.U 1.8 81. -5 -8.U -10.222. 3 2.6 .8 52. -1 5.6 U.8 82. -7 -*U 1.823. 3 1.6 U.8 53. -1 5.6 U.8 83. -7 —l.U -.22li. 3 5.6 U.8 5U. -1 -U.U -U.2 8U. -7 -10 ,U -12.225. 3 3.6 7.8 55. -1 1.6 -3.2 85. -7 -5.U -U.2
26. 3 5.6 -.2 56. -1 -2.U -3.2 86. -7 -9.U -7.227. 3 3.6 .8 57. -1 -5»U -6.2 87. -9 -5.U -6.228. 3 2.6 U.8 58. -1 -1.U .8 88. -̂ 11 -8.U -19.2
29. 1 2.6 .8 59. -3 1.6 1.830. 1 2.6 U.8 60. -3 —l.U 1.8
"dumber represents subjects. Subjects have maintained this
assigned number in all previous tables of scores dealing with the film
entitled "Heredity and Environment."
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DEVIATIONS FROM TOHIN-GROUP E MEANS OBTAINED FROM SCORES MADE ON 
THE TEST CONSTRUCTED FROM COLOR AND BLACK AND TOTTE GUIDANCE 
FILKB ENTITLED «HEREDITY AND ENVIRONMENT"
No.* X 1̂ 2̂ No. X 2̂ No. X 2̂
1. 8.9 7.6 7.1 31. 2.9 -•U 2.1 61. -3.1 -U.U -U.92. 8.9 7.6 6.1 32. .9 1.5 2J. 62. -3.1 -l.U -5.9
1 3 . 8.9 3.6 10.1 33. .9 1.6 -.9 63. -3.1 -*u -6 .9
h. 7.9 6.6 7.1 3U. .9 5.6 -.9 6U. -3.1 2.6 -1.9
! 7.9 5.6 5.1 35. .9 -*U -U.9 65. -3.1 - .u -6.91! 6. 6.9 5.6 3.1 36. .9 - .u -2.9 66. -3.1 -U.U -U.9
1 7. 6.9 1.6 5.1 37. .9 3.6 5.1 67. -3.1 -l.U -5 .9
1 8. 6.9 2.6 3.1 38. .9 -l.U 2.1 68. ■4i.i -2.U 1.1! 9. 6.9 2.6 5.1 39. .9 5.6 1.1 69. -U.l 1.6 -1.910.1 U.9 3.6 3.1 Uo. .9 1.6 5.1 70. -U.l -2.U 1.1
ill. U.9 1.6 5.1 Ul. .9 - .u 3.1 71. -U.l - .u —2 «9^2. U.9 2.6 3.1 U2. .9 1.6 1.1 72. —U.l -2.U 1.1,b. U.9 3.6 3.1 U3. .9 -U.U -.9 73. —U.l -6.U -8.9
U.9 2.6 6.1 UU. .9 -6.U ■-1.9 7U. -rU.l -2.U -U.9U.9 5.6 7.1 U5. -.1 2.6 3.1 75. -5.1 -5»U -.9
■L6. 3.9 5.6 3.1 U6. —.1 -»U -.9 76. -5.1 “5.U -.917. 3.9 3.6 6.1 U7. -.1 1.6 2.1 77. -5.1 -8.U -5.918. 3.9 2.6 5.1 U8. -.1 1.6 5.1 78. -5.1 2.6 2.119. 3.9 3.6 2.1 U9. -.1 5.6 5.1 79. -7.1 -10 .U -8 .9■20. 3.9 3.6 7.1 50. —*1 -*U 3.1 80. -7.1 -2.U -.9
21, 2.9 1.6 -.9 51. -.1 1.6 -.9 81. -7.1 -l.U -1.92̂. 2.9 2.6 1.1 52. -.1 -.U 1.1 82. -7.1 -8.U -5.923. 2.9 3.6 -1.9 53. -.1 -»u 2.1 83. -7.1 -9.U -10,9
2h. 2.9 -l.U -.9 5U. -1.1 -.u 3.1 8U. -7.1 -l.U -5.9
p. 2.9 -l.U -2.9 55. -1.1 6.6 3.1 85. -8.1 4i.U -9.9
'26. 2.9 3.6 3.1 56. -1.1 -U.U 3.1 86. -9.1 -12 .U -10.9?7. 2.9 6.6 2.1 57. -1.1 -1.U -1.9 87. -9.1 -9.U -9.928. 2.9 5.6 6.1 58. -1.1 2.U 2.1 88. -13.1 -10 .U -13.9
2.9 3.6 1.1 59. -1.1 -2.U -lo930. 2.9 “U.U -.9 60. -1.1 “5.U 4i.9
I  dumber represents subjects. Subjects have maintained this
assigned number in all previous tables of scores dealing with the film 
entitled "Heredity and Environment."
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DEVIATIONS FROM WITHIN-GROUP A MEANS OBTAINED FROM SCORES MADE ON 
THE TEST CONSTRUCTED FROM COLOR AND BLACK AND WHITE GUIDANCE 
FILMS ENTITLED "CHOOSING YOUR OCCUPATION"
No.* X 2̂ No. X ^2 No. X "2
1. 8.2 8.9 6.1 31. 2.2 -2.1 U.l 61. —1.8 -11.1 -1.92. 8.2 U.9 8.1 32. 2.2 -.1 U.l 62. —2.8 -.1 -3.9
3. 8.2 U.9 6.1 33. 2..2 3.9 1.1 63. -3.8 1.9 2.1
U. 7.2 U.9 U.1 3U. 2.2 1.9 .1 6U. -3.8 -2.1 1.1
5. 7.2 5.9 8.1 35. 2.2 -.1 1.1 65. —3.8 -2.1 5.1
6, 7.2 7.9 8.1 36. 2.2 3.9 2.1 66. -3.8 -lU.l -9.9
7. 7.2 8.9 8.1 37. 2.2 — •1 U.1 67. —3.8 3.9 -3.98. 6.2 1.9 U.l 38. 2.2 —2*1 -1.9 68. -3.8 -2.1 -5.9
9. 6.2 7.9 5.1 39. 2.2 -7.1 -2.9 69. -3.8 -2.1 1.110. 6.2 8.9 8.1 Uo. 2.2 U.9 1.1 70. —3.8 —8.1 -9.9
11. 6.2 5.9 6.1 Ul. .2 3.9 U.l 71. -3.8 -7.1 -3.912. 6.2 5.9 U.l U2. .2 U.9 U.l 72. —U.8 -3.1 .1
13. 6.2 5.9 6.1 U3. .2 .9 -3.9 73. —U.8 -U.1 -9.9lU. 6.2 U.9 6.1 UU. .2 U.9 U.l 7U. -U.8 -2.1 .11̂ . 6.2 .9 5.1 U5. .2 1.9 1.1 75. -U.8 -2.1 -1.9
16. 6.2 U.9 5.1 U6. .2 -.1 .1 76. -U.8 .9 -6.9
17. U.2 5.9 5.1 U7. .2 1.9 -5.9 77. -5.8 -7.1 1.118. U.2 U.9 U.1 U8. .2 -.1 .1 78. -5.8 -8.1 -11.919. U.2 3.9 -1.9 U9. .2 -3.1 1.1 79. -5.8 -8.1 -10.920. U.2 -U.1 1.1 50. .2 -3.1 -2.9 80. -5.8 -3.1 -6.9
21. U.2 U.9 5.1 51. —.8 -.1 -1.9 81. -5.8 -10.1 -11.922. U.2 -2.1 .1 52. -.8 .9 .1 82. -8.8 -6.1 -3.923. 3.2 8.9 9.1 53. —.8 U.9 1.1 83. -8.8 -2.1 -10.92U. 3.2 7.9 5.1 5U. -.8 —.1 2.1 8U. -8.8 -10.1 -6.925. 3.2 1.9 5.1 55. -1*8 -U.l -2.9 85. -9.8 -11.1 -10.9
26. 3.2 8.9 2.1 56. —1.8 .9 1.1 86. -U.8 -lU.l -U.927. 3.2 U.9 2.1 57. —1.8 •9 .1 87. -12.8 -5.1 -6.928. 3.2 .9 1.1 58. -1.8 -6.1 -5.9 88. -13.8 -12.1 -7.929. 2.2 7.8 6.1 59. —1.8 -6,1 -5.930. 2.2 U.9 U.1 60. —1.8 3.9 .1
*Number represents subjects. Subjects have maintained this
assigned number in all previous tables of scores dealing with the film
entitled "Choosing Your Occupation."
l6o
DEVIATIONS FROM TOHIN-GROUP B MEANS OBTAINED FROM SCORES MADE ON 
THE TEST GOIfôTRüCTED FROM COLOR AND BLACK AND WHITE GUIDANCE 
FILMS ENTITLED "CHOOSING YOUR OCCUPATION”
No.* X 2̂ No. X 2̂ No. X ^1 2̂
1. 11 5.5 U.7 31. 3 U.5 U.7 61. -3 U.5 U.72. 9 6.5 8.9 32. 3 8.5 5.7 62. -3 1.5 2.7
3. 8 8.5 9.7 33. 3 .5 U.7 63. -3 -1.5 -2.3
h. 8 u.5 5.7 3U. 3 U.5 2.7 6U. -3 .5 -6.3S. 7 5.5 2.7 35. 3 .5 -6.3 65. -3 “5.5 “2.3
6. 7 1.5 U.7 36. 3 -1.5 -3.3 66. -3 -2.5 2.7
7. 7 6.5 6.7 37. 3 2.5 .7 67. -3 “5*5 1.78. 5 2.5 U.7 38. 1 5.5 U.7 68. -3 “6.5 “5.39. 5 1.5 U.7 39. 1 1.5 .7 69. -3 -1.5 “6.310. 5 1.5 5.7 UO. 1 2.5 2.7 70. -3 -5.5 “6.3
11. 5 8.5 6.7 Ul. 1 2.5 1.7 71. -k -2.5 -5.312. 5 U.5 2.7 U2. 0 U.5 6.7 72. -U 1.5 1.713. 5 2.5 -1.3 U3. 0 -1.5 -2.3 73. -U -5.5 -7.3lU. 5 1.5 1.7 UU. 0 1.5 .7 7U. -u “IU.5 “6*315. 5 1.5 1.7 U5. 0 1.5 .7 75. -5 .5 -1.3
16. 5 U.5 U.7 U6. 0 “5.5 1.7 76. -5 “6.5 -7.317. k -1.5 -1.3 U7. 0 .5 -1.3 77. -5 -1.5 -2.318. h 5.5 5.7 U8. 0 -2.5 -5.3 78. -7 -3.5 -3.319. h -1.5 -2.3 U9. 0 -2.5 -2.3 79. -8 6.5 2.720. h .5 2.7 50. 0 .5 .7 80. -8 -2.5 -1.3
21. k 2.5 .7 51. 0 -1.5 -1.5 81. -8 -7.5 “9.322. h 9.5 9.7 52. 0 -1.5 2.7 82. -8 -1.5 -7.323. h -3.5 2.7 53. -1 -1.5 1.7 83. -8 -10.5 “9.321. 3 2.5 U.7 5U. -1 -10.5 -6.3 8U. —8 -7.5 -11.325. 3 1.5 5.7 55. -1 .5 2.7 85. -8 “9.5 -13.3
26. 3 U.5 U.7 56. -1 5.5 1.7 86. -9 -5.5 -6.327. 3 .5 -2.3 57. -1 -1.5 -1.3 87. -12 -2.5 -7.328. 3 5.5 .7 58. -1 -2.5 -2.3 88. -16 -19.5 -13.329. 3 1.5 U.7 59. -3 .5 -6.330. 3 .5 -1.3 60. -3 .5 2.7
%tunber represents subjects. Subjects have maintained this
assigned number in all previous tables of scores dealing -with the film
entitled "Choosing Your Occupation."
l6i
DEVIATIONS FROM WITHIN-GROUP C MEANS OBTAINED FROM SCORES MADE ON 
THE TEST CONSTRUCTED FROM COLOR AND BLACK AND WHITE GUIDANCE 
Y U Æ  ENTITLED "CHOOSING YOUR OCCUPATION"
No.* X 2̂ No. X 2̂ No. X
i
1. 8 7 3.9 31. 3 il 5.9 61. -2 -3
1
-2.1
2. 8 5 5.9 32. 3 3 3.9 62. -2 1 1.9
3. 7 7 ii.9 33. 2 5 5.9 63. -2 -1 -.1
k. 7 7 5.9 3ii. 2 5 5.9 6ii. -2 1 -2.1
7 7 ii.9 35. 2 il 3.9 65. -2 -3 —6.1 1
6. 7 5 ii.9 36. 2 -1 1.9 66. -il -8 -10.1
! 7. 6 3 ii.9 37. 2 5 3.9 67. -il -1 -.18. 6 8 ii.9 38. 2 -7 .9 68. 4i 1 1.9
9. 6 5 5.9 39. 2 3 il .9 69. -il -il -2.110. 6 il 3.9 ilO. 0 1 1.9 70. -il -8 -7.1
11. 6 1 1.9 ill. 0 1 3.9 71. -il -il -2.112. h il il .9 il2. 0 1 -.1 72. -il 0 -.113. h 5 ii.9 ii3. 0 il .9 73. -il -12 -10.1lU. h 7 7.9 iUi. 0 -3 -.1 7U. -il 0 -6.1
15. h 3 ii.9 ii5. 0 1 3.9 75. -5 -7 -ii.l
16. h il 1.9 ii6. 0 1 .9 76. "5 -11.117. h 5 ii.9 ii7. 0 -8 -3.1 77. -5 -3 -8.118. h 7 5.9 ii8. -1 -3 1.9 78. -5 -5 -10.119. k 1 1.9 ii9. -1 1 3.9 79. -5 -5 -6.120. h il ii.9 50. -1 -1 .9 80. -6 -3 -3.1
21. h 3 3.9 51. -1 -1 .9 81. -11 -10.122. k il 1.9 52. -1 3 .9 82. -6 -5 ■6.123. il 1 1.9 53. -1 3 3.9 83. -8 -7 -12.1
2h» 3 1 ' 5.9 5ii. -1 0 -.1 81i. -8 -il -6.125. 3 -1 1.9 55. -1 0 -7.1 85. -9 -10.1





















68. -13 “5 -15.1
^̂ uiriber represents subjects. Subjects have maintained this
assigned number in all previous tables of scores dealing with the film
entitled "Choosing Your Occupation*"
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DEVIATIONS FROM WITHIN-GROUP D MEANS OBTAINED FROM SCORES MADE ON 
THE TEST CONSTRUCTED FROM COLOR AND BLACK AND WHITE GUIDANCE 
F TUB ENTITLED "CHOOSING TOUR OCCUPATION"
No** X ^1 2̂ No. X 2̂ No, X 2̂
1, 11.1 9.U 8.7 31. 2.1 2.U 1.7 61. -1.9 —3.6 -10.32. 10.1 8.it 6.7 32. 2.1 il.it it.7 62. -3.9 -2.6 -1.3
3. 8.1 9.L 6.7 33. 2.1 —1.6 .7 63. -3.9 -2.6 -2.3î. 8.1 5*h it.7 3lt. 2.1 —2.6 -2.3 6it. -3.9 -3.6 -2.38.1 8.U 8.7 35. 2.1 .it -2.3 65. -3.9 —2.6 •7
6, 7.1 6.L 5.7 36. 2.1 -2.6 -3.3 66. -3.9 —1.6 1.7
7. 7.1 5.7 37. .1 —2.6 1.7 67. -3.9 —1.6 -1.38. 7.1 9.U 8.7 38. .1 it.it it.7 68. -3.9 -2.6 -2.39. 7.1 8.U 9.7 39. .1 2.it .7 69. -3.9 -2.6 -2.310. 7.1 6.U 9.7 ItO, .1 2,it it.7 70. -it .9 -2.6 -1.3
11. 7.1 l.l it.7 itl. .1 it.it 2.7 71. -it .9 -6.6 -5*312. 6.1 9.h 8.7 it2. .1 it.it it.7 72. -it.9 -3.613. 6.1 6.it 6.7 it3. .1 —1.6 -1.3 73. -it.9 “5.6 -6.3lU. 6.1 9.it 5.7 it it. .1 —2.6 -1.3 7it. -it.9 -3.6 -9.315. 6.1 1.U 2.7 it5. .1 -2.6 2.7 75. -5.9 -5.6 -9.3
16. U,1 6.1i 8.7 it6. .1 -2.6 -7.3 76. -5.9 -6,6 -5.317. U.1 it .it it.7 it7. ,1 -2.6 -5o3 77. -5.9 ii.it 2.718. U,1 5.it 2.7 U8. -.9 it.it it.7 78. -5.9 -6.6 -2.319. U.l 8,it 5.7 it9. -.9 l.it 1.7 79. -5.9 •̂ .6 -7.320. U.i l.it 1.7 50, -.9 .it .7 80. -5.9 *̂ .6 -5.3
21. li.l —2.6 -3.3 51. -.9 -6.6 -3*3 81. -5.9 -11.6 -9.322. 3.1 5.it 8.7 52. -.9 it.it .7 82. -7.9 -2.6 -6,323. 3.1 5.ii 6.7 53. -.9 —5.6 “5*3 83. -7.9 -6.6 -lit#32U. 3.1 5.it 2.7 5it. -.9 •̂ .6 -2.3 8it. -7.9 -10,6 -5.325. 3.1 9.it 5.7 55. -1.9 -2.6 -3.3 85. -8.9 -6.6 -3.3
26. 3.1 5.it 2.7 56. -1.9 .it 1.7 86. -8.9 -10.6 -5.327. 3.1 5.it 2.7 57. -1.9 •^.6 -2*3 87. -8.9 -10*6 -7.328. 3.1 i.it 1.7 58. -1.9 —1.6 -1.3 88. -11,9 -2.6 -7.329. 2.1 —2.6 -1.3 59. -1.9 -3.6 -6.330. 2.1 —1.6 1.7 60e -1.9 -1.6 -6.3
%uiaber represents subjects. Subjects have maintained this
assigned number in all previous tables of scores dealing mth the film
entitled "Choosing Tour Occupation,"
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DEVIATIONS FROM WITHIN-GROUP E MEA13S OBTAINED FROM SCORES MADE ON
THE TEST CONSTRUCTED FROM COLOR AND BLACK AND WHITE GUIDANCE
FmiS ENTITLED "CHOOSING TOUR OCCUPATION"
No,* X 2̂ No. X No. X "̂2
1. 9.7 5 6.2 31. 2.7 2 1.2 61. -U.3 -1 U.22. 9.7 7 6.2 32. 2.7 3 5.2 62. •6.3 -3 —3.8
3. 7.7 7 U.2 33. 2.7 3 2.2 63. -U.3 2 1.2
u. 6,7 9 L.2 3U. 2.7 5 6.2 6U. ^.3 -6. 1.2
6.7 7 5.2 35. 2.7 3 U.2 65. ^.3 •6 2.2
6. 6.7 2 5.2 36. 2.7 -5 -6.8 66, -U.3 ■6 -9.87. 6.7 2 1.2 37. 1.7 -1 1.2 67. ”6.3 -3 -2.88. 6.7 5 5.2 38. 1.7 1 .2 68. -U.3 -6 "6.8.9. 5.7 3 U.2 39. 1.7 2 U.2 69. •6.3 2 .210, 5.7 3 5.2 UO. 1.7 2 U.2 . 70. -5*3 -1 -1,8
11. 5.7 3 6.2 Ul. 1.7 -5 6.2 71. r5.3 -3 -5.812. 5.7 5 6.2 U2. 1.7- -5 —1*8 72. -5.3 -1 -5.813. 5.7 6 6.2 U3. 1.7 -2 .2 73. -5.3 -2 -1.8lU. 5.7 6 5.2 uu. 1.7 3 -1.8 7U. -5.3 -3 —5.815. 5.7 3 2.2 U5. -.3 1 U.2 75. -5.3 -6 -3.8
16. 5.7 2 U.2 U6. -.3 2 U.2 76. -5.3 -7 -7.817. 3.7. 7 5.2 U7. -.3 2 U.2 77. -5*3 -6 -10.818. 3.7 6 U.2 U8. -.3 7 5.2 78. ”6 «3 • -7 —1.819. 3.7 3 1.2 U9. -.3 2 .2 79. -5.3 -3 ■6.820. 3.7 3 U.2 50. -.3 -3 -2*8 80. -5.3 -3 .2
21. 3.7 5 —1.8 51. -.3 1 —1.8 81. -5.3 -6 -2.822. 3.7 6 6.2 52. -.3 -6 -3.8 82. -6.3 -7 -6.823. 3.7 3 U.2 53. -1.3 1 -1.8 83, •6.3 -10 -13.82U. 3.7 3 1.2 5U. -1.3 1 2.2 8U. -6.3 -3 —2.825. 2.7 6 1.2 55. -2.3 -2 2.2 85. -8.3 -5.8
26. 2.7 5 1.2 56. -2.3 -3 .2 86. -9.3 -3 -5.827. 2.7 5 6.2 57. -2.3 -1 —1.8 87. -10.3 -11 •6.828. 2.7 2 U.2 58. -2.3 -2 -6.8 88. -12.3 -15 -10,829. 2.7 5 1.2 59. -2.3 -6 -9.830. 2.7 -1 —1.8 60. -2.3 -2 2.2
dumber represents subjects• Subjects have maintained this
assigned number in all previous tables of scores dealing with the film
entitled "Choosing Tour Occupation."
l6l|.
DEVIATIONS FROM WITHIN-GROUP A MEANS OBTAINED FROM SCORES MADE ON 
THE TEST CONSTRUCTED FROM COLOR AND BLACK AND WHITE GUIDANCE 
F IBB ENTITLED "YOUR EARNING POWER"
No.* X ^2 No. X No. X ^2
. . -
1 . 9 .8 8.2 31. 2.8 2.a -a .8 61. -2 .2 -0 .6 -7 .8
2,. 7 .8 6 . it 0 .2 32. 1.8 i . a - .8 62. -2 .2 -1 .6 -a .8
3 . 6 .8 0 .1 7.2 33. 1 .8 0 .a 0.2 63. -2 .2 i . a .2
u . 6 .8 0.U it.2 3it. 1 .8 0 .a - .8 6a. -2 .2 —1.6 -2 .8
5 . 0 .8 3 .it 0 .2 30. 1.8 - .6 - .8 60. -2 .2 —2,6 -2 .8
6 . 0.8 3 .1 0.2 36. 1.8 3 .a a .2 66. -a .2 -1 .6 -2 .8
7* 0.8 0 .1 7.2 37. 1.8 i . a - .8 67. -a .2 i . a a .2
8 . 0 .8 6.Ù 0.2 38. 1 .8 i . a a .2 68 . -a .2 - .6 - 3 .8
9. 0.8 3.U 3 .2 39. 1.8 - .6 1 .2 69. —a.2 -a  .6 -11.8
10. 3 .8 0.U 0.2 ao. 1 .8 -a .6 .2 70. - a .2 -a .6 —2.8
11 . 3 .8 3 .it 8.2 it l. 1 .8 -a .6 .2 71. -a .2 —10.6 -6 .8
12. 3 .8 5 . it 3 .2 it2. - .2 0 .a —2.8 72. -0 .2 —2.6 -2 .8
13 . 3 .8 l . i t ■ it.2 it3. - .2 i . a - .8 73. -0 .2 -8 .6 —2.8
lU . 3 .8 0.it 0 .2 aa. —.2 -11.6 —.8 7a. -0 .2 - .6 —3 .8
10. 3.8 2 .it .2 a0. —.2 I .a 1.2 70. -0 .2 -6 .6 -a .8
16. 3.8 3 .it it.2 a6. —.2 -0 .6 —2.8 76. -0 .2 -8 .6 - ia .8
17 . 3 .8 2 .it it.2 a7. —.2 -0 .6 3.2 77. -6 .2 3 .a 7.2
16. 3 .8 2 .it it.2 a s . —.2 i . a .2 78. -6 .2 3 .a 1.219. 3.8 2 .it 3 .2 a9. - .2 I .a .2 79. -6 .2 —3.6. -a .8
20. 3 .8 l .it .2 00. - .2 - .6 .2 80. -6 .2 —2.6 - .8
21. 3 .8 7 .it 0 .2 01. -1 .2 2 .a a .2 81. -6 .2 —1.6 -a .8
22. 3 .8 3 .it .2 02. -1 .2 -a .6 -a .8 82. -6 .2 -8 .6 ■a.8
23. 3.8 -2 .6 3.2 03. -1 .2 —*6 .2 83. -6 .2 —2.6 -8 .8
2li. 3 .8 —2.6 1.2 0a . -1 .2 -2 .6 - .8 8a. -6 .2 -6 .6 -6 .8
20. 2.8 0.it 3 .2 00. -1 .2 —.6 1 .2 80. -6 .2 -6 .6 —3 .8
26. 2.8 2 .it it.2 06. -1 .2 2 .a —2.8 86. -8 .2 -a  .6 -8 .827. 2.8 0.it 3 .2 07. -1 .2 —.6 —.8 87'. —8*2 -6 .6 • -7.8
28. 2.8 Iwit 3 .2 08. -1 .2 —2*6 —.8 88. -8 .2 -9.6 -à.829. 2.8 7 .it 7.2 09. -2 .2 i . a 1 .2
30. 2.8 —2.6 - it .8 60. -2 .2 —2.6 —.8
Number represents subjects. Subjects have maintained this
assigned number in all previous tables of scores dealing with the film
entitled "Your Earning Power*"'
l6$
DEVIATIONS FROM WITHIN-GROUP B MEANS OBTAINED FROM SCORES MADE ON 
THE TEST CONSTRUCTED FROM COLOR AND BLACK AND WHHE GUIDANCE 
F H Æ  ENTITLED "YOUR EARNING POYŒR"
No.* X ^2 No. X 2̂ No, X ^2
1. 10.0 5 A 5.2 31. 2.0 3 A U.2 61. -1.0 lA 1.22, 7.0 6.U .2 32. 2.0 —•6 1.2 62. -1.0 -6.6 -2.8
3. 7.0 6.U 8.2 33. 2.0 2.U 5.2 63. —1.0 6.U 1.2
k. 7.0 2.U 5.2 3U. 2.0 —.6 1.2 6U. —2.0 -.6 —2.8
S. 6.0 5.U U.2 35. 2.0 2.U 3.2 65. —2*0 5.U -7.8
6, 6.0 6.U 5.2 36. 2.0 l.U —2.8 66. —2.0 1«U •6.8
7. 6.0 7.U 8.2 37. 2.0 —.6 -.8 67. -2.0 -U.6 -3.88. h.o 6.U 5.2 38. 2.0 —U«6 1.2 68. —2.0 —8.6 -7.8
9. U.0 2.U .2 39. 2.0 —.6 3.2 69. -U.0 —1.6 -3.810. l.o 3.U 1.2 UO. 2.0 —1.6 .2 70. -U.0 —5.6 4t.8
11. U.0 3.U —•8 Ul. 0 —2.6 .2 71. -U.0 1.U -.812. U.0 6.U 5.2 U2. 0 7.U 5.2 72. -U.0 -10.6 -2*8
13. U.0 3.U 3.2 U3. 0 —1.6 —.8 73. -5.0 —.6 .2
lU. U.0 2.U U.2 UU. 0 -1.6 1.2 7U. -5.0 -.6 5.215. U.0 —.6 .2 U5. 0 6.U 1.2 75. -5.0 -2.6 -7.8
16. U.0 -.6 .2 U6. 0 l.U 1.2 76. -5.0 -5.6 -U.817. 3.0 3.U —6.8 U7. 0 1.U 1.2 77. -5.0 -9.6 -7.818. 3.0 5.U 5.2 U8. 0 2.U 1.2 78. -5.0 -2.6 -7.819. 3.0 5.U 7.2 U9. 0 —2.6 “3.8 79. .-6,0 3.U -.820. 3.0 5.U U.2 50. 0 -5.6 1.2 80. -6.0 —2.6 3.2
21. 3.0 •*1.6 1.2 51. -1.0 l.U 5.2 81. •̂ .0 1.U 1.222. 3.0 —.6 7.2 52. -1.0 —1.6 .2 82. —6.0 -5.6 -6.8
23. 3.0 —8.6 1.2 53. -1.0 5.U 1.2 83. -8.0 -5.6 .22U. 3.0 3.U U.2 5U. -1.0 -.6 —.8 8U. —8.0 -8.6 “2.825. 3.0 -l.U ■̂ .8 55. —1,0 —.6 3.2 85. —8*0 -5.6 -3.8
26. 3.0 —1.6 .8 56. -1.0 3.U 1.2 86. -8.0 -6.6 -3.827. 2,0 1.U 1.2 57. —1.0 5.U —.8 87. -9.0 -9.6 -11.828. 2.0 2.U 3.2 58. —1.0 -5 «6 —3.8 88. -12.0 -8.6 -10.8
29. 2.0 —.6 -2.8 59. -1.0 -1.6 1.230. 2.0 1.U 5.2 60. —1.0 -U»6 -U.8
*Number represents subjects. Subjects have maintained this
assigned number in all previous tables of scores dealing with the film
entitled "Your Earning Power*"
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DEVIATIONS FROM WITHIN-GROUP G MEAES OBTAINED FROM SCORES MADE ON 
THE TEST CONSTRUCTED FROM COLOR AND BLACK AND WHITE GUIDANCE 
FILNB ENTITLED "YOUR EARNING POWER"’
No.* X 2̂ No, X "2 No. X Y1 ?2
1. 9.0 8.5 7.5 31. 3.0 .5 .5 61. -3.0 -3.5 3.52. 7.0 U.5 3.5 32. 3.0 .5 .5 62. -3.0 -5.5 -7.5
3. 7.0 2.5 6.5 33. 3.0 -1.5 -U.5 63. -3.0 -10.5 -3.5
U« 7.0 U.5 3.5 3U. 3.0 -6.5 -1.5 6U. -rU.O 1.5 6.57.0 U.5 6.5 35. 3.0 -7.5 -1.5 ' 65. -U.0 1.5 2.5
6. 7.0 2.5 8.5 36. 1.0 1.5 -U.5 66. -U.0 -1.5 .57. 7.0 .5 2.5 37. 1.0 .5 -1.5 67. -U.0 1.5 -U.58. 5.0 1.5 .5 38. 0 5.5 .5 68. -U.0 .5 -.59. 5.0 2.5 U.5 39. 0 -1.5 -7.5 69. -U.0 1.5 -1.510. 5.0 1.5 .5 UO. 0 -1.5 .5 70. -U.0 -13.5 -n.5
11. 5.0 1.5 U.5 Ul. 0 -3.5 -1.5 71. -U.0 -7.5 -11.512. 5.0 2.5 -.5 U2. 0 .5 .5 72. -rU.O -5.5 -5.513. I|..0 U.5 2.5 U3. 0 -5.5 -1.5 73. -U.0 -9.5 -9.511. it.O 1.5 2.5 UU. 0 -3.5 -3.5 7U. -5.0 .5 -3.515. k.o 5.5 6.5 U5. 0 -5.5 -3.5 75. -5.0 U.5 3.5
16. h.o U.5 6.5 U6. 0 -3.5 -5.5 76. -5.0 .5 -3.517. a.o 8.5 7.5 U7. 0 -3.5 -.5 77. -5.0 8.5 3.518. h.o 5.5 3.5 U8. 0 -1.5 -1.5 78. -5.0 -3.5 -5*519. h.o 2.5 3.5 U9. 0 2.5 -1.5 79. -5.0 -5.5 -U.520. It.o U.5 -.5 50. -1.0 u.5 3.5 80. —5.0 -3.5 -.5
21. li.O 1.5 .5 51. —1.0 .5 .5 81. -7.0 U.5 8.522. u.0 1.5 2.5 52. -1.0 -7.5 -3.5 82. -7.0 1.5 -5.523. U.0 8.5 7.5 53. -1.0 -5.5 -1.5 83. -7.0 -6.5 -U.5
2k. U.0 U.5 .5 5U. —1.0 -2.5 3.5 8U. -7.0 -1.5 -1.525. 3.0 5.5 U.5 55. —1.0 2.5 -.5 85. -7.0 -6.5 -11.5
26. 3.0 2.5 U.5 56. -1.0 -10.5 -9.5 86. -7.0 -2.5 -1.527. 3.0 6.5 2.5 57. -1.0 .5 2.5 87. —8.0 2.5 2.528. 3.0 -3*5 -U.5 58. -3.0 1.5 .5 88. -8.0 1.5 -.529. 3.0 2.5 -.5 59. -3.0 2.5 2.530. 3.0 -1.5 2.5 60. —3.0 2.5 3.5
dumber represents subjects. Subjects have maintained this
assigned number in all previous tables of scores dealing mth the film
entitled "Your Earning Power."
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DEVIATIONS FROM WITHIN4ÎR0UP D MEANS OBTAINED FROM SCORES MADE 
THE TEST CONSTRUCTED FROM COLOR AND BLACK AND miTE GUIDANCE 
FILJE ENTITLED "TOUR EARNING POWER"
ON .
No.* X ^1 2̂ No. X ^1 2̂ No. X Ï1 2̂
1. 10.3 6.2 u.u 31. 2.8 7.2 .u 61. -3.2 -10.8 -3.62. 8.8 7.2 8.U 32. 2.8 —•8 .u 62. -3.2 —2.8 —7.6
3. 7.8 5.2 3.U 33. 2.8 3.2 1.U 63. -U-.2 1.2 -2.6
h. 7.8 5.2 7.U 3U. 2.8 1.2 -6.6 6U. -U.2 5.2 7.U
S. 7.8 3.2 7.U 35. 2.8 2.2 .u 65. -U.2 -U.8 -10.6
6. 7.8 2.2 5.U 36. 2.8 -.8 .u 66. -U.2 -.8 -3.6
7. 7.8 2.2 -3.6 37. .8 2.2 5.U 67. —U.2 3.2 .u8. 6.8 5.2 3.U 38. .8 3.2 .U 68. -U.2 -6.8 -10.6
9. 6.8 5.2 5.U 39. .8 2.2 -2.6 69. -U.2' —8.8 -8.610. 6.8 5.2 7.U UO. .8 2.2 -3.6 70. -5.2 5.2 .u
11. 6.8 6.2 8.U Ul. .8 —1.8 -2.6 71. “5.2 2.2 3.U12. 6.8 5.2 3.U U2. .8 -U.8 -2.6 72. -5.2 -1.8 -6.6
13. U.8 6.2 7.U U3. -.2 2.2 U.U 73. -5.2 1.2 -U.6lit. L.8 2.2 3.U UU. -.2 —1.8 5.U 7U. -5.2 -6.8 -7.615. U.8 5.2 U.U U5. -.2 2.2 -U.6 75. -5.2 -1.8 -.6
16. U.8 1.2 —2 .6 U6. -.2 -8.8 —2.6 76. -5.2 -10.8 -10.6
17. U.8 1.2 3.U U7. —.2 —2*8 •̂ .6 77. -7.2 —2.8 -2.618. U.8 3.2 .U U8. -.2 1.2 -2.6 78. -7.2 —.8 -.619. U.8 -.8 5.U U9. —.2 —.8 -3.6 79. -7.2 6.2 5.U20. U.8 -1.8 3.U 50. -1.2 1.2 —.6 80. -7.2 -.8 —3.6
21. 3.8 3.2 .U 51. -1.2 6.2 3.U 81. -7.2 —2.8 —.622. 3.8 -.8 oU 52. -1.2 -10.3 -U.6 82. -7.2 -12.8 —.623. 3.8 5.2 7.U 53. -1.2 2.2 3.U 83. -7.2 -.8 1.U2U. 3.8 2.2 5.U 5U. -1.2 -6.8 -.6 8U. -7.2 —1.8 -U.625. 3.8 2.2 3.U 55. -1.2 —.8 -6.6 85. -7.2 -U.8 1.U
26. 3.8 2.2 7.U 56. -1.2 -1.8 -2.6 86. -7.2 -5.8 -3.6
27. 3.8 5.2 5.U 57. -1.2 -U.8 —2.6 87. -7.2 “U.8 -6.628. 3.8 —1.8 3.U 58. -3.2 5.2 5.U 88. -8.2 -2.8 -7.629. 3.8 -5.8, -8.6 59. -3.2 -.8 3.U30. 3.8 —2.8 -7.6 60. -3.2 —U.8 -6.6
%wnber represents subjects. Subjects have maintained this
assigned number in all previous tables of scores dealing with the film
entitled "Tour Earning Power."
l68
DEVIATIONS FROM TOHIN-GROUP E MEANS OBTAINED FROM SCORES MADE ON. 
THE TEST CONSTRUCTED FROM COIOR AND BLACK AND IHITE GUIDANCE 
FILJB ENTITLED "YOUR EARNING POWER"
No.* X 1̂ ^2 No. X ?1 2̂ No, X ^2
1. 7.9 ii.9 6 31. 1.9 -3.1 -2 61. —2 #1 -3.1 -22. 7.9 3.9 2 32. 1.9 -2.1 U 62. -2.1 -U.l -2
3. 7.9 3.9 6 33. 1.9 -3.1 5 63. -2.1 -.1 2
h» 6.9 5.9 2 3it. 1.9 -3.1 5 6U. -2.1 3.9 1.g. 6.9 5.9 8 35. 1.9 -3.1 0 65. -2.1 1.9- 1
6. 6.9 5.9 9 36. .9 .9 I 66. -2.1 1.9 -8
7. 6.9 1.9 2 37. -.1 1.9 6 67. -2.1 -U.l -28. 6.9 1.9 6 38. -.1 5.9 8 ■ 68. -U.l U.9 59. 6.9 1.9 1 39. —.1 -6.1 0 69. -u.l -.1 -710. 5.9 .9 rb UO. -.1 1.9 5 70.. -U.1 -U-.l -11
11. 5.9 3.9 1 Ul. —.1 3.9 U 71. -U.l -7.1 -1212. 5.9 k.9 h U2. -.1 -.1 -2 72. TU.1 -U.1 -713. 5.9 8.9 5 U3. -.1 1.9 -2 73. -U.l -3*1 -2lU. 3.9 5.9 5 UU. -.1 -.1 1 7U. -5.1 -3.1 -23.9 7.9 U U5. -.1 -.1 U 75. -5.1 -3.1 -u
16. 3.9 .9 5 U6. -1.1 -.1 -1 76. -5.1 -8.1 -417. 3.9 1.9 12 U7. -1.1 -.1 2 77. -5.1 -U.l -U18. 3.9 5.9 5 U8. -1.1 .9 -u 78. r5.1 1.9 219. 3.9 5.9 2 U9. -1.1 1.9 1 79. —6.1 -2.1 —1020. 3.9 -it.l 50. -1.1 3.9 6 80. -6.1 -7.1 -6
21. 3.9 -3.1 li 51. -1.1 .9 -3 81. -6.1 -U.1 -322. 3.9 .9 it 52. -1.1 -.1 -2 82. -6.1 -3.1 -323. 2.9 1.9 k 53. -1.1 -3.1 -6 83. -6.1 -U.1 -62U. 2.9 .9 -2 5U. -1.1 -U.1 1 8U. -6.1 -8.1 -825. 2.9 1.9 0 55. -1.1 .9 -3 85. -8.1 -.1 -7
26. 2.9 .9 1 56. -1.1 -U.l -2 86. -8.1 -6.1 -327. 1.9 U.9 -3 57. -1.1 -2.1 2 87. -8.1 -2.1 128. 1.9 1.9 2 58. -1.1 -2.1 -3 88. -9.1 -7.1 -8g9. 1.9 -.1 1 59. -1.1 -U.l -730. 1.9 -.1 5 60. -2.1 .9 -6
'Number represents subjects. Subjects have maintained this
assigned number in all previous tables of scores dealing with the film
entitled "Your Earning Power."
APPENDIX F
TABLES OF DEVIATIONS FROM TOTAL GROUP MEANS
169
170
DEVIATIONS FROM TOTAL GROUP A MEANS OBTAINED FROM SCORES MADE ON
THE TEST CONSTRUCTED FROM COLOR AND BLACK AND WHITE GUIDANCE
F m s  ENTITLED "LIBRARY ORGANIZATION"
No.* X 2̂ No. X 2̂ No, X ^2
1. 13.2 7.6 6.U 31. 1.2 -•li -ii*6 61. —lo8 5.6 3.!i2. 7.2 5.6 6.1i 32. 1.2 1.6 —2.6 62. -1.8 -2.li 6.1i
3. 7.2 5.6 3.1i 33. 1.2 -.li •̂ .6 63. —1.8 -•li -•6
li. 7.2 6.6 9.1i 3li. 1.2 2.6 1.U 61i. —1.8 —2,li —2.6
S. 6.2 5.6 2.1i 35. 1.2 -2.U -.6 65. —1.8 -.li 3.1i
6. 5.2 7.6 7.1i 36. 1.2 2.6 6.1i 66. -1.8 -li.li -li.6
7. 5.2 5.6 9.1i 37. -o8 7.6 6.1i 67. -1.8 5.6 -2.68. 5.2 -2*li -8*6 38. —.8 1.6 2.U 68. —1.8 -5*li -8.6
9. 3.2 -.li 2.1i 39. —.8 1.6 2.1i 69. —2.8 6.6 3.U10. 3.2 3.6 3.1i liO. —.8 6.6 l.li 70. -2.8 -.li -2.6
11. 2.2 5.6 l.li lil. —.8 1.6 —.6 71. —2.8 5.6 —2.612. 2.2 7.6 6.1i Ii2. -.8 —l.li —.6 72. —2.8 2.6 2.1i
13. 2.2 7.6 5.1i Ii3. —.8 -l.li -6.6 73. —2.8 -li.li —1.6
lli. 2.2 9.6 11 .li lili. -.8 -8.U -6.6 7li. -2.8 -l.li -1.6
15. 2.2 -.li -8.6 Ii5. —.8 -l.lt l.li 75. —2.8 -li.li -1*6
16. 2.2 9.6 lD.b ii6. -.8 6.6 7.1i 76. -2.8 -6.li -5.6
17. 2.2 -l.li l.li Ii7. -.8 2.6 3.1i 77. -li.8 2.6 l.li18. 2.2 1.6 -ii.6 Ii8. -1.8 2.6 2.1i 78. •4i.8 -l.li —1.6
19. 2.2 5.6 -2*6 ii9. —1.8 6.6 -.6 79. -li.8 -2.li -1.620. 2.2 5.6 —.6 50. —1.8 2.6 -.6 80. -li.8 -2.U -5.6
21. 2.2 1.6 -li.6 51. —1.8 6.6 5.1i 81. -li.8 -5*li -li.622. 2.2 10.6 7.1i 52. —1.8 1.6 6.1i 82. -li.8 "̂ •li 2.1i23. 2.2 -.li -1.6 53. —1.8 —2 «li —2.6 83. -rli«8 “8.1i -5*62li. 2.2 -10 .ii -6.6 51i. —1.8 9.6 2.1i 81i. -5*8 -•li l.li25. 1.2 9.6 11 .li 55. -1.8 3.6 2.1i 85. -5*8 1.6 l.li
26. 1.2 3.6 -.6 56. -1.8 -l.li 3.1i 86. -5.8 1.6 -1.627. 1.2 1.6 l.li 57. -1.8 —2.li -li.6 87. -5*8 -8.U -1.628. 1.2 7.6 2.1i 58. —1.8 -l.li —1.6 88. -5.8 -8.li -li.629. 1.2 1.6 —2.6 59. -1.8 5.6 l.li30 o 1.2 1.6 -li.6 60. —1.8 1.6 -.6
Number represents subjects. Subjects have maintained this
assigned number in all previous tables of scores dealing -with the film
entitled "Library Organization."
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DEVIATIONS FROM TOTAL GROUP B MEANS OBTAINED FROM SCORES MADE ON 
THE TEST CONSTRUCTED FROM COLOR AND BLACK AND WHITE GUIDANCE 
FILMS ENTITLED "LIBRARY ORGANIZATION"
No.* X 2̂ No. X R ■^2 No. X ^2
1. 6.2 “l.U -.6 31. “.8 9.6 10.lt 61. —1.8 -l.U —1.62. 6.2 5.6 3.U 32. -.8 “»U “06 62. -2.8 9.6 2.U
3. 5.2 9.6 iU*U 33. -.8 6.6 2.U 63. -2.8 3.6 -1.6
U. 5.2 -U.U 2.U 3U. —.8 -1.U 2.U 6U. —2.8 3.6 -6.6
S. 5.2 -l.U 1.U 35. -.8 2.6 -2.6 65. —2.8 2.6 3.U
6. 5.2 6.6 -8.6 36. -.8 3.6 -2.6 66. -2.8 -2.U 6.U
7. 5.2 —2.U 3.U 37. -.8 -1.U “5.6 67. —2.8 -U.U —.68. 3.2 —l.U —2.6 38. “08 -l.U -U.6 68. —2.8 -2.U l.U
9. 3.2 3.6 6.U 39. -.8 3.6 2.U 69. -U.8 3.6 -.610. 3.2 9.6 5.U UO. —.8 -U.U —2.6 70. -U.8 -U.U -2.6
11. 3.2 -U.U —.6 Ul. -.8 “.U -.6 71. -U.8 -2.U -1.612. 2.2 3.6 U2. -.8 -f;U -5.6 72. -U.8 1.6 -U.613. 2.2 -.u 3.U U3. -.8 1.6 —1.6 73. -rU.8 9.6 5.Ulit. 2.2 1.6 —1.6 UU. -i8 1.6 l.U 7U. -U.8 1.6 -2.615. 2.2 -̂ .U 2̂.6 U5. “.8 -6.U -U.6 75. -U.8 -U.U —1.6
16. 1.2 5.6 9.U U6. —1.8 5.6 3.U 76. “U.8 -l.U l.U17. 1.2 2.6 “1.6 U7. —1.8 7.6 3.U 77. -U.8 “5.U -6.618. 1.2 5.6 2.U U8. -1.8 2.6 -6*6 78. -U.8 -1.U -8.619. 1.2 2.6 -2*6 U9. —1.8 1.6 1.U 79. -̂ .8 -2.U •6.620. 1.2 2.6 5.U 50. —1.8 6.6 2.U 80. -̂ .8 1.6 -1.6
21. 1.2 5.6 -1.6 51. -1.8 -1.U “06 81. -5.8 5.6 ■U-.622. 1.2 “oU “U.6 52. -1.8 3.6 -.6 82. -5.8 -U.U -.623. 1.2 7.6 2.U 53. “1̂ 8 3.6 2.U 83. -5.8 -12.u —2.62l|. 1.2 -2iU “2.6 5U. —1.8 5.6 1.U 8U. “6.8 5.6 5.U25. 1.2 2.6 2.U 55. —1.8 3.6 -1,6 8̂ . h$»8 -U.U -1.6
26. 1.2 3.6 —2.6 56. —1.8 -.U 3.U 86. ■̂ .8 “U.U -5.627. 1.2 3.6 l.U 57. —1.8 3.6 -1.6 87. -6.8 -10 .U —10.628. 1.2 “8.U -U.6 58. -1.8 1.6 -6.6 88. -8.8 1.6 —2*629. —.8 -2.U -6.6 59. -1.8 -5.U -U.630. -.8 7.6 10.U 60. —1.8 5.6 -U.6
Number represents subjects. Subjects have maintained this
assigned number in all previous tables of scores dealing with the film
entitled "Library Organization."
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DEVIATIONS FROM TOTAL GROUP G MEANS OBTAINED FROM SCORES MADE ON 
THE TEST CONSTRUCTED FROM COIDR AND BLACK AND WHITE GUIDANCE 
FIDEJ ENTITLED “LIBRARY ORGANIZATION"
No,* X ^2 No. X ^2 No. X "l ^2
1. 9.2 -2.il l.il 31. 2.2 -il.il —1.6 61. -.8 1.6 2.U2. 7.2 7.6 6.il 32. 2.2 6.6 3.il 62. -.8 1.6 “•6
3. 6.2 7.6 9.il 33. 2*2 6.6 9.il 63. -.8 1.6 —2.6U* 6.2 3^ 2.ii 3ii. 2.2 5.6 2.il 6ii. —1.8 -.il 5.U6.2 S.ii 2.il 3$. 2.2 -ii.il —2.6 65. —1.8 2.6 3.il
6. S.2 6.6 9Ui 36. 1.2 r.il —.6 66. —1.8 -.il l.ii
7. $.2 7.6 9.il 37. 1.2 2.6 3.ii 67. —1.8 3.6 3.il8. 5.2 1.6 —•6 38. 1.2 3.6 7.il 68. —1.8 5.6 2.il
9» 3.2 5.6 7.il 39. 1.2 9.6 l.ii 69. —1.8 5.6 -.610. 3.2 9.6 9.il iiO. 1.2 2.6 3.il 70. —1.8 9.6 3.ii
11. 3.2 3.6 l.il ill. 1.2 6.6 —.6 71. —1.8 5.6 2.il12. 3.2 1.6 5.ii ii2. 1.2 5.6 l.ii 72. —1.8 -l.il —.613. 3.2 7.6 7.il ii3. 1.2 2.6 7.il 73. -1.8 -l.il —2.6lil. 3.2 S.6 —.6 iiii. 1.2 1.6 —.6 7ii. -1.8 -ii.il -il .6
1̂ . 3.2 S.6 10.il ii5. 1.2 7.6 2.il 75. —1.8 -2.il 4i«6
16. 3.2 6.6 l.il ii6. 1.2 3.6 -6.6 76. —1.8 -6.il -6.6
17. 3.2 3.6 6.il ii7. 1.2 -l.il l.ii 77. —1.8 -5.il 4i.618. 3.2 7.6 —1.6 ii8. 1.2 2.6 2.il 78. -1.8 -5.il -2.619. 3.2 2.6 6 .il ii9. 1.2 -ii.il -1.6 79. -1.8 -5.il 4i.620. 3.2 -.ii 2 .il 0̂. 1.2 -9.il —2.6 80. -2.8 5.6 7.il
21. 2.2 7.6 7.U 1̂. 1.2 -2.il -.6 81. -2.8 7.6 -1.622. 2.2 9.6 ll.il 2̂. 1.2 1.6 -il .6 82. -2.8 1.6 -2.6
23. 2.2 -•ii 2.ii $3. 1.2 -il*il -6.6 83. -il .8 5.6 6.il2U. 2.2 S.6 l.il Sii. -.8 2.6 l.it 8ii. -il .8 5.6 2.il2$. 2.2 6.6 3.il 5̂ . —.8 1.6 3.il 85. -il .8 -l.il —.6
26. 2.2 3.6 l.ii 56. -.8 9.6 1.U 86. -il.8 -l.il —.627. 2.2 6.6 -.6 57. -.8 1.6 2.ii 87. -5.8 -10.il 4i*628. 2.2 1.6 6.ii 58. -.8 2.6 -5.6 88. —5.8 4i.il -il .629. 2.2 7.6 3.il 59. -.8 7.6 2.il30. 2.2 2.6 3.il 60. -.8 2.6 3.il
dumber represents subjects • Subjects have maintained thisassigned number in all previous tables of scores dealing -with the filmentitled “Library Organization>“___________________________
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DEVIATIONS FROM TOTAL GROUP D MEANS OBTAINED FROM SCORES MADE ON 
THE TEST CONSTRUCTED FROM COLOR AND BLACK AND IHIPE GUIDANCE 
FIBB ENTITLED "LIBRARI ORGANIZATION”
No.* X 1̂ ?2 No. X ^2 No. X ^1 ^2
1. 7.2 7.6 10.lt 31. 1.2 2.6 1.U 61. -1.8 5.6 -U.62. 7.2 1.6 2.it 32. 1.2 2.6 2.U 62. —1.8 1.6 —2.6
3* 6.2 5.6 5.It 33. 1.2 —1.U -.6 63. —1.8 5.6 -1.6u. 6.2 1.6 -5.6 3lt. 1.2 -.u —.6 6U. —1.8 1.6 -6.65.2 2.6 —.6 35. 1.2 6.6 2.U 65. —1.8 2.6 1.U 1
6. 5.2 -2.it -1.6 36. 1.2 2.6 1.U 66. —1.8 1.6 -.6
7. 3.2 9.6 7.1t 37. 1.2 3.6 1.U 67. -1.8 2.6 -1.68. 3.2 7.6 3.It 38. 1.2 ^.U —2.6 68. —1.8 -5.U -.69. 3.2 10.6 9.lt 39. 1.2 -.u —2.6 69. -1.8 3.6 3.U10. 3.2 5.6 —.6 itO. 1.2 -U.U 3.U 70. —2.8 6.6 2.U
11. 3.2 6.6 2.It Itl. —#8 7.6 3.U 71. -2.8 7.6 3.U12. 3.2 -l.lt 2.it It2. -.8 6.6 3.U 72. —2.8 5.6 5.U13. 3.2 2.6 •2.it It3. -•8 9.6 7.U 73. —2.8 -l.U "4*6111. 2.2 9.6 13.lt UU. -.8 -.U -1.6 7U. —2.8 7.6 2.U
15. 2.2 2.6 l.li U5. —.8 6.6 6.U 75. —2.8 -l.U —2.6
16. 2.2 2.6 2.It U6. -.8 2.6 rU«6 76. —2.8 -.u “1.617. 2.2 5.6 9.It U7. —.8 9.6 2.U 77. —2.8 3.6 5.U16. 2.2 5.6 2Jt U8. —.8 7.6 10.U 78. —2.8 -l.U —1.619. 2.2 5.6 2.It U9. -.8 -.U -1.6 79. -2.8 -l.U —1.620. 2.2 7.6 2.It 50. -.8 6.6 —1.6 80. —2.8 -l.U -̂ .6
21. 2.2 7.6 7.It 51. —.8 -12 Jt -U.6 81. —2.8 -5.U -8.622. 2.2 -̂t.it -4.6 52. -.8 3.6 1.U 82. -2.8 -5.U -*623. 2.2 -2.U -2.6 53. —*8 1.6 —.6 83. —2.8 -2.U -2.6
2h. 1.2 7.6 10.lt 5U. -.8 2.6 3.U 8U. —2.8 -.U —2.625. 1.2 6.6 5.1t 55. -.8 —2.U -U.6 85. -4.8 2.6 2.U
26. 1.2 6.6 6Ut 56. -.8 7.6 -.6 86. -U*8 rmk 2.U27. 1.2 3.6 9.It 57. -.8 3.6 —2.6 87. -5.8 -Jt —.628. 1.2 1.6 3.It 58. -.8 2.6 1.U 88. -̂ .8 -5.U -U.629. 1.2 9.6 7Jt 59. —.8 -U.U -2.630. 1.2 5.6 5.1t 60. -.8 1.6 —2.6
%umber represents subjects. Subjects have maintained thisassigned number in all previous tables of scores dealing vdth the filmentitled "Library Organization."
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DEVIATIONS FROM TOTAL GROUP E MEANS OBTAINED FROM SCORES MM)E ON 
THE TEST CONSTRUCTED FROM COLOR AND BLACK AND IHITE GUIDANCE 
FILMS ENTITLED «LIBRARY ORGANIZATION”
No.* X "2 No. X No. X ^2
1. 17.2 1.6 9.U 31. 2.2 —2.U -5.6 61. -.8 -6.14 -U.62. 6.2 -5.U -2.6 32. 2.2 -U.U 1.U 62. —.8 -10 »U ■U.6
3. 6.2 1.6 1.U 33. 2.2 -2.U -U.6 63. —.8 -8.U -9.6
k* 6.2 -8.U —2.6 3U. 2.2 -5.U -6.6 6U. -1.8 -9.U -1.65.2 .U -1.6 35. 2.2 -8Jt- —2.6 65. -1.8 -6.U —1.6
6. 5.2 -9.U 5.U 36. 1.2 -U.U —1.6 66, —1.8 -9.U -2.6
7. 5.2 -U.U -5.6 37. 1.2 -8Jt —1.6 67. -1.8 -5.U -9.68. 5.2 -8.U —1*6 38. 1.2 -8.U —1.6 68. —1.8 -6.U -U.6
9. 5.2 “U.U 1.U 39. 1.2 -9.U .U 69. -1.8 -9.U ”9.610. 5.2 -9.U -9.6 Uo. 1.2 -12 .U -.6 70. —1.8 -12.U -1.6
11. U.2 -6.U -U.6 Ul. 1.2 -8 Jt 2.U 71. —1*8 -lU.U -13.612. 3.2 -5.U —1.6 U2. 1.2 -10 Jt -U.6 72. -1.8 -9.U •U.613. 3.2 -6.U —2.6 U3. 1.2 -8.U- ■4t.6 73. -1.8 -6 Jt -.6lU. 3.2 -U.U 1.U UU. 1.2 -10 *U -U.6 7U. —2.8 -12.U "U.61̂ . 3.2 -6.U -2.6 U5. 1.2 -5.U -rU.6 75. —2.8 -5.U "U.6
16. 3.2 -2«U 1.U U6. 1.2 -.u 3.U 76. —2.8 -13 .u ■U.617. 3.2 -U.U 1.U U7. 1.2 -9.U -U.6 77. —2.8 -6.U -2.618. 3.2 ""8Jt -U.6 U8. 1.2 -12 .U -5.6 78. —2.8 -1.2 •U.619. 3.2 -U.U -2.6 U9. 1.2 -U.U •4; .6 79. -2.8 r5.U -5.620. 3.2 ^.U —2.6 50. 1.2 •̂ .u -9.6 80. -U.8 -13 .u -6.6
21. 3.2 -U.U -U.6 51. —.8 -5.U -U.6 81. -U.8 •6.U -5U22. 2.2 “6 Jit —2.6 52. -.8 -̂ •U -5 6 82. -U.8 -5.U —2.623. 2.2 —2*U 2Jb 53. -.8 -10 .U •a 83. —U.8 -13 Jt -5.6
2h. 2.2 -8.U —8.6 5U. —.8 -13.U -U.6 8U. -U.8 -10 .U •9.62$. 2.2 -U.U 1.U 55. -.8 -U.U 3.U 85. -5.8 -6.U "U.6
26. 2.2 -10 .U -2.6 56. —.8 -9 Jt 1.U 86. t5.8 -6.U —2,627. 2.2 -6.U -U.6 57. -.8 -9 Jt -U.6 87. -6.8 -8.U -2.68̂. 2.2 -9.U -2.6 58. -.8 -8Jt -4i.6 88, —6.8 -10 Jt -8.629. 2.2 -10 .U -2.6 59. -.8 -U.U 1.U30. 2.2 -10 *U —2.6 60. -.8 “13.U •̂ 06
dumber represents subjects. Subjects have maintained thisassigned number in all previous tables of scores dealing with the filmentitled "Library Organization.”
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DEVIATIONS FROM TOTAL GROUP A MEANS OBTAINED FROM SCORES MADE ONTHE TEST CONSTRUCTED FROM COLOR AND BLACK AND WHITE GUIDANCEF ID E  ENTITLED "HEREDITT AND ENVIRONMENT"
No.* X 2̂ No. X ^1 ^2 No. X ^1 "2
1. 9 .6 Uol 31. 3 6.6 U.l 61. -3 -.u -2.92. 9 6.6 8.1 32. 3 .6 1.1 62. -3 -1.U .13. 8 3.6 5.1 33. 3 2.6 -1.9 63. -3 -3*U -7.9
h. 8 6.6 8.1 3U. 3 .6 2.1 6U. -3 4t.U -2.98 U.6 5.1 35. 1 3.6 2.1 65, -3 -U.U -6.9
6. 7 7^ 9.1 36. 1 U.6 1.1 66. -U -3.U 1.17. 7 2.6 U.1 37. 1 3.6 2.1 67. -U 6jS U.l8. 7 U.6 2.1 38. 1 —1.U .1 68. -U .6 2.19. 5 6.6 1.1 39. 1 2.6 .1 69. -5 -3.U -2.910. 5 7.6 8.1 UO. 1 .6 -2.9 70. -5 -8.U -3.9
11. 5 2.6 1.1 Ul. 1 -U.U -2.9 71. -5 -1.U -2.912. 5 ■ 2.6 5.1 U2. 1 2.6 -1.9 72. -5 .6 -1.913. 5 U.6 5.1 U3. 1 .6 -2.9 73. -5 -U.U -2.9lU* 5 6.6 5.1 UU. 0 U.6 U.1 7U. -5 2.6 2.11̂ . 5 U.6 9.1 U5. 0 2.6 2.1 75. -5 -̂ .U .1
16. 5 U.6 U.1 U6. 0 .6 .1 76. -5 -1.U -2.917. 5 U.6 U.1 U7. 0 -5.U -1.9 77. -7 -11 .u -11.918. h 6.6 6.1 U8. 0 -U.U -5.9 78. -7 -5.U -9.919. h 7.6 8.1 U9. 0 -U.U .1 79. —l.U -1.920. h U.6 2.1 50. 0 .6 U.1 80. -8 -5.U -3.9
21. h 3.6 U.1 51. 0 -3#U -3.9 81. -8 -8.U -5.922. h .6 -2.9 52. -1 -Ijj. 1.1 82. -8 -8.U ^.923. h .6 .1 53. -1 2.6 2a 83. -9 2.6 1.12lt. h -«U -2.9 5U. -1 7.6 -2.9 8U. -9 .6 U.l25. h 2.6 2.1 55. -1 2.6 1.1 85. -9 -9.U -9.9
26. h -.u 1.1 56. -1 -1.U -1.9 86. -9 -11 .U -11.927. 3 3.6 2.1 57. -1 -1.U 1.1 87. -11 -13 .U -11.928. 3 .6 1.1 58. -1 -.u 1.1 88. -31 -8.U -10.929. 3 •6 1.1 59. -1 -l.U -5.930. 3 6.6 U.l 60. -3 .6 -2.9
*Nimber represents subjects. Subjects have maintained this
assigned number in all previous tables of scores dealing imith the filmantitied "Heredity and Environment."
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DEVIATIONS FIDM TOTAL GROUP B MEANS OBTAINED FROM SCORES MADE ON 
THE TEST CONSTRUCTED FROM COLOR AND BLACK AND TWHTTE GUIDANCE 
FILMS ENTITLED "HEREDITY AND ENVIRONMENT-
No.* X 2̂ No. X ^1 No. X ^1 ^2
1. 9 It .6 2.1 31. 1 .6 1.1 61. 4t 3.6 1.12, 8 2.6 ita 32. 1 2.6 lt.l 62. “4t .6 .1
3. 8 lt.6 it.i 33. 1 2.6 lt.l 63. -It 3.6 -1.9
U. 8 2.6 2,1 3U. 1 2.6 6.1 6lt. -4t -7.lt -1.9
7 3.6 It.l 35. 1 .6 1.1 6̂ . 4t .6 1.1
6. 7 3.6 5.1 36. 1 It *6 1.1 66. -4t -lt.lt -1.9
7. 7 lt.6 6.1 37. 1 -l.lt “6.9 67. -5 .6 1.18. 7 7.6 9.1 38. 1 .6 .1 68. -5 -lt.lt -3.9
9. 7 3.6 5.1 39. 0 7.6 2.1 69. -5 -4t.lt -7.910, 5 2.6 lt.l ItO. 0 Ù.6 2.1 70. -5 -l.lt 1.1
11. 5 6.6 8.1 Itl. 0 lt.6 lt.l 71. "6 -7.lt -7.912. 5 lt.6 5.1 It2. 0 3.6 2.1 72. -5 -3.lt -2.9
13. 5 2.6 .1 U3. 0 2.6 .1 73. -5 •̂ .It -7.9lit. 5 2.6 lt.l Itlt. 0 3.6 lt.l 7lt. -5 —l.it .115. U lt.6 -1.9 It5. 0 -3.lt 1.1 75. -5 .6 -10.9
16. It .6 1,1 It6. 0 lt.6 .1 76. -7 .6 1.117. It 2.6 .1 It7. 0 .6 2.1 77. -7 -lt.lt .118. h 3.6 lt.l It8. 0 3.6 1.1 78. -7 “l.U -3.919. 3 .6 1.1 It9. 0 2.6 -3.9 79. -8 -3.U .120, 3 6.6 1.1 50. 0 -l.lt -1.9 80. -8 -.u -9.9
21. 3 -.It lt.l 51. 0 -4t.lt -7.9 81, -9 -U.U -6.922. 3 lt.6 5.1 52. -1 3.6 2.1 82. -9 -11 .u -U.923. 3 -3.lt -7.9 53. -1 —l.it -2.9 83. -9 -U.U -U.92lt. 3 6.6 5.1 5lt. -1 -3.lt 1.1 8lt, -11 “9.U -9.925. 3 2.6 .1 55. -1 2.6 -3.9 85. -n -5*U -7.9
26. 3 -7 .It 5.1 56. -1 -l.lt lt.l 86. -n -7.U -U.927. 3 .6 lt.i 57. -1 -l.lt -1.9 87. -13 -.U -9.928. 1 lt.6 6.1 58. -1 -3.lt .1 88. -13 -I6.lt -U.929. 1 2.6 1.1 59. -1 -4t.lt .130. 1 .6 2.1 60. -3 2.6 2.1
dumber represents subjects. Subjects have maintained this
assigned number in all previous tables of scores dealing -with the film
entitled "Heredity and Environment,"
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DEVIATIONS FROM TOTAL GROUP C MEANS OBTAINED FROM SCORES MADE ON 
THE TEST CONSTRUCTED FROM COLOR AND BLACK AND HîHITE GUIDANCE 
F m B  ENTITLED «HEREDITY AND ENVIRONMENT”
No.* X ^1 2̂ No. X 2̂ No. X ^2
1. 9 6.6 8.1 31. 3 6.6 .1 61. -1 .6 1.12. 9 7.6 9.1 32. 3 -it.it -3.9 62. -3 -l.it 2.1
3. 8 7.6 8.1 33. 3 it.6 5.1 63. -3 -7.it .1
h. 8 7.6 6.1 3!t. 3 7.6 6.1 6it. -3 -l.it it.l
5. 8 it .6 it.l 35. 3 3.6 it.l 65. -3 -l.it -7.9
6. 7 6.6 8a 36. 3 it.6 it.l 66. -3 -l.it -1.9
7. 7 7.6 9.1 37. 3 it.6 5.1 67. -3 -5.it -2.98. 7 3.6 6.1 38. 3 -•it —2.9 68. -3 -3.it -2.9
9. 7 7.6 8.1 39. 1 -.it 1.1 69. -3 .6 -1.910. 7 6.6 1.1 itO. 1 it.6 6.1 70. -3 -l.it -6.9
n* 7 7.6 6.1 itl. 1 2.6 1.1 71. 4t -9.it -5*912. 7 3.6 it.l It2. 1 2.6 à 72. -it -l.it 5.1
13. S 6.6 it.l it3. 1 6.6 5.1 73. 4t -7.it ^.9lit. S 2.6 S.1 Ut. 1 it.6 lt.l 7ii. -it -7 .it -3.9IS. S it .6 6.1 it5. 1 2.6 1.1 75. -it -.it 2.1
16. S .6 .1 U6. 1 -.it -3.9 76. -it -it.it -5.9
17. S 6.6 S.1 it7. 1 3.6 .1 77. -it.it -3.918. S 6.6 it.l it8. 1 -it.it -1.9 78. -5 -5.it -5.919. S 7.6 9.1 it9. 1 2.6 2.1 79. -7 -.it -3.920. S —l.it -2.9 50. 0 7.6 5.1 80. -7 3.6 .1
21. h it.6 8.1 51. 0 3.6 .1 81. -7 .6 -5.922. it 6.6 it.l 52. 0 3.6 .1 82. —8 -it.it -3.9
23. it 6.6 it.l 53. 0 3.6 -2.9 83. -8 -it.lt -3.92ii. it .6 S.1 5it. 0 -l.it -2.9 8it. —8 -8.it -11.92S. it 3.6 S.1 55. 0 -l.it -5.9 85. "̂ .it -10.9
26. it 7.6 S.1 56. -1 3.6 it.l 86. -9 -7.it -3.927. it it.6 .1 57. -1 2.6 1.1 87. -9 -3.it -5.928. it it.6 2.1 58. -1 it.6 6.1 88. -9 -3.it -2.929. 3 3.6 1.1 59. -1 .6 1.130. 3 U.6 6.1 60. -1 -3.it -2.9
%Tmber represents subjects. Subjects have maintained this
assigned number in all previous tables of scores dealing with the film
entitled "Heredity and Environment.”
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DEVIATIONS FROM TOTAL GROUP D MEANS OBTAINED FROM SCORES MADE ON
THE TEST CONSTRUCTED FROM COLOR AND BLACK AND TIÏHITE GUIDANCE
FILMS ENTITLED «HEREDITY AND ENVIRONMENT"
No.* X No. X "2 No. X ^2
1. 9 7.6 8.1 31. 1 -Jt 6.1 61. -3 -3.it 1.12. 9 7.6 8.1 32. 1 it.6 2.1 62. -3 -.it -1.9
3. 7 it.6 2.1 33. 1 6.6 . 2.1 63. -3 2.6 2.1
h. 7 it.6 5.1 3it. 1 .6 -3.9 6lt. -3 -l.it ^.9
7 it.6 6.1 35. 1 -«it 2.1 65. -3 -3.it -2.9
6. 7 6.6 9.1 36. 1 -.it 2.1 66. -3 -.it .17. 7 6.6 8.1 37. 1 it.6 it.l 67. -it -3.lt -2.98. 7 .6 5.1 38. 1 .6 .1 68. Jt -8.it -7.99. 7 6.6 6.1 39. 1 .6 1.1 69. Jt -3.it .110. 5 .6 2.1 itO. 0 it.6 5.1 70. Jt -.it -2.9
11. 5 lt.6 it.l itl. 0 -Jt .1 71. Jt .6 -3.912. 5 7.6 5.1 it2. 0 2.6 .1 72. Jt -5.it -2.913. It 3.6 6.1 U3. 0 7.6 5.1 73. Jt 3.6 -2.9
Iho U 6*6 lt.l itU. 0 -l.it -2.9 7it. Jt .6 2.115. k 7.6 9.1 it5. 0 *6 ^.9 75. Jt -9.it -7.9
16. k 2.6 it.l U6. 0 2.6 -1.9 76. Jt -5.it -9.917. h it.6 6.1 it7. 0 '.6 1.1 77. Jt .6 -9.918 c k .6 2.1 U8. 0 -.it -5.9 78. -5 -l.it .119. h it.6 -1.9 it9. 0 .6 -1.9 79. -5 -.it -1.920. h -3 Jt -2.9 50. 0 -3 Jt -1.9 80. -5 -.it -3.9
21. 3 it.6 5.1 51. 0 -•it 2.1 81. -5 -7.lt -9.922. 3 3.6 1.1 52. -1 6.6 5JL 82. -7 .6 2.123. 3 2.6 5.1 53. -1 6*6 5.1 83. -7 -.it .12U. 3 6*6 5.1 51t. -1 -3 Jt -3.9 8it. -7 -9.it -11.925. 3 it.6 8.1 55. -1 2.6 -2.9 85. -7 -it.lt -3.9
26. 3 6.6 .1 56. -1 -l.it -2.9 86. -7 -8.lt -6.927. 3 it.6 1.1 57. -1 -it.it -5.9 87. -9 -it.lt -5.928. 3 3.6 5.1 58. -1 -.it 1.1 88. -n -7.lt -18.929. 1 3.6 la 59. -3 2.6 2.130. 1 3.6 5.1 60. -1 -Jt 2.1
dumber represents subjects. Subjects have maintained this
assigned number in all previous tables of scores dealing with the film
entitled "Heredity and Environment."
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DEVIATIONS FROM TOTAL GROUP E MEANS OBTAINED FROM SCORES MADE ON
THE TEST CONSTRUCTED FROM COLOR AND BLACK AND IHTPE GUIDANCE
FILMS ENTITLED «HEREDITT AND ENVIRONMENT"
No.* X ^2 No. X ^2 No. X ^2
1. 9 u.6 6.1 31. 3 -3.U 1.1 61. -3 -7 A -5.92. 9 ii.6 5.1 32. 1 -l.li 1.1 62. -3 -U.U -6.93. 9 .6 9.1 33. 1 -l.li -1.9 63. -3 “3.U “7.9li. 8 3.6 6.1 3ii. 1 2.6 -1.9 6U. -3 -*U -2.98 2.6 ii.l 35. 1 -3*k -5.9 62. -3 -3.U -7.9
6. 7 2.6 2.1 36. 1 -3«li -3.9 66. -3 -7.U -5.9
7. 7 -l.li ii.l 37. 1 .6 ii.l 67. -3 -U.U -6.98. 7 -.li 2.1 38. 1 -li.ii 1.1 68. -U -5.U .19. 7 -.li ii.l 39. 1 2.6 .1 69. -U -1.U -2.910. 5 2.6 2,1 iiO. 1 “l.!i ii.l 70. -u *̂ .U .1
11. 5 -iJb ii.l ill. 1 -3.U 2.1 71. -u -3.U -3.912. 5 -.ii 2.1 ii2. 1 -l.ii .1 72. -u -5.U .113. 5 .6 2.1 Ii3. 1 -7 .li -1.9 73. -u -9.U -9.9Hi. 5 -.ii 5.1 Wi. 1 -8.!i.-2.9 7U. -u •̂ .U -5.915. 5 2.6 6.1 ii5. 0 -.li 2.1 75. -5 -8.U -7.9
16. ii 2.6 2.1 ii6. 0 -3.ii -1.9 76. -5 -8.U -1.917. li .6 5.1 ii7. 0 -l.ii loi 77. -5 -11 .u -6.918. li -.ii li.l ii8. 0 -l.it U.1 78. -5 -Ji 1.119. ii .6 1.1 ii9. 0 2.6 U.1 79. -7 -13 .U -9.920. li .6 6.1 50. 0 -3.il 2.1 80. -7 -5.U -1.9
21. 3 -iJi -1.9 51. 0 -l.ii -1.9 81. -7 -U.U -2.922. 3 -.ii .1 52. 0 -3 .it •1 82. -7 -U.U -6.923. 3 .6 -2.9 53. 0 “3.ii 1.1 83. -7 -12 .U -lli»92li. 3 -ii.li -1.9 5ii. -1 -3*ii 2.1 8U. -7 -U.U -6.925. 3 -li.Ii -3.9 55. -1 3.6 2.1 85. -8 -7.U -10.9
26. 3 .6 2.1 56. -1 -7.il 2.1 86. -9 -15eU -U.927. 3 3.6 1.1 57. -1 “ii.il -2.9 87. -9 -12.U -10.928. 3 2.6 5.1 58. -1 -5.U .1 88. -13 -13 .U -1U.929. 3 .6 .1 59. -1 -7.ii -2.930. 3 -7.ii -1.9 60. -1 -8.it ^.9
dumber represents subjects. Subjects have maintained this
assigned number in all previous tables of scores dealing -with the film
entitled "Heredity and Environment."
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DEVIATIONS FROM TOTAL GROUP A MEANS OBTAINED FROM SCORES MADE ON 
THE TEST CONSTRUCTED FROM COLOR AND BLACK AND VIHITE GUIDANCE 
FILMS ENTITLED "CHOOSING YOUR OCCUPATION"
No.* X ^1 ^2 No. X ^2 No. X . ^2
1 . 8.2 9.1 6.3 31. 2.2 -1.9 a.3 61. —1.8 -10.9 -1.7
2 . 8.2 5.1 8.3 32. 2.2 .1 a.3 62. —2.8 .1 -3 .7
3 . 8.2 5.1 6.3 33. 2.2 a . i 1.3 63. -3*8 2.1 2.3
U» 7.2 5.1 a.3 3a. 2.2 2.1 .3 6a. -3 .8 -1.9 1.3
S. 7.2 6.1 8.3 35. 2.2 .1 1.3 65. —3.8 -1.9 5.3
6 . 7.2 8.1 8.3 36. 2.2 a . i 2.3 66* -3 .8 -13.9 -9 .7
7 . 7.2 9.1 8.3 37. 2.2 .1 a.3 67. -3 .8 a . i -2 .7
8 . 6.2 2.1 a.3 38. 2.2 -1.9 -1.7 68. -3 .6 -1 .9 -5.7
9 . 6 .2 8.1 5.3 39. 2.2 -6.9 -2 .7 69. -3.6 -1 .9 1.3
10. 6.2 9.1 8.3 ao. 2.2 5.1 1.3 70. -3 .8 -7.9 -9 .7
11. 6.2 6.1 6.3 la . .2 a . i a.3 71. —3.8 -6.9 -3 .7
12. 6.2 6.1 a.3 a2. .2 5.1 a.3 72. -a .8 -2 .9 .3
13. 6.2 6.1 6.3 a3. .2 1.1 -3 .7 73. -a .8 -10.9 -9.7
l i i . 6 .2 5.1 6.3 aa. .2 5.1 a.3 7a. -a .8 -1.9 .3
15. 6.2 1.1 5.3 a5. .2 2.1 1.3 75. -4i«8 -1.9 -1.7
16. 6.2 5.1 5.3 a6. .2 .1 .3 76. -a .8 1.1 -6 .7
17. a.2 6.1 5.3 a7. .2 2.1 -5 .7 77. -5 .8 -6 .9 1.3
16. a.2 5.1 a.3 a8. .2 .1 .3 78. -5 .8 -7 .9 -11.7
19. a.2 a . i -1 .7 a9. .2 -2.9 1.3 79. -5 .8 -7.9 -10.7
20. a.2 -3 .9 1.3 50. .2 2.9 -2 .7 80. -5 .8 -2 .9 -6 .7
21. a.2 5.1 5.3 51. - .8 .1 -1 .7 81. “5.8 -9.9 -11.7
22. a.2 -1.9 .3 52. -.8 1.1 .3 82. -8 .8 -7.9 -3 .7
23. 3.2 9.1 9.3 53. - .8 5.1 1.3 83. —8.8 -1 .9  -10.7
2U. 3.2 8.1 5.3 5a. - .8 .1 2.3 8a. -8 .8 -9.9 -6 .7
25. 3.2 2.1 5.3 55. -1 .8 -3.9 -2.7 85. “9*8 -10.9 -10.7
26. 3.2 9.1 2.3 56. —1.8 2.1 2.3 86. -U .8 -13.9 -U .7
27. 3.2 5.1 2.3 57. -1 .8 2.1 1.3 87. -12.8 -3.9 -6.7
28. 3.2 1.1 1.3 58. —1.8 -5*9 -5 .7 88. -13.8 -11.9 -7.7
29. 2.2 8.1 6.3 59. -1.8 -5.9 “5.7
30. 2.2 5.1 a.3 60. —1.8 a . i .3
dumber represents subjects. Subjects have maintained this
assigned number in all previous tables of scores dealing Tid-th the film
entitled "Choosing Your Occupation."
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DEVIATIONS FROM TOTAL GROUP B MEANS OBTAINED FROM SCORES MADE ON 
THE TEST CONSTRUCTED FROM COLOR AND BLACK AND WHITE GUIDANCE 
FILMS ENTITLED «CHOOSING TOUR OCCUPATION”
No.* X 2̂ No, X ^1 2̂ No. X 2̂
1. 10.2 5.1 U.3 31. 2.2 6.1 U.3 61. —3.8 U.l U.32. 8.2 6.1 8.3 32. 2.2 8.1 5.3 62. —3.8 1.1 2.3
3. 7.2 8.1 9.3 33. 2.2 .1 U.3 63. -3.8 -1.9 -2.7
u. 7.2 U.l 5.3 3U. 2.2 U.l 2.3 6U. -3.8 .1 -6.7
S. 6.2 5.1 2.3 35. 2.2 .1 -6.7 65. -3.8 -5.9 -2.7
6. 6.2 1.1 U.3 36. 2.2 -1.9 -3.7 66. -3.8 -2.9 2.37. 6.2 6.1 6.3 37. 2.2 2.1 .3 67. -3.8 -5.9 1.38. h.2 2.1 U.3 38. .2 5.1 U.3 68. -3.8 -6.9 -5.7
9. U.2 1.1 U.3 39. .2 1.1 .3 69. -3.8 -1.9 -6.710. U.2 1.1 5.3 Uo. .2 2.1 2.3 70. -3.8 -5.9 -6.7
11. U.2 8.1 6.3 Ul. .2 2.1 1.3 71. -U.8 -2.9 “5.712. U.2 U.1 2.3 U2. -.8 U.1 6.3 72. -rU.8 1.1 1.3
13. U.2 2.1 -1.7 U3. -.8 -1.9 -2.7 73. TU.8 -5.9 -7.7
Ik. U.2 1.1 1.3 UU. -.8 1.1 .3 7U. -U.8 -IU.9 -6.7
15. U.2 1.1 1.3 U5. -.8 1.1 .3 75. -5.8 .1 -1.7
16. U.2 U.1 U.3 U6, -.8 -5.9 1.3 76. -5.8 -6.9 -5.717. 3.2 -1.9 -1.7 U7. —.8 .1 -1.7 77. -5.8 -1.9 -2.718. 3.2 5.1 5.3 U8. -.8 -2.9 -5.7 78. -7.8 -3.9 -3.719. 3.2 -1.9 -2.7 U9. -.8 -1.9 -2.7 79. -r8.8 6.1 2.320. 3.2 .1 2.3 50. -.8 .1 .3 80. -8.8 -2.9 -1.7
21. 3.2 2.1 .3 51. -.8 -1.9 -2.7 81. -8.8 -7.9 -9.722. 3.2 9.1 9.3 52. -.8 -1.9 2.3 82. —8.8 -1.9 -7.723. 3.2 -3.9 2.3 53. —1.8 -1.9 1.3 83. —8.8 -10.9 “9.7
2h. 2.2 2.1 U.3 5U. —1.8 -10.9 -6.7 8U. -8.8 -7.9 -11.725. 2.2 1.1 5.3 55. -1.8 .1 2.3 85. -8.8 -9.9 -13.7
26. 2.2 U.l U.3 56. —1.8 5.1 1.3 86. -9.8 -5.9 -6.727. 2.2 .1 -2.7 57. —1.8 -1.9 -1.7 87. -12.8 -2.9 -7.728. 2.2 5.1 .3 58. —1.8 -2.9 -2.7 88. —16.8 -19.9 -13.7
29. 2.2 1.1 U.3 59. —3.8 .1 -6.730. 2.2 .1 -1.7 60. —3.8 .1 2.3
*Number represents subjects. Subjects have maintained this
assigned number in all previous tables of scores dealing idth the film
entitled «Choosing Tour Occupation.”
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DEVIATIONS FROM TOTAL (SOUP C MEANS OBTAINED FROM SCORES MADE ON 
THE TEST CONSTRUCTED FROM COLOR AND BLACK AND WHTPE GUIDANCE FILMS ENTITLED «CHOOSING YOUR OCCUPATION"
No.* X ^1 2̂ No. X ^1 ^2 No. X ^1 2̂
1. 8.2 8.1 li.3 31. 3.2 5.1 6.3 61. —1.8 -1.9 -1.72. 8.2 6.1 6.3 32. 3.2 U.1 U.3 62. —1.8 2.1 2.3
3. 7.2 8.1 5.3 33. 2.2 6.1 6.3 63. —1.8 .1 .3
h» 7.2 8.1 6.3 3U. 2.2 6.1 6.3 6U. -1.8 2.1 -1.7
S. 7.2 8.1 5.3 35. 2.2 5.1 U.3 65. —1.8 -1.9 -5.7
6, 7.2 6.1 5.3 36. 2.2 .1 2.3 66. —3.8 -6.9 -9.7
7. 6.2 it.l 5.3 37. 2.2 6.1 U.3 67. -3.8 .1 .38. 6.2 9.1 5.3 38. 2.2 "4.9 1.3 68. -3*8 2.1 2.3
9* 6.2 6.1 6.3 39. 2.2 U.l 5.3 69. -3.8 -2.9 -1.710. 6.2 5.1 U.3 Uo. .2 2.1 2.3 70. -3.8 -6.9 ■̂ .7
11. 6.2 2.1 2.3 Ul. .2 2.1 U.3 71. —3.8 -2.9 -1.712. it.2 5.1 5.3 U2. .2 2.1 .3 72. —3 .8 1.1 .3
13. it.2 6.1 5.3 U3. .2 5.1 1.3 73. -3.8 -10.9 -9.7lit. it.2 8.1 8.3 UU. .2 -1.9 .3 7U. -3.8 1.1 -5.715. ,it.2 it.l 5.3 U5. .2 2.1 U.3 75. -4t.8 -5.9 -3.7
16. it.2 5.1 2.3 U6» .2 2.1 1.3 76. -U.8 -7.9 -10.7
17. it.2 6.1 5.3 U7. .2 -6.9 -2.7 77. —U.8 -1.9 -7.718. it.2 8.1 6.3 U8. —.8 -1.9 2.3 78. -U.8 -3.9 -9.719. it.2 2.1 2.3 U9. -.8 2.1 U.3 79. -4t.8 -3.9 -5.720. it.2 5.1 5.3 5Ü. —.8 .1 1.3 80. -5*8 -1.9 -2.7
21. it.2 it.l U.3 51. —.8 .1 1.3 81. -5.9 "̂ .8 -9.722. it.2 5.1 2.3 52. -.8 U.1 1.3 82. —5.8 -3.9 -5.723. it.2 2.1 2.3 53. —.8 U.l U.3 83. —7.8 -5.9 -11.72U. 3.2 2.1 6.3 5U. -.8 • 1.1 .3 8U. -7.8 -2.9 -5.725. 3.2 .1 2.3 55. -.8 1.1 -6.7 85. -8.8 -7.9 -9.7
26. 3.2 5.1 2.3 56. -.8 -5.9 -5.7 86. -8.8 -9.9 -10.727. 3.2 6.1 6.3 57. -.8 -1.9 -3.7 87. -11.8 -10.9 -13.728. 3.2 it.l 1.3 58. “1*8 2.1 2.3 88. —12.8 -3.9 -lU.729. 3.2 5.1 2.3 59. -1.8 -1.9 U.330. 3.2 6.1 6.3 60. —1.8 1.1 -1.7
%umber represents subjects. Subjects have maintained this
assigned number in all previous tables of scores dealing -with the film
entitled "Choosing. Tour Occupation.M
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DEVIATIONS FROM TOTAL GROUP D MEADS OBTAINED FROM SCORES MADE ON 
THE TEST CONSTRUCTED FROM COLOR AND BLACK AND IHITE GUIDANCE 
F m B  ENTITLED "CHOOSING YOUR OCCUPATION"
No.* X Ï1 2̂ No. X ' ^1 2̂ No. X ^1 ^2
1. 11.2 9.1 8.3 31. - 2.2 2.1 1.7 61. -1.8 -3.9 -10.72, 10.2 8.1 6.3 32. 2.2 U.l U.3 62. -3.8 -2.9 -1.7
3. 8.2 9.1 6.3 33. 2.2 -1.9 .3 63. -3.8 -2.9 -2.7
it. 8.2 3.1 U.3 3U. 2.2 -2.9 -2.7 6U. -3.8 -3.9 -2.7
5. 8.2 8.1 8.3 33. 2.2 .1 -2.7 63. -3.8 -2.9
6. 7.2 6.1 3.3 36. 2.2 -2.9 -3.7 66. -3.8 -1.9 1.3
7. 7.2 U.l 3.3 37. .2 -2.9 1.3 67. -3.8 -1.9 -1.78. 7.2 9.1 8.3 38. .2 U.1 U.3 68. -3.8 -2.9 -2.7
9. 7.2 8.1 9.3 39. .2 2.1 .3 69. -3.8 -2.9 -2.710. 7.2 6.1 9.3 Uo. .2 2.1 U.3 70. -U.8 -2.9 -1.7
11. 7.2 1.1 U.3 Ul. .2 U.1 2.3 71. -U.8 -6.9 -3.712. 6.2 9.1 8.3 U2. .2 U.1 U.3 72. -U.8 -3.9 -3.7
13. 6.2 6.1 6.3 U3. .2 -1.9 -1.7 73. -U.8 -3.9 -6.71U« 6.2 9.1 3.3 UU. .2 -2.9 -1.7 7U. -U.8 -3.9 -9.7
1̂ . 6.2 1.1 2.3 1)3. .2 -2.9 2.3 73. -̂ •8 -3.9 -9.7
16. U.2 6.1 8.3 U6. .2 -2.9 -7.7 76. -3.8 -6.9 -3.717. U.2 U.l Uo3 U7. .2 -2.9 -3.7 77. "̂ .8 Uél 2.318. U.2 3.1 2.3 U8. -.8 . U.l U.3 78. -̂ •8 -6.9 -2.719. U.2 8.1 3.3 U9. —.8 1.1 1.3 79. -3.8 -9.9 -7.720. U.2 1.1 1.3 30. —.8 .1 .3 80. •̂ .8 -6,9 ^.7
21. U.2 -2.9 -3.7 31. -.8 -6.9 -3é7 81. -3.8 -11.9 -9.722. 3.2 3.1 8.3 32. —.8 U.1 .3 82. -7.8 -2.9 hS»723. 3.2 3.1 6.3 33. -.8 -3.9 -3.7 83k —7.8 -6,9 -lU.7
2h. 3.2 3.1 2.3 3U. —.8 -6.9 -2.7 8U. -7.8 -10.9 -9.723. 3.2 9.1 3.3 33. —1.8 -2.9 -3.7 83. -8*8 -6.9 -3.7
26. 3.2 3.1 2.3 36. -li8 .1 1.3 86. -8.8 -30.9 -3*727. 3.2 3.1 2.3 37. -1.8 -6.9 -2.7 87. -8.8 -10.9 -7.728. 3.2 1.1 1.3 38. —1.8 -1.9 -1.9 88. -U.8 -2.9 -7.729. 2.2 -2.9 -1.7 39. —1.8 -3.9 ■6.730. 2.2 -1.9 1.3 . 60. —1.8 -1̂ 9 -6.7
%vmber represents subjects. Subjects have maintained this
assigned number in all previous tables of scores dealing -with the film
entitled "Choosing Your Occupation."
lôlj.
DEVIATIONS FROM TOTAL GROUP E MEAKS OBTAINED FROM SCORES MADE ON 
THE TEST CONSTRUCTED FROM COLOR AND BLACK AND MITE GUIDANCE 
FIBB ENTITLED «CHOOSING TOUR OCCUPATION”
No,* X ^1 2̂ No. X ^1 2̂ No, X % ^2
1. 10,2 U.1 6.3 31. 3.2 1.1 1.3 61, -3.8 -1.9 U.32. 10,2 6.1 6,3 32. 3.2 2.1 5.3 62, —3.8 -3.9 -3.7
3. 8,2 6,1 U.3 33. 3.2 2,1 2.3 63. -3.8 1,1 1.3
h» 7.2 8,1 U.3 3U. 3.2 U.1 6.3 6U. -3.8 -6.9 1.3S. 7.2 6,1 S.3 35. 3.2 2,1 U.3 65. -3.8 -5.9 2.3
6. 7.2 1,1 S.3 36, 3.2 -5.9 -6,7 66. -3.8 -6.9 -9.7
7. 7.2 1,1 1.3 37. 2,2 -1.9 1.3 67. -3.8 -3.9 -2.78. 7.2 U.1 5.3 38, 2,2 ,1 .3 68, -3.8 -6.9 -6.79. 6,2 2,1 U.3 39. 2,2 1,1 U.3 69. -U.8 1.1 .310. 6,2 2,1 5.3 UO, 2,2 2.1 U.3 70. -U.8 -1.9 -1.7
11. 6,2 2,1 6,3 Ul, 2.2 -5.9 6.3 71. -U.8 -3.9 -5.712. 6,2 U.1 6,3 U2, 2,2 -5.9 -1.7 72, -U.8 -1.9 -5.7
13. 6,2 S.1 6.3 U3. 2,2 -2,9 .3 73. -U.8 -2.9 -1.7Hi. 6,2 S.1 5.3 UU. 2,2 2,1 -1.7 7U. -U.8 -3.9 -5.7IS. 6,2 2,1 2.3 U5. ,2 .1 U.3 75. -U.8 -6.9 -3.7
16, 6,2 1,1 U.3 U6, ,2 1.1 U.3 76, -U.8 -7.9 -7.7
17. li.2 6,1 5.3 U7. ,2 1,1 U.3 77. -U.8 ■̂ .9 -10.718. ii.2 S.1 U.3 U8, .2 6,1 5.3 78, -U.8 -7.9 -1.719. U.2 2.1 1.3 U9. ,2 1.1 .3 79. -U.8 -3.9 -6.720, U.2 2,1 U.3 50, ,2 -3.9 -2i7 80, -U.8 -3.9 .3
21, U.2 U.1 -1.7 51. ,2 ,1 -1.7 81. 4i.8 -6,9 -2.722. U.2 S.1 6.3 52, ,2 -6,9 -3.7 82, -5.8 -7.9 -6.7
23. U.2 2,1 U.3 53. —.8 ,1 -1.7 83. -5.8 -10.9 -13.72ii, U.2 2,1 1.3 5U. -.8 ,1 2.3 8U. -5.8 -3.9 -2,72S. 3.2 S.1 1.3 55. -1,8 -2,9 -7.7 65. —7.8 -6,9 •̂ .7
26, 3.2 u.1 1.3 56, —1,8 -3.9 .3 86. —8.8 -3.9 -5.727. 3.2 u.l 6,3 57. —1,8 -1.9 -1.7 87. •̂ .8 -11,9 -9.728, 3.2 1,1 U.3 58, -1,8 -2,9 -6,7 88. -11,8 -15.9 -10,729. 3.2 u.l 1.3 59. -1,8 •̂ ,9 -9.730. 3.2 -1.9 -1.7 60, —1,8 -2.9 2,3
■̂ Number represents subjects. Subjects have maintad^ed this
assigned number in all previous tables of scores dealing Tiith the film
entitled «Choosing Tour Occupation•«
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DEVIATIONS FROM TOTAL GROUP A MEANS OBTAINED FROM SCORES MADE ON
THE TEST CONSTRUCTED FROM COLOR AND BLACK AND mOTE GUIDANCE
FH1B ENTITLED "YOUR EARNING POWER"
No,* X
, ^1 2̂ No. X ^1 ^2 No. X ^1 ^2
1. 10.3 5.7 8.3 31. 3.3 2.7 -k.7 61. -1.7 -5.3 -7.72. 8.3 6.7 5.3 32. 2.3 1.7 -.7 62. -1.7 -1.3 -U.7
3. 7.3 5.7 7.3 33. 2.3 5.7 5.3 63. -1.7 1.7 .3
k. 7.3 5.7 U.3 3U. 2.3 5.7 -.7 6U* -1.7 -1.3 -2.7
5. 6.3 3.7 5.3 35. 2.3 -.3 -.7 6$. -1.7 -2.3 -2.7
6, 6.3 3.7 5.3 36. 2.3 3.7 U.3 66. -3.7 -1.3 -2.7
7. 6.3 5.7 7.3 37. 2.3 1.7 -.7 67. -3.7 1.7 U.38, 6.3 6.7 5.3 38. 2.3 1.7 U.3 68. -3.7 -.3 -3.7
9. 6.3 3.7 3.3 . 39. 2.3 -.3 1.3 69. -3.7 -3.U -11.710. U.3 5.7 5.3 Uo. 2.3 -U.3 .3 70. -3.7 -U.3 -2.7
11. U.3 3.7 8.3 UL. 2.3 ■̂ .3 .3 71. -3.7 -10.3 -6.712. U.3 5.7 3.3 U2. .3 5.7 -2.7 72. -U.7 -2.3 -2.713. U.3 1.7 U.3 U3. .3 1.7 -.7 73. -U.7 -8.3 -2.7lit. U.3 5.7 5.3 UU. .3 -1.3 -.7 7U. -U.7 -.3 -3.715. U.3 2.7 .3 U5. .3 1.7 1.3 75. -U.7 -6.3 -U.7
16. U.3 3.7 U.3 U6« .3 -5.3 -2.7 76. -U.7 -8.3 -IU.717. U.3 2,7 U.3 U7. .3 -5.3 3.3 77. -5.7 3.7 7.318. U.3 2.7 U.3 U8. .3 1.7 .3 78. -5.7 3.7 1.319. U.3 2.7 3.3 i)9. .3 1.7 .3 79. -5.7 -3.3 -U.720. U.3 1.7 .3 50. .3 -•3 .3 80. -5.7 -2.3 -.7
21. U.3 7.7 5.3 51. -.7 2.7 U.3 81. -5.7 -1.3 .322. U.3 3.7 .3 52. -.7 -U.3 -U.7 82. -̂ .7 -8.3 -U.723. U.3 -2.3 3.3 53. -.7 -.3 .3 . 83. -5.7 -2.3 -8.72it. U.3 -2.3 1.3 5U. -.7 -2.3 -.7 8U. -5.7 -U.3 -8.725. 3.3 5.7 3.3 55. -.7 -.3 1.3 85. -5.7 -6*3 -3.7
26. 3.3 2.7 U.3 56. -.7 2.7 -2.7 86. -7.7 4t.3 -8.727. 3.3 5.7 3.3 57. -.7 -.3 -.7 87. -7.7 -6.3 -7.728. 3.3 1.7 3.3 58. -.7 -2.3 -.7 88. -7.7 -9.3 -U.729. 3.3 7.7 7.3 59. -1.7 1.7 1.330. 3.3 -2.3 -U.7 60. -1.7 -2.3 -.7
%miber represents subjects* Subjects have maintained this
assigned number in all previous tables of scores dealing with the film
entitled "Tour Earning Power,"
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DEVIATIONS FROM TOTAL GROUP B MEANS OBTAINED FROM SCORES MADE ONTHE TEST CONSTRUCTED FROM COLOR AND BLACK AND TMETE GUIDANCEFILMS ENTITLED "TOUR EARNING POWER»'
No,* X ^1 2̂ No. X ^1 ^2 No. X ^1 ^2
1. 10.3 5.7 5.3 31. 2.3 3.7 U.3 61. -.7 1.7 1.3
2. 7.3 6.7 .3 32. 2.3 -.3 1.3 62. -.7 “6.3 -2.7
3. 7.3 6.7 8.3 33. 2.3 2.7 5.3 63. -.7 6.7 1.3
ho 7.3 2.7 5.3 3U. 2.3 1.7 1.3 6U. -1.7 -.3 -2.7
6.3 5.7 U.3 35. 2.3 2.7 3.3 65. -1.7 5.7 -7.7
6. 6.3 6.7 5.3 36. 2.3 1.7 -2.7 66. -1.7 1.7 -6.7
7. 6.3 7.7 8.3 37. 2.3 -.3 -.7 67. -1.7 -U.3 -3.7
8. 1*.3 6.7 5.3 38. 2.3 “U.3 1.3 68. -1.7 -8.3 -7.7
9* U.3 2.7 .3 39. 2.3 -.3 3.3 69. -3.7 -1.3 -3.7
10. U.3 3.7 1.3 UO. 2.3 -1.3 .3 70. -3.7 -5.3 -U.7
11. U.3 3.7 -.7 Ul. .3 -2.3 .3 71. -3.7 1.7 -.7
12. U.3 6.7 5.3 U2, .3 7.7 5.3 72. -3.7 -10.3 -2.7
13. U.3 3.7 3.3 U3. .3 -1.3 -.7 73. -U.7 -.3 .3
lU. U.3 2.7 U.3 uu. .3. -1.3 1.3 7U. -U.7 -.3 5.3
15. U.3 -.3 .3 U5. .3 6.7 1.3 75. -U.7 -2.3 -7.7
16. U.3 -.3 .3 U6. .3 1.7 1.3 76. -U.7 “5*3 -U.7
17. 3.3 3.7 -6.7 U7. .3 1.7 1.3 77. -U.7 -9.3 -7.7
18. 3.3 5.7 5.3 U8. .3 2.7 1.3 78. -U.7 -2.3 -7.7
19. 3.3 5.7 7.3 U9. .3 -2.3 -3.7 79. “̂ .7 U.7 -.7
20. 3.3 5.7 U.3 50. .3 -5.3 1.3 80. -5.7 -2.3 3.3
21. 3.3 -1.3 1.3 51. -.7 1.7 5.3 81. -5.7 1.7 1.3
22. 3.3 -.3 7.3 52. -.7 -1.3 .3 82. -5.7 -5.3 -6.7
23. 3.3 —8.3 1.3 53. -.7 5.7 1.3 83. -7.7 -5.3 .3
2li. 3.3 3.7 U.3 5U. -.7 -.3 -.7 8U. -7.7 -8.3 -2.7
25. 3.3 1.7 -6.7 55. -.7 -.3 3.3 85. -7.7 -5.3 -3.7
26. 3.3 -1.3 -6.7 56. -.7 3.7 1.3 86. -7.7 -6.3 -3.7
27. 2.3 1.7 1.3 57. -.7 5.7 -.7 87. -8*7 -9.3 -11.7
28. 2.3 2.7 3.3 58. -.7 -5.3 -3.7 88. -Hè7 -8.3 -10.7
29. 2.3 -.3 -2.7 59. -.7 -1.3 1.3
30. 2.3 1.7 5.3 60. -.7 •U..3 -U.7
%umber represents subjects. Subjects have maintained thisassigned number in all previous tables of scores dealing •with the filmentitled 'Tour Earning Power."
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DEVIATIONS F BOM TOTAL GROUP G MEANS OBTAINED FROM SCORES MADE ONTHE TEST CONSTRUCTED FROM COLOR AND BLACK AND HVHITE GUIDANCEFILMS ENTITLED «YOUR EARNING F011IER»
No.* X Ï1 ^2 No. X ^1 ^2 No. X ^1 Ï2
1 . 8.3 9.7 8.3 31. 2.3 1.7 1.3 61. -3.7 -2.3 it.3
2. 6.3 S.7 it.3 32. 2.3 1.7 1.3 62. -3.7 “it.3 -6.7
3 . 6.3 3.7 7.3 33. 2.3 -.3 -3.7 63. -3.7 -9.3 -2.7
it* 6.3 S.7 it.3 3it. 2.3 -5.3 -.7 6it. -it.7 2.7 7.3
6.3 S.7 7.3 35. 2.3 •^.3 -.7 65. -it.7 2.7 3.3
6. 6.3 3.7 9.3 36. .3 2.7 -3.7 66. -it.7 -.3 1.3
7. 6.3 1.7 3.3 37. .3 1.7 -.7 67. "4t*7 2.7 -3.7
8. it.3 2.7 1.3 38. -.7 6.7 1.3 68. -it.7 1.7 .3
9 . it.3 3.7 S.3 39. -.7 -.3 -6 .7 69. -it.7 2.7 - .7
10. it.3 2.7 1.3 iiO. -.7 -.3 1.3 70. -it.7 -12.3 -10.7
n . it.3 2.7 S.3 ill. -.7 -2.3 -.7 71. -it.7 -6.3 -10.7
12. it.3 3.7 .3 il2. -.7 1.7 1.3 72. -it.7 -it.3 -it.7
13. 3.3 S.7 3.3 ii3. -.7 -it.3 -.7 73. 4t.7 -8 .3 “8.7
lit. 3.3 2.7 3.3 Itit. -.7 -2.3 -2.7 7ii. -5.7 1.7 -2.7
IS. 3.3 6.7 7.3 ii5. -.7 -it.3 -2.7 75. -r5.7 5.7 it.3
16. 3.3 S.7 7.3 ii6. -.7 -2.3 -it.7 76. -5.7 1.7 -2.7
17. 3.3 9.7 8.3 it7. -.7 -2.3 .3 77. -5.7 9.7 it.3
18. 3.3 6.7 it.3 ii3. -.7 -.3 -.7 78. -5.7 -2.3 -it.7
19. 3.3 3.7 it.3 it9. -.7 3.7 -.7 79. -5.7 4t.3 -3.7
20. 3.3 S.7 .3 50. -1.7 5.7 it.3 80. -5.7 -2.3 .3
21. 3.3 2.7 1.3 51. -1.7 1.7 1.3 81. -7.7 5.7 9.3
22. 3.3 2.7 3.3 52. -1.7 -6.3 -2.7 82. -7.7 2.7 -it.7
23. 3.3 9.7 8.3 53. -1.7 -it.3 - .7 83. -7.7 -5.3 -it.7
2it. 3.3 S.7 1.3 5it. -1.7 -1.3 it.3 8it. -7.7 -.3 -.7
2S. 2.3 6.7 S.3 55. -1.7 3.7 -.7 85. -7.7 -5.3 -10.7
26. 2.3 3.7 5.3 56. -1,7 -9.3 -8.7 86. -7.7 -1.3 -.7
27. 2.3 7.7 3.3 57. -1.7 1.7 3.3 87. -8.7 3.7 3.3
28. 2.3 -2.3 -3.7 58. -3.7 2.7 1.3 88. -8.7 1.7 .3
29. 2.3 3.7 .3 59. -3.7 3.7 3.3
30. 2.3 -.3 3.3 60. -3.7 3.7 it.3
dumber represents subjects. Subjects have maintained this
assigned number in all previous tables of scores dealing with the film
entitled «Your Earning Power.«
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DEVIATIONS FROM TOTAL GROUP D MEANS OBTAINED FROM SCORES MADE ON 
THE TEST CONSTRUCTED FROM COLOR AND BLACK AND WHITE GUIDANCE 
F m 6  ENTÜLED "YOUR EARNING POWER"
No.* X ^1 ^2 No. X ^1 Ï2 No. X 1̂ ^2 ;
1 . 10.3 6.7 U.3 31. 2.3 7.7 .3 61. -3.7 -10.3 -3.7 I
2o 8.3 7.7 8.3 32, 2.3 -.3 .3 62. -3.7 -2.3 -7.7 i
3. 7.3 5.7 3.3 33. 2.3 3.7 1.3 63. -U.7 1.7 -2.7
U* 7.3 5.7 7.3 3U. 2.3 1.7 "6,7 6U. -U.7 5.7 7.3 :
g. 7.3 3.7 7.3 35. 2.3 2.7 .3 65. -U.7 -U.3 -10,7 j
6. 7.3 2.7 5.3 36. 2.3 -.3 .3 66. -U.7 - .3 -3.7 !
7. 7.3 2.7 -3.7 37. .3 2.7 5.3 67. -U.7 3.7 .3 1
8. 6.3 5.7 3.3 38. .3 3.7 .3 68. -U.7 -6.3 -10,7 !
9. 6.3 5.7 5.3 39. .3 2.7 -2.7 69. -U.7 -8*3 -8.7 j
10. 6.3 5.7 7.3 UO. .3 2.7 -3.7 70. -5.7 5.7 .3
n . 6.3 6.7 8.3 iti. .3 -1.3 -2.7 71. -5.7 2.7 3.3 1
12. 6.3 5.7 3.3 U2. .3 -U.3 -2.7 72. -5.7 -1.3 -6.7 1
13. U.3 6.7 7.3 U3. -.7 2.7 U.3 73. -5.7 1.7 -U.7 1
11. U.3 2.7 3.3 UU. -.7 -1.3 5.3 7U. -5.7 -6.3 -7,7 '
15. U.3 5.7 U.3 U5. -.7 2.7 -U.7 75. -5.7 -1.3 -.7
16. U.3 1.7 -2.7 U6. -.7 -8.3 -2.7 76. -5.7 -10,3 -10,7
17. U.3 1.7 3.3 U7. -.7 -2.3 -6.7 77. -7.7 -2.3 -2.7
18. U.3 3.7 -•3 U8. -.7 -2.3 -2.7 78. -7.7 -.3 -,7
19. U.3 -1.3 5.3 U9. -.7 -.3 -3.7 79. -7.7 6,7 5.3 !
20. U.3 -1.3 3.3 50. -1.7 1.7 -.7 80. -7.7 -.3 -3.7
21. 3.3 3.7 .3 51. -1.7 6.7 3.3 81. -7.7 -2.3 -,7
22. 3.3 -.3 .3 52. -1.7 -10.3 -U.7 82. -7.7 -12,3 -,7
23. 3.3 5.7 7.3 53. -1.7 2.7 3.3 83. -7.7 -.3 1.3
2U. 3.3 2.7 5.3 5U. -1.7 -6.3 -.7 8U. -7.7 -1.3 -U.7
25. 3.3 2.7 3.3 55. -1.7 -.3 -6.7 85. -7.7 -U.3 1.3
26. 3.3 2.7 7.3 56. -1.7 -1.3 -2.7 86. -7.7 -5.3 -3,7
27. 3.3 5.7 5.3 57. -1.7 -1.3 -2,7 87. -7.7 -U.3 -6.7
28. 3.3 -1.3 3.3 58. -3.7 5.7 5.3 88. -8.7 -2.3 -7.7
29. 3.3 -5.3 -3.7 59. -3.7 -.3 3.3
30. 3.3 -2.3 -2.7 60. -3.7 -U.3 -6.7
%\3mber represents subjects. Subjects have maintained thisassigned number in all previous tables of scores dealing mth the filmentitled "Your Earning Power."
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DEVIATIONS FROM TOTAL GROUP E MEAÏÏS OBTAINED FROM SCORES MADE ONTHE TEST CONSTRUCTED FROM COLOR AND BLACK AND WHITE GUIDANCE
YmiB ENTITLED «TOUR EARNING POWER»
No.* X ^1 2̂ No. X ^1 ^2 No. X ^1 ?2
1. 8.3 2.7 S.3 31. 2.3 -2.7 61. -1.7 -S»3 -2.72. 8.3 1.7 1.3 32. 2.3 -U.3 3.3 62. -1.7 -6.3 -2.7
3. 8.3 1.7 S.3 33. 2.3 -S.3 U.3 63. -1.7 -2.3 1.3
h. 7.3 3.7 1.3 3U. 2.3 “S.3 U.3 6U. -1.7 1.7 .3
7.3 3.7 7.3 3S. 2.3 -S.3 -.7 6$. -1.7 -.3 .3
6, 7.3 S.7 8.3 36. 1.3 -1.3 .3 66, -1.7 -.3 -8.7
7. 7.3 -.3 1.3 37. .3 -.3 S.3 67. -1.7 -6*3 -2.78. 7.3 -.3 S.3 38. .3 3.7 7.3 68. -3.7 2.7 U.3
9. 7.3 -.3 .3 39. .3 -8.3 -.7 69. -3.7 -2.3 -7.710. 6.3 -1.3 -U.7 UO. .3 -.3 U.3 70. -3.7 ■6.3 -11.7
n . 6.3 1.7 .3 Ul. .3 1.7 3.3 71. -3.7 -9.3 -12.712. 6.3 2.7 3.3 U2. .3 -2.3 -2.7 72. -3.7 -6.3 7.3
13. 6.3 6.7 U.3 U3. .3 -.3 -2.7 73. -3.7 -S*3 -2.7111. U.3 3.7 U.3 UU. .3 -2.3 .3 7U. -U.7 -S.3 -2.7
IS. U.3 S.7 3.3 us. .3 -2.3 3.3 7S. -U.7 -S.3 ■U.7
16. U.3 -1.3 U.3 U6. -.7 -2.3 -1.7 76. ■U.7 -10.3 -U.7
17. U.3 -.3 11.3 U7. -.7 -2.3 1.3 77. -U.7 -6.3 -U.7
18. U.3 3.7 U.3 U8. -.7 -1.3 -U.7 78. -U.7 -.3 1.3
19. U.3 3.7 1.3 U9. -.7 -.3 .3 79. -S.7 -U.3 -10.720. U.3 -6.3 -U.7 SO. -.7 1.7 S.3 80. -S .7 -9.3 -6.7
21. U.3 -S.3 3.3 S i. -.7 -1.3 -3.7 81. -S .7 -6.3 -3.722. U.3 -1.3 3.3 S2. -.7 -2.3 -2.7 82. -S.7 -S.3 -3.7
23. 3.3 -.3 -2.7 S3. -.7 -S.3 -6.7 83. -S.7 -6.3 -6.72li. 3.3 -1.3 -2.7 SU. -.7 -6.3 .3 8U. -S.7 -30.3 -8.72S. 3.3 -.3 -.7 ss. -.7 -1.3 -3.7 8S. -7.7 -2.3 -7.7
26. 3.3 -1.3 .3 S6. -.7 -6.3 -2.7 86. -7.7 -8.3 -3.7
27. 2.3 2.7 -3.7 S7. -.7 -U.3 1.328. 2.3 -.3 1.3 S8. -.7 -U.3 -3.7
29. 2.3 -2.3 .3 S9. -.7 -6*3 -7.7
30. 2.3 -2.3 U.3 60. -1.7 -1.3 -6.7
%umber represents subjects. Subjects have maintained thisassigned number in. all previous tables of scores dealing vdth the filmentitled "Tour Earning Power."
APÏENDIX G 
THE EXPLORATORY STUDY REPORT
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EXPLORATORY STTOY
Six months prior to beginning the experiment that has 
been presented on the preceding pages, an exploratory study 
was conducted. The purposes were: (1) To determine problems
of measuring the effect of instruction upon acquisition and 
retention of facts when presented by color film; (2) to de­
termine problems of measuring the effect of instruction upon 
acquisition and retention of facts when presented by black 
and white film; (3) to help ascertain problems of conparing 
the results of the two different kinds of film instruction 
as they pertain to acquisition of facts; (î ) to help deter­
mine problems of conparing the results of the two different 
kinds of film instruction as they relate to retention of 
facts; (5) to help ascertain what problems would be encoun­
tered in a similar study of larger proportions; (6) to sta- j 
tistically indicate the approximate size of population sample 
needed to get reliable results in another study of larger 
respects; and (7) to become better acquainted with experi­
mental research procedures. I
j
The three groups employed in this exploratory study I 
were: Group A (who received instruction from color film); I
group C (who received instruction from black and white filmli
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and group E ( controls who received no instruction)*
The 27 subjects participating in this study were 
freshman students enrolled in a General Psychology class at 
Southwestern State College, Weatherford, Oklahoma* The stu­
dents were assigned to each group by random selection*
Immediately prior to seeing the film the subjects 
were given a pretest (X) to determine their initial knowledge 
of the facts presented by film. Following the pretest (X), 
group A saw a color film and as soon as this showing was com­
pleted, group 0 saw a black and white film presentation*
IGroup E received no instruction but waited for post­
test (y^) to be administered* Following each type of film 
presentation groups A and 0 were given a posttest (y^) which 
tested for immediate acquisition of facts. Four weeks later, 
each subject was given a posttest (yg) to ascertain the 
amount of learning that had been retained*
The null hypotheses tested were: (1) There is no
significant difference between the ejq)erlmental and control 
groups in immediate learning from either the color or the 
black and white film; and (2) there is no significant dif­
ference between the e:jq)erimental and control groups in the 
retention of facts from either the color or black and white 
film*
The procedures used to conduct the exploratory study 
were comparable to the foregoing research* Response measures, 
t esMng_Ai rect^n s^__exmFimm t^l_^algn_midLapparatu8_emloy$ &
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were similar in scope and technique to that of the disserta-
/
tion presented on the previous pages*
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
Determining Sample Size 
One of the first statistical procedures was that of 
determining what size population sample would be needed under 
comparable experimental conditions to be reasonably assured 
of obtaining reliable results. Lacey (12) points out that 
the mean and standard deviation of each group is needed for 
these computations and Table 1 presents this data* For the 
reader vdio is desirous of understanding the statistical pro­
cedures involved, Lacey’s Statistical Methods in Experimental 
tion (12, pp. 210-229) is suggested as a source of informa­
tion*
TABLE 1
MEAN SCORES AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OBTAINED FROM THREE 
GROUPS OP COLLEGE FRESHMEN ON PRETEST (X), POSTTEST 
(Yi), AND POSTTEST (Yg) MEASURES OF KNOWLEDGE 
ABOUT COLOR AND BLACK AND WHITE FILM CONTENT
Groups Pretest (X) Posttest (Yi) Posttest (Yg)
_______ Mean S.D* Mean______S.D*_____ Mean_____S.D*
A 17.11 1.79 21*14 1*70 20.11 1.30
B 13.22 3.26 22*11 1.10 21.00 1.76
E 18*22 1.39 17.88 2.07 17.33 2.16
191).
! Thë̂  statistical procedure employed for finding the 
number of subjects needed in each experimental group for re­
liable results revealed the following information: (1) On
the posttest (Y^), 37 subjects in each experimental group 
would be required for reliable results at the *05 level of 
confidence. (2) On the same measure, 62 students would be 
necessary in each .group to get results at approximately the 
«01 level of confidence. (3) 2? subjects in each experi­
mental group would be needed for results at the »0$ level of 
confidence on posttest (Tg)» (!+•) On the same measure, i}.6
subjects in each group would be required to get results at 
about the .01 level of confidence.
Analysis of Scores During Acquisition 
Selection of the primary statistical technique 
employed for analyzing the data was based upon the fact that 
previous equating of the groups was not attempted. This 
obviously introduced the possibility for initial differences 
in ability to exist. Hence, in any experiment where this 
may be an inportant source of variation, a method of analysis 
will need to be employed in which adjustments are made to thé
i
data in hand. Analysis of covariance is applicable to this
situation because it nmkes valid comparisons possible, as
Edwards (8, p. 3351 points out in the following statements:
The analysis of covariance is applicable to an experiment: 
in which a source of variation, which it may not be pos- I 
sible to equalize between the various experimental groups! 
prior to the experiment proper, can be measured. An | 
adjustment is then made for_thls _aource__ofL_vLa%»latlon—in— i
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the analysis of the outcomes of the experiment* A case 
in point would be where levels of initial ability may 
condition the outcomes of the experiment, but where the 
subjects In the various groups have not been equated 
with respect to this variable prior to their assignment 
to the experimental conditions* If a record can be 
obtained of Initial performance during the course of 
the experiment proper, the outcomes of the experiment 
may be adjusted for this source of variation*
The subjects of each group were presented with three 
different experimental situations: Group A, the group that
received Instruction from a color film presentation; group C, 
the group that received Instruction from a black and white 
film presentation; and, group E, the control group that did 
not receive Instruction, but who merely took the same tests 
as the other groups*
In this section of the Statistical Analysis the 
variable was considered to be the performance of the 
subjects under experimental conditions involving the acqui­
sition of facts that were presented In the film. Prior to 
obtaining the Y^ measures, each subject was given a pretest 
which was designated as X* X scores were considered to be 
the Initial knowledge about the film content which the sub­
jects possessed at the beginning of the experiment*
! IThe X scores of the three groups of subjects are 
recorded In Table 2 according to the numerical value of the I 
score beginning with the highest score and proceeding to the | 
lowest* The Y^ scores of the three groups of subjects are




PRETEST (X) SCORES MADE BY THREE GROUPS OP COLLEGE FRESHMEN 
ON THE TEST CONSTRUCTED FROM THE FILM CONTENT*
Groups
No. E
1. 21 21 20
2. 19 18 19
3. 16 18 19l6 17 19T 1^ 17 19
17 18
7. 1Ï 16 188. 13 l6 17
9. 9 Ilf 15
Scores are expressed in units of the number of 
correct responses.
*%umber designates subjects. Subjects will maintain 
this assigned number in subsequent tables.
TABLE 3
POSTTEST (Yi) SCORES MADE BY THREE GROUPS OP COLLEGE 
FRESHMEN ON THE TEST CONSTRUCTED PROM
COLOR AND BLACK-WHITE FILM CONTENT
Groups
No. A C E
1. 23 2lf 212. 24 21 20
3. 22 22 20
4* 21 23 16
5. 22 22 150. 22 23 187. 22 19 168. 23 20 19
9. 20 19 16
1 ........ . . ______  ____ .
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example, the subject in group A who has an X score of 21 has 
a score of 23. The scores are placed in this manner for 
the purpose of later computations.
Prior to computing the analysis of covariance,
Edwards (8) indicates than an analysis of variance will need 
to be calculated on both the pretest (X) and posttest (Y%) 
scores. Edwards (8) also states that homogeneity of variance 
between groups of data must exist before an analysis of var­
iance can be computed* This assumption can be tested by the 
use of Bartlett’s Test of Homogeneity of Variance (8, pp. 195' 
197)# Computations were made using the data in Table 2.
Table If presents tbe data used in the Chi Square test of the 
homogeneity of three variance estimates. Since there are 
three groups, this Chi Square has 2 degrees of freedom. The 
obtained Chi Square of 5*91 failed to reach significance at 
the .05 level of confidence indicating that the assumption 
of equality of population variances was not contradicted.
TABLE If
CHI SQUARE TEST OP THE HOMOGENEITY OP THREE GROUPS
OP COLLEGE PRESHMEN
Group 2x2 df 1n
Variance 
Estimate s2 Log s2 n Log s2
A 95.6 8 .125 12.0 1.07918 8.63344
C 28.9 8 .125 3.6 .55630 4.45040
E 17.6 8 .125 2.2 .34242 2.73936 I
SUM 142.1 2lf .375 15.82320 i
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Tate (20) states that the fundamental assumption 
underlying correlation analysis is that of linearity of re­
gression. Before beginning an analysis it is advisable to 
plot the data both for the total group and for each group ancL 
to fit regression lines to the plotted data as has been done 
in Figures 1 and 2, Inspection of the regression lines and 
the dispersion of the data about the lines indicates that the 
assumption of linearity of regression can be considered 
tenable.
Having established the homogeneity and linearity of 
regression assunç»tions, the appropriate analysis of variance 
was calculated for the pretest (X) scores of all subjects.
The summary of this analysis is presented in Table 5* The 
obtained P value of 3.^0 was sufficient to indicate that 
statistically significant differences existed beyond the .05 
level of confidence for 2 and 2l\. degrees of freedom. It can
TABLE 5
ANALYSIS OP VARIANCE OP PRETEST (X) SCORES MADE BY 
THREE GROUPS OP COLLEGE PRESHMEN ON THE TEST 
CONSTRUCTED PROM THE FILM CONTENT
Source of Sum of Mean
Variation Squares ^  Square
Between groups ^1.3 2 20.7 3.50*
'üTithin groups ll*2.1 2k. 5*9
TOTAL l83.il- 26
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be concluded, therefore, that the differences between the X 
means are significant.
Using Edwards* (8) presentation of the analysis of 
covariance as a guide, the analysis of variance was confuted 
for the scores. Table 6 presents the summary of the anal­
ysis. Prom the table of P for 2 and 2lf. degrees of freedom 
it was seen that the obtained P value of ll|.«50 was statis­
tically significant beyond the .01 level of confidence* j
Therefore, it can be concluded that significant differences |
Iexisted between the experimental groups on the posttest (Yi) | 
measure* i
TABLE 6
ANALYSIS OP VARIANCE OP POSTTEST (Yi) SC(®ES MADE BY THREE 
GROUPS OP COLLEGE PRESHMEN ON THE TEST CONSTRUCTED 
PROM COLOR AND BLACK AND WHITE PILM CONTENT
Source of Sum of ^  Mean
Variation Squares Square
Between groups 92*7 2 1).6*1|. li|.*50*
Within groups 7^*0 2lf. 3*2
TOTAL 168*7 26
■̂’Significant beyond the .01 level of confidence*
Following Edwards' (8) next step in the analysis of 
covariance, it was necessary to analyze the total sum of 
cross products in exactly the same manner that the total 
sums of squares for X and Y^ had been analyzed. The sums of
202
squM^s and dndTYY scdï^ ds derived;
from the data presented in Tables 2, 3» 5# and 6 were suimnar»* 
ized and presented In Table 7#
TABLE 7
SUMS OP SQUARES AND CROSS PRODUCTS OF PRETEST (X) AND 
POSTTEST (Yi) SCORES MADE BY THREE GROUPS OF COLLEGE 
PRESHMEN ON THE TESTS CONSTRUCTED PROM COLOR 
AND BLACK AND WHITE PILM CONTENT
Source of 
Variation df 2X2 SXY S y 2
Between groups 2 ltl.3 -53.7 92.7
Within groups É: 142.1 132.6 76.0
TOTAL 26 183.4 81.9 168.7
Table 7 presents the essential parts of the analysis 
needed to compute the errors of estimate required for compu-| 
ting the final step in the analysis of covariance* The 
analysis of covariance on the X and Y^ scores is presented 
in Table 8. The reader will note that the sum of squares of| 
errors of estimate within groups will have 23 degrees of free­
dom, which is one less than the 2ij. degrees of freedom avail- | 
able for the within-groups sum of squares* The additional 
degree of freedom is lost in the calculation of the regression 
coefficient. It will also be noted that the degrees of free-f 
dom for the sum of squares of errors of estimate for total 
will be one less than the number of degrees of freedom for
203
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ANALYSIS OP COVARIANCE OP PRETEST (X) AND POSTTEST (Yi) 
SCORES ÎÜADE BY THREE GROUPS OP COLLEGE PRESHMEN 
ON THE TESTS CONSTRUCTED FROM COLOR 
AND BIACK AND V8HITE PILM CONTENT




Sum of Squares 
of Errors of df 
Estimate
Mean Square F
Total 123.9 25 i
Within groups 23 -2.3 i
Adjusted Means 177.3 2 88.7 38.57*'
Significant beyond the .01 level of confidence.
the total sum of squares, an additional degree of freedom | 
being lost here also by the calculation of the regression ! 
coefficient for the total. Therefore, the degrees of free- | 
dom for this sum of squares will be equal to 2$.
The obtained value of P, 38*57j wag based upon 2 and| 
23 degrees of freedom. Prom the table of P it was seen thati 
this value was statistically significant beyond the .01 level 
of confidence. The conclusion followed that the differencesi 
among final means was highly significant, taking into account 
differences among initial means. In other words, the differ­
ences among the final posttest (Y^) means of the three groups 
are not reasonably accounted for either by initial pretest (X) 
differences or by sampling fluctuations. Furthermore, it 
shm%d'^56^tarte(i"Miartr^thb-preoiwiuhrof thsr-study-has-been ‘
20lf
Increased through the analysis of covariance technique. Thïà 
was indicated by observing that the variance estimate had 
been reduced from 3*2 to a -2*3* I
It is clear from the P value obtained that the ad­
justed Y]̂  means differ significantly after they have been 
adjusted for initial differences in X* However, it does not 
reveal which of the nî ans is significant; therefore Gar­
rett's Analysis of Covariance (9)» steps 7, 8, and 9» were 
employed as a guide* Table 9 presents a summary of the ad­
justed Y^ means*
. TABLE 9
ADJUSTED MEANS ON POSTTEST (Yl) SCORES MADE BY THREE 
GROUPS OF COLLEGE PRESHMEN ON THE TESTS CONSTRUCTED 
PROM COLOR AND BLACK AND WHITE PILM CONTENT
Groups'. N X ?1
Yi'X
(adjusted)
A 9 15.22 22.11 23.66
c 9 17*11 21. 21.19
E 9 18.22 17*88 16.58
General Means l6*85 20*4? 20.^7
-
Using step 9 as a guide. Garrett (9) directs one to
find the standard error of the difference between any two 
adjusted means* It was found that the standard error of the 
difference between any two adjusted means was *71 and for 23 
degrees of freedom the difference required between the______
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adjusted means of any two groups is 1.^7 at the .05 level of 
confidence and 2.00 at the .01 level of confidence. The 
obtained values were arrived at by computing the general 
formula for finding t-values. Table 10 designates the mag­
nitude of difference on the adjusted means between groups, 
taken two at a time.
TABLE 10
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE ADJUSTED MEANS ON POSTTEST (Y%) 
SCORES MADE BY THREE GROUPS OP COLLEGE PRESHMEN
ON THE TESTS CONSTRUCTED PROM COLOR 
AND BLACK AND WHITE PILM CONTENT !
Groups*
Magnitude of Difference 
Between Groups Taken 
Two at a Time
Levels of Confidence
.05 .01
A-C 2.4-7 Yes Yes
A-E 7.08 Yes Yes
C-E 4-.61 Yes Yes
*Group A —  Received instruction 
Group C —  Received instruction 
white film.
Group E —  Controls who received
from color film, 
from black and
no instruction.
Reference to Tables 9 and 10 indicates that the ad- | 
justed means of groups A and C are significantly higher than i 
that of group E at the .01 level of confidence. In addition,; 
the adjusted mean of group A is significantly higher than 
that of group C at the .01 level of confidence. The impli- | 
cations involved in these results will be reported in the
section concerned with discussing the results.
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--------------Scôrêa-ônTTlëtënt^^^
In this section of the Statistical Analysis the var­
iable Y 2 will be considered to be the performance of the 
subjects under experimental conditions involving the reten­
tion of facts that were presented in the film* Four weeks 
prior to obtaining the Y2 measures under the experimental 
conditions, each subject was given a pretest which is desig­
nated by the letter X* X scores were considered to be the 
initial knowledge about the film content that the subjects 
possessed at the beginning of the experiment*
The X scores of the three groups of subjects are 
recorded in Table 2 according to rank order numerical value* 
The Y2 scores of the three groups of subjects are recorded 
in Table 11* The order in which the Y2 scores appear depends 
upon the position of each subject’s X score* For example, 
in group A the subject who has an X score of 15 has a Y2 
score of 23* The scores are placed in this manner for the 
purpose of computations to be administered later*
Following the model presented by Edwards (8) for 
computing the analysis of covariance, one will find that it 
is necessary to calculate the analysis of variance on both 
the pretest X scores and the posttest Y2 scores* Edwards (8% 
points out that homogeneity of variance between groups of 
data must exist before analysis of variance can be computed. 
In order to discover whether homogeneity of variance does 
exist, Bartlett’s Test of Homogeneity of Variance (8, pp*
195 - 197) was employed for the data in Table 2* It will
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POSTTEST (Y2) SCORES MADE BY THREE GROUPS OP COLLEGE 
PRESHMEN ON THE TESTS CONSTRUCTED PROM COLOR 
AND BLACK AND WHITE FILM CONTENT
Groups
No.* A C  B
1. 22 2i|. 18
2. 21 20 17
3. 21 22 lb
4. 22 17 185. 23 21 206. 20 20 197. 20 19 lli-8. 19 18 2020 l421
*The number of the subjects remains the same as 
previously presented in Table 1.
be remembered that homogeneity of variance existed and this 
fact was presented previously to the reader.
Tate (20) states that the fundamental assumption 
underlying correlation analysis is that of linearity of re­
gression. Before beginning an analysis, it is advisable to 
plot the data both for the total group and for each group 
and to fit regression lines to the plotted data as has been 
done in Pigures 3 and i|.. Inspection of the regression lines 
and the dispersion of the data about the lines indicates that 
the assumption of linearity of regression is unsound. There­
fore, meaningful correlation analysis is particularly ques­
tionable vdien the linearity of regression assumption csuinot 
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ÆëïPsürvéÿ&g the following analyses.
Having been informed as to the previously mentioned 
assumptions, the appropriate analysis of variance was com­
puted for the X scores* The reader may refer to Table 5 for 
the presentation of this analysis. The obtained P value of 
3*50 indicated that statistically significant differences 
existed beyond the ,0^ level of confidence for 2 and 2i|. 
degrees of freedom*
Again Edwards’ (8) model for confuting the analysis 
of variance was followed for finding the F value of the ïg 
scores* Table 12 summarizes this analysis* Prom the table 
of P for 2 and 2l{. degrees of freedom one finds that the ob­
tained P value of 8,89 is statistically significant beyond 
the .01 level of confidence* The null hypothesis regarding 
significant differences between the posttest (Y2) means must 
be rejected.
TABLE 12
ANAiarSIS OP VARIANCE OP POSTTEST (Yg) SCORES MADE BY THREE 
GROUPS OP COLLEGE PRESHMEN ON THE TEST CONSTRUCTED 







Between groups 62.8 2 32*9 8*89*
Within groups 88.9 a 3.7 1
TOTAL 151)-. 7 26 i
^Significant beyond the .01 level of confidence. Î
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Using the same computational model one finds that the 
next step in the analysis of covariance was to analyze the 
total sums of cross products in exactly the same manner that 
the total sums of squares for X and Yg had been analyzed. 
jThe sums of squares and cross products of the X and Yg scores 
are derived from the data presented in Tables 2, 5» H ,  and ; 
12, and are summarized and presented in Table 13.
TABLE 13
SUMS OP SQUARES AND CROSS PRODUCTS OP PRETEST (X) AND 
POSTTEST (Yg) SCORES MADE BY THREE GROUPS OP COLLEGE 
FRESHMEN ON THE TESTS CONSTRUCTED PROM COLOR
AND BLACK AND WHITE FILM CONTENT
Source of 
Variation ' df ZX2 SXY SY^
Between groups 2 ij-1.3 -47.3 65.8
Within groups A 142.1 44.2 86.9
TOTAL
■
26 183.4 -3.1 154.7
Table 13 contains the essential parts of the analysis 
necessary to compute the errors of estimate required for com­
puting the final step in the analysis of covariance. The 
analysis of covariance on the X and Y2 scores is presented in 
Table li}.. The reader will find that the sum of squares of 
errors of estimate within groups will have 23 degrees of 
Ifreedom, which is one less than the 21}. degrees of freedom 
iavailable for the within-groups sum of squares. The additional
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ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE OP PRETEST (X) AND POSTTEST (Y2 ) 
SCORES MADE BY THREE GROUPS OF COLLEGE FRESHMEN 
ON THE TESTS CONSTRUCTED FROM COLOR 
AND BLACK AND WHITE FILM CONTENT 
(Group N = 9)
Source of 
Variation
Sum of Squares 
of Errors of 
Estimate
df Mean Square F
Total 15^.6 22
Within groups 72.2 23 3.3 i1
Adjusted Means 79 .1|- 2 39.7 12.03'*f
i
^Significant beyond the .01 level of confidence.
degree of freedom Is lost In the calculation of the regression 
coefficient. It will also be noted that the degrees of free-j 
dom for the sum of squares of errors of estimate for total | 
will be one less than the number of degrees of freedom for 
the total sum of squares, an additional degree of freedom 
being lost here by the calculation of the regression coeffi­
cient for the total. Therefore, the degrees of freedom for 
this sum of squares will be equal to 2$,
From Table lif. one finds that the obtained F value of
j
12.03 is based upon 2 and 23 degrees of freedom. From the 
table of F it is seen that this is statistically significant 
beyond the .01 level of confidence. This significance indi­
cates that the differences in the means of the experimental 
~̂roups—on—the—Y^—variable—c anno t—be—accounted—for—by--------
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X in the pretest5 for the means of the groups on the Yg var­
iable have been "adjusted" by the analysis to a common mean 
initial level of performance on X* Moreover, it should be 
stated that the precision of the study has been increased |
through the analysis of covariance technique. This was indij
1cated by observing that the variance estimate had been re- I
I
duced from 3.7 to 3*3» This was a difference of .1̂.. i
The obtained P value indicated that the adjusted Yg ! 
means differed significantly after they had been adjusted for 
initial differences in X, but it did not reveal which means 
were significant. Garrett’s Analysis of Covariance (9), 
steps 7» 8» and 9» was employed to determine this. Table 15 
presents a summary of the adjusted Yg means.
TABLE 15
ADJUSTED MEANS ON POSTTEST (Y2) SCORES MADE BY THREE 
GROUPS OF COLLEGE FRESHMEN ON THE TESTS CONSTRUCTED 
I  FROM COLOR AND BLACK AND WHITE FILM CONTENT
Groups N X ?2
■YJ-X*
(adjusted)!
A 9 15.22 21.00 21.51
G 9 17.11 20.11 20.03
E 9 18.22 17.33 16.91
General Means 16.85 19.48 19.48
i
1




T86* degrees ̂ of^freedom the difference required j
between the adjusted means of any two groups is 1.78 at the j 
.05 level of confidence, and 2.1(2 at the .01 level of con- I
fidence. The obtained values were arrived at by computing |
the general formula for finding t-values. Table 16 presents|I
the magnitude of difference on the adjusted means between ! 
groups, taken two at a time. It may be seen by reference to
Tables 15 and 16 that the adjusted means for groups A and C
Iwere significantly greater than the adjusted mean for group E 
at the .01 level of confidence. One may also see that there 
is no reliable difference existing between the adjusted means 
of groups A and C. The significance of these findings re­
ported in Table 16 will be discussed in the following section.
TABLE 16
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE ADJUSTED MEANS ON POSTTEST (Yp) 
SCORES MADE BY THREE GROUPS OP COLLEGE FRESHMEN ON 
THE TESTS CONSTRUCTED PROM COLOR AND 
BLACK AND WHITE FILM CŒJTEHT
Groups*
Magnitude of Difference 
Between Groups Taken 
Two at a Time
Levels of | 
Confidence
.05 .01
A-C 1.4.8 No No
A-E 4..60 Yes Yes ’
C-E 3.12 Yes Yes
*Group A —  Received instruction









This section will discuss the statistical differences 
found among the three groups as indicated from the analysis 
of covariance.
The P value of 38.57 presented by Table 8 was signif- 
jicant beyond the .01 level of confidence. This significant j
|F value indicated that the differences in the means of the |1
groups on the posttest (Yi) variable, which was the test for| 
acquisition of facts from the color and black and white films, 
cannot be accounted for by differences in initial ability as 
measured by the pretest (X). Pretest (X) tested for the ini-f 
tial knowledge possessed by the subject previous to the film 
presentation. Although it was known by the obtained P value 
that significant differences were present, it was not immed­
iately evident which group or groups was responsible for this. 
It is necessary to refer to Table 9» which presented the ad­
justed means for the pretest (X) and post test (Y]_) scores, to
Idetermine the effect of the treatment administered to the 
experimental and control groups. The significance of the 
difference between groups receiving the various treatments 
[can be found in Table 10.
After careful consideration of the information in 
Table 10, it may be seen that group A (who received instruc­
tion from color film), and group C (who received Instruction 
from black and white film) had adjusted means that were sig- 
niflcantly different from the adjusted mean of group E (the
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control group who received no instruction^» This significance 
may be accepted beyond the .01 level of confidence. In addi-’ 
tion, the adjusted mean of group A was reliably different 
from the adjusted mean of group C» This fact can be accepted 
at the #01 level of confidence.
When one refers to Table 9» it is found that group A 
had the highest adjusted mean score for acquisition of facts 
and it will be remembered that this group received instruc­
tion from the color film. The findings reported in Tables 9 
and 10 lead one to believe that group A acquired, or learnedj 
more facts than did groups C and E from their respective | 
treatments. Referring to Table 9 again, one finds that | 
group C had a higher adjusted mean score for acquisition of |
I
!
facts than group E. Therefore, it may be concluded that |
black and white film instruction is superior to treatment I
i
as received by group E, the control, on measures for acqui- ! 
sition of factual information. |
A summary statement is appropriate and indicates that; 
for immediate learning, color film instruction is reliably
isuperior to black and white film. Moreover, film instruction,
jcolor or black and white, is reliably superior to treatment 
such as that which the control group received.
Table li{. presents the results of the analysis of co- I 
variance of the pretest (X) and posttest (Yg) variable, whlcÜ 
was the test for retention of facts from color and black and ! 
white films. The F value. 12.03, reported in Table llj., was I
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significant beyond the .01 level of confidence. This signif­
icant P value indicates that the differences in the means of 
the groups on the posttest (Y2) variable can not be accounted 
for by differences in initial ability as measured by the pre­
test (X). Pretest (X) tested for the initial knowledge pos­
sessed by the subjects previous to the film presentation. 
Although it was known by the obtained P value that significant 
differences were present, it was not known which of the one 
or more groups was significant. To determine which of the 
possible differences was significant, it is necessary to refer 
to Table 15 which summarizes the adjusted means. Here one 
finds it possible to evaluate the different sources of in­
struction with regard to retention of facts. The significance 
of the difference between groups is presented in Table 16*
It may be seen from Table 16 that groups A (who re­
ceived instruction from color film), and C (who received in­
struction from black and white film) had adjusted means which 
were significantly different from the adjusted mean of group |e 
(the control group who received no instruction). This sig- 
jnificance may be accepted beyond the .01 level of confidence.! 
Purthermore, it may be seen that group A*s significant super­
iority over group C on measures for acquisition no longer 
existed on the tests for retention administered four weeks j
j
later since Table 16 presented no significant difference be- | 
tween the groups. |
_______ Table 15 indicated that groups A and C had higher  I
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adjusted mean scores for retention of facts than group E«
This event denoted that film instruction was significantly 
superior to treatment such as that administered to the con­
trol group E on measures for retention of facts.
In summation, it may be concluded that film instruc­
tion was significantly superior to mere test taking for both 
immediate acquisition and retention of facts. Moreover, 
immediate learning from color film was reliably superior to 
black and white film instruction; but four weeks later on 
tests for retention, this significant superiority did not 
exist.
At this time it is appropriate and requisite that a 
word of caution regarding the above findings be advanced.
First, during the experiment it was discovered that 
five students had just completed a unit on the library in a 
Freshman Orientation course of study. Three of these students 
were in group A, (the group who received instruction from 
color film), 1 student was in group 0 (the group who received 
instruction from black and white film), and 1 student was in I 
group E (the control group who received no instruction)* j
!  ■  IFurthermore, one student in group C suad one student in group E 
were student librarians in the college library. This infor- !
nation causes the writer to hesitate reporting the exploratory
I  Iresults because the film employed was named "Enow Your Li­
brary," a Coronet Film publication. What bearing this had oh 
the—test—reauLts-is-not-known;—hawe-ver^— the—covariance-------'
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technique is applicable to situations where initial differ­
ences may be present* Therefore, the findings are reported 
with the above information included* It may have been that 
for the students indicated above, the film presentation was
ia review exercise rather than new information being presented 
to them* Perhaps this accounted for color film being reliably 
superior to black and white film*
Second, the results obtained on the retention phase
of the exploratory study are questionable because the assump-
!̂
tion of linearity of regression was not tenable. The assump4
tion of linearity is one necessary prerequisite prior to the !
application of the covariance analysis*
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The value of black and white film instruction to
students has been repeatedly demonstrated by research workers
and classroom teachers* Research investigators have found 
that black and white film enables students to learn more in 
a given time and, in addition, remember that which has been i
learned over longer periods of time* However, the question |
j I
of whether color film instruction is superior to black and 
white film instruction in regard to acquisition and retèntioh
i 
!has not been adequately answered by either research or prac- ; 
bice*
This "exploratory" study conducted prior to the study 
previously reported served the writer’s purposes in the
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following ways:
1. It helped to determine problems of measuring 
the effect of instruction upon acquisition and retention 
of facts when presented by either the color or the black 
and Tdiite film.
2. It helped to determine the problems involved in 
comparing the results of the two different kinds of film 
instruction as they pertain to acquisition and retention 
of those facts.
3» It helped to ascertain what problems would be 
encountered in a similar study of larger proportions.
ij.. It helped to indicate the approximate size of 
population sample needed to get reliable results in a 
similar study of larger respects.
jIt helped the writer to become better acquainted | 
with experimental research procedures. I
j
The three groups used in this exploratory study were* 
Group A, (who received instruction from color film), group Cj 
(who received instruction from black and white film) and 
group E, (the control group that did not receive instruction). 
The 27 subjects were freshman students enrolled in a Generalj 
Psychology class at Southwestern State College, Weatherford, 
Oklahoma. The students were assigned to each experimental |
Igroup by random selection. Prior to the instruction from !
I
film the subjects were given a pretest (X) to determine theiij 
initial knowledge of the facta to be presented by film, then | 
each subject was given a posttest (Y^) to determine the amount 
of immediate learning resulting from the different expert- I  
mental treatments* Pb-qr weeks later, each subject was given 
a posttest (Yg) to ascertain the amount of learning that had 
been retained._____________________________________________
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The null hypotheses tested were; (1) There Is no 
significant difference between the e;qperlmental and control 
groups In Immediate learning from the color and black and 
white films; and (2) there Is no significant difference be­
tween the experimental and control groups In the retention 
of facts from the color and black and white films.
Analysis of the data using a covariance technique 
revealed that It was necessary to reject both hypotheses.
The results of the experiment Indicated that the 
following conclusions could be offered with respect to this 
exploratory study:
1. Thirty-seven subjects In each experimental group 
would be required for reliable results at about the .0# 
level of confidence on tests for acquisition of facts 
from color and black and white film. Lacey (12) was 
used as a model for this as well as the following pop­
ulation size computations.
- 2. On measures for acquisition of facts from film,
o2 students are necessary In each group to get results 
at approximately the .01 level of confidence. i
3. Twenty-seven subjects In each experimental group I 
would be needed for results at the .0^ level of confi­
dence on posttest (Yg) retention checks. I
ij-. On retention measurements, 1|.6 subjects In each 
group would be required to get results at about the .01 level of confidence.
5* The group who received Instruction from color 
film Immediately learned more facts than did the other 
groups. This conclusion Is made with some reservations 
since the small size of the population sample makes It 
difficult to generalize from the findings presented here*!
6. No significant differences existed between the I  
two groups who saw films on measures for retention of 
facts; however, this conclusion Is made with some reser- ;  vatl-on„slnce—the_aasump_tlon_oY-J.lnaaid-tyL_o£_regress±on— J
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was not satisfied. This assumption is required for 
accurate and reliable covariance analyses. Analysis 
involving correlations between groups is particularly 
questionable!when the linearity of regression assumption 
is violated.
7. Film instruction is reliably superior to mere 
test taking on measures for immediate learning and re­
tention of facts.
APPENDIX H
SAMPLE OP THE EXPLORATORY STUDY RESPONSE MEASURE 
The same test was employed for all three test
I
I measurements. In other words, pretest (X), posttest (Y^), 
I and posttest (Yg) were the same response measures used 





Directions * Select the anstrer that most correctly completes the meaning!
of the statement and place the number in parentheses before 
that statement in the space provided on the response sheet. 
One and only one ansirer is considered to be the best com­
pletion to the statement.
1 1, The vertical file contains (1) pamphlets printed by government
agencies; (2) information about fictional materials; (3) lists i 
of the new books in the library; (U) none of these.
U 2, Locating a book on the library shelf is made possible by the
(1) call number; (2) class number; (3) author’s last name;
(It) all of these,
3 3* Into how many main sections are the books in the library divided?!
(1) 12 (2) 8 (3) 10 (W 6.
1 it. Ihich of the following would be considered the best example of a | 
general reference book? (1) encyclopedia (2) periodical 1
(3) reserve book (it) atlas
it 5, A person vho doesn’t know how to use the card catalog will
(!) use the library inefficiently; (2) probably get discouraged 
and leave the library without getting what he wants; (3) probably 
find the book he wants by looking through the library shelves;
(it) combination of answers (1) and (2),
1 6. Books classified as Social Science are numbered from (l) 300-399;
(2) 000-009; (3 ) 200-299; (it) 100-199.
3 7. The librarian’s most important job should be to (1) find books 
for students; (2) help students get üieir lessons;. (3) help 
students understand how to use the library; (U) keep the library 
atmosphere conducive to study conditions,
2 8. The Reader’s Guide to Periodical Literature' is (1) a guide which:
tells the reader how to enjoy current literature; (2) an ind^ 
to articles in magazines; (3) an American literature book for 
readers; (U) none of these.
3 9* A person who is not familiar with the values of the library
probably thinks of it as (1) a study room; (2) a resource 
center; (3) a room full of books; (ij.) a collection of books 
kept for studying and reading.
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L 10, Â card catalog is a guide or an index to (1) the magazines on ;
the library shelves 5 (2) the encyclopedias; (3) the liter attire
in the vertical file; (W the books on the library shelves* |
2 11# The front of the card catalog drawers (1) are numbered to indi­
cate their contents; (2) are letter alphabetically to indicate j 
their contents; (3) have statements to describe their contents;! 
(ii) none of these* :
1 12* lhat is a quick way to discover if a book has what you want?
(1) look at the table of contents; (2) look at the preface; i
(3) look at the first chapter; (U) none of these* |
U 13* Encyclopedias are helpful aids for (1) getting historical infor­
mation; (2) finding a quick refereree about a topic; (3) get- j 
ting information about the arts and sciences; (U) all of Hie se .j
1 lU. Books are classified in the library according to the (l) Dewey i
Decimal System; (2) Bradshaw Number System; (3) Central File 1
System; (U) Webster Word System®
3 1$* The Re^er *s Guide to Periodical literature basically lists(1) aü. of the literature accor&ng to tbe authors’ names; I
(2) all of the literature according to Hie names of the maga­
zines; (3) all of the literature according to main subject I  
headings; (ii) none of these* I
2 16. A card catalog card will occasionally contain (1) the name of !
the publisher of the book; (2) a brief summary of the book’s ! 
contents; (3) the date the book was published; (ii) none of 
these*
3 17* Located in the upper left hand corner of a card catalog card is |the (1) title of the book; (2) author's name; (3) call number; 
(ii) combination of answers (1) and (2)* I
1 18* The library can be helpful and interesting idien (1) you know 
how to use it; (2) your instructor assigns you a term paper;
(3) you are looking for a book to read; (U) you have a lesson to study. I
3 19* How are the card catalog cards arranged? (1) by class numbers |
(2) by call numbers (3) by alphabetical order (U) by all of 
these• .
U 20. A person who can use the library efficiently considers it (l) a I 
simple task to check out a book; (2) a valuable aid for getting { 
lessons; (3) a useful and functional building; (U) all of these.
U 21. The card catalog lists literature by (1) subject; (2) title; -------(3-)-authorf— Cii)--aH-of̂ hese*---------------------------- 1
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3 22. Books classified as Religion and Mythology are numbered from
(1) 000-0095 (2) liOO-ij.99j (3T"200-299; (U) 100-199. I
U 23. Books classified as General Works are numbered from (l) ii.OO-4;99ji
(2) 200-299; (3) 300-399; TïïTÔ00-009.
1 2ii. The encyclopedia index volume can be used to (1) find out if 
the encyclopedias have a certain topic; (2) help you gain an 
understanding about the different kinds of encyclopedias5
(3) get reports directly from it5 (li) none of these.
U 25. A librarian's introduction about the use of the library by 
students should include the (l) organization of the library;
(2) use of the card catalog; (3) arrangenant of the books on 
the library shelves; (U) all of these.
APPENDIX I
TABLES OP DEVIATIONS FROM WITHIN-GROUP AND TOTAL 
GROUP MEANS FOR THE EXPLORATORY STUDY
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DEVIATIONS PROM WITHIN-GROUP MEANS OBTAINED PROM SCORES
MADE ON THE TEST CONSTRUCTED PROM THE COLOR AND
BLACK AND WHITE PILM CONTENT
Groups
A c E
No,* X“ ^1 X ?i ?2 X %1 ?2
1. 5.8 .9 1.0 -.1 1,6 -3.1 .8 2.1 -1,32. 3.8 1,9 0,0 -1.1 -l.k -2,1 -.2 -1.9 -3.33. .8 -1.1 1,0 3.9 2.6 3.9 .8 -2,9 2.74. .8 0,0 .9 - 4 -.1 -3« 2 -1.9 -3.35* - .2 2,0 .9 .6 1.9 .8 2,1 -.3o « -1,2 -1,0 -.1 .6 .9 .8 -1.9 .77. -1.2 -1.0 - .1 1.6 - .1 . -1.2 1.1 2.7 18, -2,2 .9 -2.0 -1.1 -2.k -1.1 -.2 .1 1.79. -6.2 -2.1 0,0 —3.1 -2.k -.1 1.8 3.1 .7
DEVIATIONS PROM TOTAL GROUP MEANS OBTAINED PROM SCORES 
MADE ON THE TEST CONSTRUCTED PROM THE COLOR AND 
BLACK AND WHITE PILM CONTENT
Groups
No,*
A c BX ^1 Ÿg X ^1 ?2 X ^2
k.i 2,5 2.5 ,1 2.5 -2.5 2.1 -.5 -3.52.1 3.5 1.5 -.9 -.5 -1,5 1.1 -k.5 “5.5-.9 .5 2,5 k.i -1.5 k*5 2.1 -5.5 .5-.9 1.5 1.5 1.1 .5 .5 -1.9 -4-.5 -5.5-1,9 1.5 3.5 1.1 1.5 2.5 2.1 -1.5 -2*5-2,9 1,5 .5 .1 1.5 1.5 2.1 -k,5 -1.5-2.9 1.5 .5 .1 2,5 .5 .1 -1.5 .5-3.9 2.5 -.5 -.9 -1.5 -*5 1.1 -2,5 -•5-7.9 -.5 1.5 -2.9 -1.5 .5 3.1 .5 -1,5
1.2.I
^Number represents subjects. Subjects have main­
tained this assigned number in all previous tables of scores
deallng_JwijaiJ;:he_film __________________________________________
